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THE PIRATES OF THE FOAM.

CHAPTER I.

On the 24tli of September, the fine steamer

Ocean Queen sailed from Liverpool bound for

New York. She was to touch at Cork for

passengers. On board this steamer was our

hero and his attendant, Joseph. He had pro-

ceeded with Mr. Marchmont to Southampton,

and had spent a week with the family, who

were now located in a pleasant villa residence,

some short distance from the town. Need we

say that the meeting of the lovers was truly one

of pure happiness, though its brightness was

VOL. III. B
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certainly obscured by the melancholy fate of

Sir Eicliard Morton.

The eldest Miss Marchmont had also been

relieved from many painful thoughts since

their arrival in England. Intelligence had

reached her that Lieut. Singleton, the young

officer to whom she was sincerely attached,

had, shortly after his arrival in India, been

appointed a Captain in the —th Foot, then in

England, and by the death of an uncle had also

inherited an estate in Scotland worth £2,000

a year, without incumbrance. Miss March-

mont, therefore, felt satisfied that no opposi-

tion would now be made to her lover's pro-

posals. Captain Singleton was shortly ex-

pected in England.

The steamer that was to sail from South-

ampton had met with an accident, and would

not be fit for sea in less than a month, and

much as he enjoyed the society of his beloved

Alice, our hero felt so anxious to reach the

scene of his father's untimely death, in order

that the cruel perpetrators of this crime might
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be brought to justice, that he resolved to de-

part by the first- steamer from LiverpooL He
had made many inquiries after Lady Morton

and family, but all the intelligence he could

gain was that they were on the Continent.

Alice had a tinge of melancholy, and a feel-

ing of some unknown dread, on her mind as

she fondly bade her lover farewell. She

could not divest her mind of the belief that

the object he had in view had a certain

amount of danger in it. Any dealings with

the Mason family to her appeared a risk of

life, from the treacherous, scheming character

of the whole family. Besides, the assassins

of the baronet were still at large. The news-

papers stated nothing about the death of old

John Mason, the last account simply being

that '^ the murderers of the English baronet

were positively known, but had baffled all

pursuit."

Alice tenderly implored Arthur to be care-

ful and cautious, and not rashly embark in a

pursuit of the Masons into the wilds of a

B 2
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country where any crime miglit be committed

with impunity.

" You broke your promise to me, dear

Arthur," she said, with her expressive eyes

fixed fondly on her lover, " when you went

to shoot in the Punza Pulka river, and see to

Avhat a terrible, awful trial you were put."

" True, my beloved," returned her lover,

pressing a kiss upon the fair girl's lips, " and

I deserved the punishment I received. But

that is no excuse, for my thoughtlessness

caused you, my own Alice, pain and uneasi-

ness. But, thank God, we are, through a

merciful Providence, again re-united, and I

look forward with hope, and a firm reliance

on divine mercy, to be able to bring the

cowardly murderers of Sir Richard Morton

to justice, arid recover the papers so essential

to establish my rights, so that you, my own

Alice, may not have to bestow this dear hand

upon a nameless individual."

" Ah, my dear Arthur, you well know that

ray affection does not depend upon a name.
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Wlietlier Arthur Bolton or Sir Arthur

Morton, it makes no difference to Alice

Marchmont."

Our hero received many directions and

cautious advice as to how to proceed on

reaching Delawarr, from Mr. and Mrs. March-

mont, and provided with ample funds, he and

Joseph, who had become a general favourite,

set out for Liverpool.

There were sixteea cabin passengers. Cap-

tain Spalding gave our hero a very kindly

welcome. " I am really rejoiced," said he,

" to have you for a passenger. Courtney gave

me but a brief outline of the mutiny aboard

the Foam ; so now I shall have a full account

of that extraordinary affair, and of his most

miraculous escape."

" You shall hear how it all occurred," re-

plied our hero ; "we shall have time enough

on our hands. Do you expect many passen-

gers, touching at the Cove of Cork?"

" Twenty-two in all—nine for the cabin,
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and the rest steerage—and probably several

more since we liad oar agent's letter."

The Ocean Queen was a fast steamer, and

the weather fine, so that in sixteen hom's

after their departure from Liverpool the

vessel anchored in the Cove of Cork.

Arthur, during that short passage, had but

little opportunity of judging whether his fellow

passengers were agreeable or otherwise, for

though the weather was fine, there was a heavy

swell from the south-west, which appeared to

render most of the ladies uncomfortable, and

two or three of the gentlemen also.

The Cove of Cork, with its noble expanse

of water, the islands, and the scenery of the

surrounding shores, meets the eye unexpect-

edly, the entrance from the sea, between two

high hills, being extremely narrow.

There was no delay, the Ocean Queen was

true to time, all the passengers were pre-

pared for her arrival, and, knowing that she

would remain only sufficient time to embark
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the mails and passengers, all came out to the

vessel at once in a small steamer.

Amongst the cabin passengers, as the

steamer dropped alongside the Ocean Queen,

our hero was struck by the appearance of a

family in deep mourning, consisting evidently,

of mother, two daughters, and son. The

mother had all the appearance of a lady in

high station ; in age about forty, exceedingly

pale, but with very beautiful features, wearing

a very sad expression. The daughters were

handsome girls, and the son a young man

about twenty, slightly made, but tall and

elegant in his appearance and manners.

There were two female attendants, with but a

small amount of luggage. The whole party

looked depressed, and appeared to shun obser-

vation or conversation, retiring immediately

to the three state cabins they had secured for

the voyage.

Arthur Bolton was also in deep mourning,

and as the luggage remained a moment on

deck, had the unaccountable curiosity to read
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the name, feeling somewhat disappomted on

reading that of Herbert, New York.

Before sunset the Ocean Queen was steer-

ing through the still waters of the Cove, and

passing the lighthouse on the east shore, and

then shaping her course for the old Head of

Kinsale.

Our hero joined Captain Spalding on the

bridge. The weather had not as pleasant a

look as in the morning, and Captain Spalding

remarked that they would have a breeze be-

fore morning.

" It looks like it," observed Arthur, " the

heavy swell of yesterday was a sure sign of a

breeze in the Atlantic. Did you remark," he

continued, " the family in such deep mourn-

ing that came on board at the Cove ? Their

name, I see by the luggage, is Herbert."

" I did," replied the captain, " and I also

observed the singular likeness young Mr.

Herbert bears to you. It struck me immedi-

ately. They engaged their private cabins in

Liverpool."
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Arthur started.

" Like me," he thought to himself; " it's

very strange, but something of the sort flashed

on my mind."

The Old Head was shortly passed after the

lights were visible, and then their course was

shaped for Cape Clear.

" Come, ]\Ir. Bolton," said the skipper,

laying his hand on our hero's shoulder, " I

have an hour or so to spare. Come to my

cabin ; we will have a cigar and a glass of

grog, and a little chat ; before morning we

shall be pitcliing into a head sea, and no mis-

take."

Before dawn it was blowing a strong gale

from the south-west, with a very heavy sea,

which soon tried the sailing qualities of the

cabin passengers, only five sitting down to

breakfast with the captain and our hero.

None of ]\Irs. Herbert's family appeared,

the steward stating that they were not very

unwell, but not disposed to trust their legs,

for the sea was a cross sea, and the vessel

B 5
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rolled heavily, thougli slie made good six

knots against the gale, which increased in

violence.

At dinner the passengers were reduced to

three, the captain and Arthur Bolton, and a

naval officer.

" Faith, captain," said the latter, a burly

looking gentleman, in years about forty, help-

ing himself to the half of a roast fowl, " this

is seasoning your passengers with a ven-

geance; if the wind continues like this, half

the voyage will be over before the passengers

come to know one another."

" It will blow itself out to-night, I think,"

returned the captain; "it looks for a change

into the north-west. We can hardly expect

gales of long duration this month. Our fair

passengers will enjoy the rest of the passage,

for we shall have fine weather and smooth

water. Pleasure of a glass of wine, Mr.

Bolton?"

As the captain uttered the word Bolton, the

door of a state room opened, and Arthur be-
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held the young gentleman named Herbert

enter the cabin. He had evidently heard the

name, for he paused, and looked earnestly

into our hero's face as he raised his glass to

his lips.

" I am glad to see you able to join us, Mr.

Herbert," said the captain, ordering one of

the stewards to screw down a chair for the

young gentleman; "I hope your ladies are

not suffering from this rough weather. You

do not look as if you had been a victim to the

perfidious sea, as our French neighbours call

that noble element."

" No, my mother and sisters suffer very

little sickness, captain," returned Mr. Herbert,

" and I never suffer at sea ; but I had a very

violent headache when I came on board. It

blows very hard, I suppose, judging by the

various sounds, and by the motion of the

ship."

" Yes, it blows hard, but nothing unusual

;

only one of our equinoctial gales," answered

Captain Spalding.
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Young Mr. Herbert liad sat down beside

our hero. The bluff gentleman, whose name

was Sullivan, was placed opposite. Captain

Denis Sullivan, after looking earnestly, first

at our hero, and then at Mr Herbert, both of

whom were in mourninof, said

—

" Upon my conscience, you two gen-

tlemen are wonderfully like each other ; ex-

cuse me, but by St. Patrick, I could fancy you

were chips of the same block, only that

one is called Bolton, and the other Herbert,"

Mr. Herbert changed colour, but made no

remark, whilst Arthur Bolton replied, with a

smile, lookmg into the handsome, ingenuous

countenance of his neighbour

—

" Tnose chance likenesses will sometimes

occur ; Captain Spalding remarked our simi-

larity the moment you came on board, Mr.

Herbert."

" I must say I observed it myself," answered

the young man, seeing our hero addressed his

observation :o him.

*' By the way, Mr. Bolton," .int3rrupted
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Captain Sullivan, who was skipper of one of

the Canadian line of packets, " jour name,

though a very usual one in both Ireland

and Eno;land, recalls a circumstance that

occurred, some fourteen or fifteen months ago,

to my mind, which created a great deal of

excitement amongst us skippers, and of which

I have heard nothing since. I dare say,

Spalding, you remember the tragical event

as well as myself—I mean the nutiny aboard

the Foam, a Jamaica packet ship, her captain,

a brave and skilful seaman, was inhumanly

murdered, and the ship afterwards wrecked,

somewhere or other, where, I never heard,

but I know the names of the passengers in

the Foam were published, and a young man

named Arthur Bolton was one."

Mr. Herbert looked exceedingly pale ; his

eyes became fixed upon our hero, and his

agitation he could scarcely control.

" By Jove, Sullivan, you have hit the nail

on the right head," replied Captain Spalding,

before our hero could reply. " This is the
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virj Mr. Bolton who was aboard the Foam,

and who so gallantly risked his life to save

my old friend Courtney, whom I am happy

to tell you is alive and well."

Mr. Herbert rose hastily from his chair,

praying them to excuse him, his head felt very

light, he would retire and lie down.

" Faith, I thought, sir, you were not very

well these last few minutes," said Captain

Sullivan. " You look very pale ; better lie

down; by St. Patrick, we do pitch a bit just

now ; but, Spalding, you amaze me—Captain

Courtney not murdered ? that's strange ; but

I rejoice to hear it, and rejoice to make your

acquaintance, Mr. Bolton," and Captain

Sullivan held out his hand and shook our

hero's heartily.

The dinner things were cleared away, wine

placed upon the table, and Captain Sullivan,

eager to know our hero's account of the

mutiny, settled himself comfortably, whilst

Captain Spalding proceeded on deck.

Arthur, in his brief narrative, merely con-
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fined himself to tlie actual account of the

mutiny, the running ashore on the Musquito

coast, and the providential escape of Captain

Courtney.

Whilst our hero was relating the inci-

dents of the mutiny to Captain Sullivan,

Mr. Herbert, who had retired from the

cabin on the plea of returning headache,

passed through his own little cabin, and into

a narrow passage leading into the small but

comfortable state cabin occupied by his mother

and sisters. These ladies were not suffering

from sea-sickness; they were dressed, and

reposing on the sofas beneath their couches,

talking seriously and cheering each other as

much as possible, for though each countenance

bore the impress of recent grief, smiles often

gleamed amidst the gloom, which proved their

grief had lost its first bitterness, and could be

conquered.

" Dear me, Richard," remarked the elder

sister, looking up into her brother's face as

he entered, " you are exceedingly pale, you
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must be suffering from sea-sickness, tliougli I

thought you were proof against that malady,"

" No, Kate, I am not suffering from sick-

ness," he answered, as he seated himself next

his mother, whose hand he took, saying, " Do

you know, dear mother, who is on board this

ship as a passenger?"

The mother raised her head from the

cushion with a repressed sigh, and a half-

smile as she said, " I have no idea, Richard
;

no one who knows us, I trust."

" No ; there is no one, I am sure, that you

ever saw before, but though the person I mean

has no knowledge of us personally, never-

theless we are intimately connected—in fact,

dear mother, my half-brother, who passes

under the name of Arthur Bolton, is in this

ship, and is now sitting in the cabin with

another passenger."

Mother and daughters raised themselves

with feelings of intense astonishment ; the

mother exclaiming, " How is that possible ?

We know he sailed in a brio- called the Foam,
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for Jamaica ; that tlie crew mutinied, mur-

dered the captain and passengers, and was

afterwards wrecked, somewhere, I forget

where."

" Precisely," returned her son ; "this young

man—and a remarkably handsome fellow he

is, as ever I saw—is the identical Arthur

Bolton who embarked in the vessel called the

Foam ; I left him, a minute since, giving an

account of the mutiny, and the murder of the

captain, to the passenger, who is the skipper

of a large ship."

" How extraordinary," said both mother

and sisters.

" Shall we still continue under our travel-

ling name, or shall we make ourselves known

to this Mr. Bolton?" questioned the eldest

daughter.

" No," returned the mother, after a few

moments' thought, " I think not ; it would

lead to such enquiries, and create so much

curiosity, as to become terribly painful to us.

No, I would advise Richard to cultivate
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his acquaintance in a friendly way—as two

young men meeting on board ship usually

do—and when we reach New York we can

easily introduce ourselves, and reveal to him

our near relationship. Doubtless," she added,

with a heavy sigh, " he has ascertained who

he is, and is now, like ourselves, hastening

to Delawarr to investigate the causes that led

to his father's cruel and untimely fate."

As Lady Morton spoke, the tears ran down

her cheeks, and she buried her face in Ler

hands.

At the end of six-and-thirty hours the gale

ceased, the sky cleared, and fair weather and

a north-east wind carried the Ocean Queen

rapidly on her proper route.

Mrs. Herbert, as we shall still call Lady

Morion, and her daughters, for health's sake,

left their cabins, and mingled with their fel-

low-passengers at meal times, and walked

upon the deck, as the sea was by no means

unruly, and the wind fair. Li three days

Arthur and young Mr. Herbert had become
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extremely intimate ; a feeling of great par-

tiality the one for the other, sprung up be-

tween them. Mr. Herbert introduced our

hero to his mother and sisters, and though

Mrs. Herbert trembled, and her heart beat

faster as she gazed up into features so strong

in their resemblance to her deeply-lamented

husband, still she mastered her emotion, and

conversed with him on various subjects,

charmed by his manner, and interested by his

unassuming demeanour; and so also were

the two sisters
; altogether they became ex-

tremely intimate.

A continuance of fine weather brought the

Ocean Queen within three days of her desti-

nation, when she encountered one of those

sudden and tremendous hurricanes, so often

met with in that latitude, and at that particular

time of year.

Her skilful commander and a most efficient

crew, however, enabled her to weather the

first fury of the hurricane ; but the second

day the starboard paddle wheel was struck
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by a tremendous sea, wliicli washed away

the entire box, and crumpled up the iron

work of the wheel like hoop iron, completely

destroying the working of the starboard

paddle. Close-reefed fore and aft sails were

then set, and, with the aid of one wheel, the

ship was kept head to wind.

Arthur and Captain Sullivan remained on

deck all night, to render any assistance in

their power, for several of the crew had been

hurt by being knocked about the ship by a

sea that had swept over her decks.

During the second night of the storm, which

was even more violent than the first, the gale

right ahead, and the darkness intense, the

boom of a heavy gun resounding above even

the howling of the gale, and the crash of the

breakers as they surged against the stout sides

of the ship, was heard by those on deck. At

this moment Captain Spalding was standing

by Arthur Bolton's side, and close beside the

wheel, which required two men to manage.

" That gun, Mr. Bolton," cried Captain
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Spalding, " is, I imagine, fired from some sMp,

no doubt in distress ; and by the sound can

be scarcely a quarter of a mile distant. It

is very probable slie got a glimpse of our

lights."

"There's another gun, captain," said

Arthur, with some anxiety.

He had scarcely uttered the words before a

succession of blue lights threw their startling

gleam over the storm-tossed billows that

roared and broke in foam, whirled into the

air by the wild storm-blast that howled

through the rigging of the ship.

In the bright gleam of the blue lights all

on board the steamer caught sight of a very

large ship, as she rose and fell upon the tre-

mendous seas. She did not appear more than

three hundred yards distant. She was evi-

dently drifting towards them, as well as they

could make out. But all doubt was almost

immediately removed by a bright sheet of

flame, shooting up into the air, increasing

each moment, till at last all on board the
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steamer could plainly see that the great ship

drifting down upon them was wrapped in a

blaze of fire.

What a fearful sight became revealed to the

excited crew of the Ocean Queen ! The fore

part of the strange ship was in flames, whilst

the after deck was crowded by a mass of ter-

rified and horror-struck people. The flames

had first seized the fore rigging, and then the

mast, sails, and yards, presenting a grand but

fearful spectacle.

" Be steady and cool, my men," exclaimed

Captain Spalding to the sailors at the wheel.

Orders were given to put on more steam,

and then the course of the Ocean Queen was

altered, drifting two or three points to lee-

ward. The burning ship, quite ungovern-

able, was rapidly advancing under the stern

of the steamer.

It was an awful sight. All the male pas-

sengers of the Ocean Queen had managed to

come on deck, and stood stupified, holding on

by anything they could grasp, gazing at the
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doomed vessel as it drifted by, tlie shrieks of

her heart-stricken passengers and crew ringing

through the storm, whilst the tremendous sea

raging added to the horror of the scene ; for

huge waves struck the steamer as well as the

burning ship, drenching their crews with the

flood of water poured over their decks ; but

the flames raged the fiercer, as if in mockery

of the opposing element's efforts to extinguish

their fury. There were no boats evidently on

board the burning ship. No doubt they had

been washed away and broken by the seas

that swept her decks.

"We must make an attempt. Captain

Spalding, to save some of those unfortunate

creatures," cried Arthur, ready and deter-

mined to risk life in the venture, and greatly

excited.

" Yes," answered the Captain, " but they

must be volunteers
; the risk is awful in this

terrible sea."

Our hero turned to the crew of seamen,

shouting in his clear, manly voice, "Now,
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ray lads, who volunteers for the boats ? We
cannot see our fellow-creatures perish, and

not try to save them. Who volunteers to

try?"

A hearty British cheer, " to a man," they

replied, " we are ready."

" Come, then, my brave fellows," said

Captain Sullivan. " Mr. Bolton will take

charge of one boat, I will take the other."

Again a cheer, that mocked the storm gusts

as they roared through the rigging, and the

splash of the mighty waves as they swayed

against the sides of the noble ship ; but

neither the storm-gust or the wild broken

crested waves daunted the stout hearts of the

British Tars.

The Ocean Queen was kept away following

the drifting ship. It was an awfully grand

sight — the strange vessel was above a

thousand tons burden, and by tliis time the

fierce flames, fanned into redoubled power by

the relentless force of the storm, had devoured

the rigging, spars, and yards of the foremast,
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and was rapidly advancing' aft. The heat

must have been even then overpowering.

Six men were al) that could be spared to

each life boat, and watching a favourable

moment, both boats were skilfully got over

the sides with their crews all ready, each man

supplied with a life belt, and were lowered

into the boiling sea, and then with a hearty

cheer they gave way for the burning ship.

As Arthur steered his boat to gain the side

of the stranger, he could perceive upon her

after deck, by the lurid light of the flames,

women, holding up their children in frantic

despair, hoping that the sight of helpless

innocence would stimulate the brave hearts

who already were risking their lives to save

them. The sea was tremendous, and the

greatest skill, watchfulness, and care was

necessary to prevent the boats from being

swamped by the breaking' billows.

It would be scarcely possible for the boats

to take in more than fifteen persons in each,

though they were fine commodious boats.

VOL. III. c
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The great peril, however, to be feared was

the fatal rush generally made by those on

board ships on fire ; to go along-side was out

of the question ; the boats would be stove in

pieces ; dropping, therefore, under her stern,

our hero and Captain Sullivan hailed and

told those who were furiously pushing their

way aft, to be calm, and to throw ropes over,

with any floating article attached. The crew

of the ship, which was British, behaved

nobly ; they drew back the mad crowd, got

ropes and a small hawser over the lee side of

the boat, and insisted on the women and

children being put over first.

Thanks to the main and misen masts being

carried away before the fire took place, the

flames did not make such rapid progress aft as

otherwise would have been the case ; but at

times a tremendous sea would strike the ship,

and send her dead before the gale, and then

again she would fall into the trough of the

waters, rolling—though a heavily-laden ship,

and high sides—till her bulwarks touched
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the seas. Just as our hero had successfully

embarked six women, and their children, and

five men, a man on the deck of the burning

ship shouted through a speaking trumpet,

" Be quick, for God's sake ; there are fifty

barrels of gunpowder on board."

This was not pleasant information for those

in the life-boats, and created such a panic

that numbers threw themselves into the boats

and into the sea, shouting wildly to God for

help.

Still the gallant crews of the life-boats

saved all they could, and with eighteen

human beings in his, Arthur let go his ropes

and made for the steamer ;
they were dan-

gerously deep. Captain Sullivan also was

full. As they moved from the ship, shouts

and screams of despair, mingled with the

furious blasts ; many threw themselves over

to perish by water, sooner than bj fire.

"We will come back again," roared our

hero, till his voice failed him. After incredi-

ble efi'orts, they succeeded in reaching the

c ::
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steamer, whicli kept as close as possible to

windward of the barning ship.

After putting those rescued on board, the

life boats again, with a cheer, pulled away

for the wreck, when a tremendous sea

struck Captain Sullivan's boat, turning her

right over, and leaving her entire crew

scattered amid the waves. Aided by the

flames of the ship, Arthur's men rescued

them from their perilous situation, but in

doing so their boat became half full of

water. As they drifted towards the ship,

bailing out the water with buckets, a fearful

explosion took place on board the doomed

ship. She was rent asunder; burnt and

blazing planks, spars, masts, and human beings

were hurled aloft in wild and horrible medley,

and the next moment the boats became en-

veloped in the pitch darkness of a terrible

night ; whilst the squalls rushed past with

terrible force, and the wild seas chased each

other as if in sport, dashing the gallant boat

and its hardy crew into an abyss of foaming
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water; just tlien, tliey came against a spar,

and a cry of a human voice caught their ears,

several hands grasped at a man clinging to

the spar and dragged him into the boat. The

last man saved was the captain of the fated

ship.

" God help the lost ones," exclaimed our

hero, as they drifted down on the Ocean

Queen, where those on board were suffering

a state of intense anxiety, burning blue lights,

and firing a gun.

" Steady men, steady," said Captain Sulli-

van, " another sea like that and we are lost
;"

in fact, the boat could scarcely live, for sea

after sea dashed over them, but skilfully

steered and pulled she was rounded to under

the lee of the steamer. Hooks and ropes were

ready, and with a hearty cheer, boat and men

were safely deposited upon the deck of the

Ocean Queen.

Drenched, and no little exhausted, Arthur

leaped from the boat on to the deck amidst a

crowd of excited persons, who cheered and
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praised them all for tlieir gallantry. He felt

himself embraced, and a soft voice whispered

:

" Dear Arthur, thank God you are back safe

and well," and then the voice added still

lower and more affectionately :
" It is a bro-

ther who embraces you."

Astonished, our hero turned and gazed

upon the speaker, the light of a ship's lantern

fell upon the pale, handsome face of young-

Mr. Herbert.

Delighted and amazed, he returned the

brotherly embrace, saying : "Is this possible

—oh ! how I rejoice to feel, for the first time,

the pressure of a brother's hand."

" Keep the secret for a while, dear Arthur^

and now hasten and change your soaked gar-

ments ; this has been a terrible night, and

oh ! my God, a fearful and horrible scene."

All the night, and the greater part of the

next day, the storm raged with unabated

violence. It then gradually subsided, and

the Ocean Queen, having temporarily re-

paired the damages received, pursued her
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course towards New York. Every possible

attention was bestowed on those of tbe crew

and passengers who had been rescued from

the North Star, American packet ship. Every

solace that kind words and sympathy could

give was freely bestowed ; whilst praises and

admiration for those who saved them fell from

each lip and was felt in each heart.
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CHAPTER II.

When Arthur met Mr. Herbert the next day,

the latter gave him a brief explanation. Our

hero then knew who Mrs. Herbert and her

daughters were ; this discoveiy afforded him

great satisfaction, but the young men mutually

agreed to let the knowledge of their relation-

ship remain a secret from the other passengers

;

but as soon as they landed in New York, it

being Lady Morton's intention to proceed to

Delawarr, there would be no longer any

necessity for keeping that relationship from

any person's knowledge.

After the subsiding of the storm, Captain

Webb, of the North Star, stated to his brother

captain and those assembled at the supper
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table that the fire on board his ship broke out

the day previous to the gale, and baffied all

their efforts to subdue it; they, therefore,

fastened down all the hatches and carried on

all sail, still hoping against hope to be able

to make land before the flames quite over-

powered them. They had their boats, but in

the frightful hurricane they lost them all, when

just as the fire was forcing itself out through

the hatches and deck, they made out the

lights of the Ocean Queen. All no doubt

would have been saved but for the terrific

violence of the gale and the height of the

sea.

Captain Webb became anxious, after the

cessation of the gale, to ascertain who and

how many of his crew and passengers were

saved; they were accordingly mustered on

deck, that is the male portion of them.

Arthur and his half-brother were standing

near, as Captain Webb, with a heavy heart

and a faltering voice, called over the names.

He then knew that seven passengers and

c 5
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nine seamen had perislied, eleven of his crew

saved, six first-class cabin passengers, five

children, and nine steerage.

As Arthur let his eyes rest upon the faces

of the male passengers, he started, and a flush

came into his cheek, and his eyes flashed fire

with excitement. Drawing back a little out

of observation, he again gazed earnestly at

the two passengers who first attracted his

attention ; one he instantly recognized to be

the villain Saunders, the associate of George

Mason, who placed him in the Foam ; the other

had received a recent severe cut, that divided

his upper lip, and this cut, with the piece of

plaster across it, considerably altered his

countenance, but the second inspection satis-

fied him that he beheld the possessor of the

inimitable perfume, George Mason. His

first impulse was to start forward and confront

his enemies, who did not appear to notice

him ; but a moment's reflection convinced

him that, doing so then could lead to no good

result. He, however, resolved that they
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should not leave tlie ship unknown to him

;

he was uncertain whether he could have

them arrested on landing in New York, but

he would speak to Captain Spalding on the

subject, and take his advice.

" You have seen some one amongst those

men, Arthur," observed Eichard Herbert,

" you recognize, your expression of counten-

ance struck me—is it not so ?"

*' Yes, Eichard, I have. The wretch who

attempted to assassinate our father, is now in

this ship, and also his detestable associate

Saunders, who helped him to inveigle me on

board the Foam, and whose brother, one of

the mutineers, perished so fearfully in the

hole they threw me into."

" Good heavens ! do you say so ? how ex-

traordinary. But, on account of my mother

and sisters, don't you think it better to let

them remain in ignorance that you recognize

them ?"

" Such is my opinion, Eichard ; but, never-

theless, they must not escape me."
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After the muster of the crew and passengers

of the North Star was over, and the sailors

and passengers dispersed themselves over the

ship, two men seated themselves on a chest

in the fore cabin, and began conversing, as

soon as they found themselves alone.

Our readers can readily surmise that these

two men were George Mason and Saunders.

They were known as passengers in the North

Star—Mason calling himself Peters—Saun-

ders, Brown. Arthur was mistaken in sup-

posing he had not been recognised, for Mason

had discovered his identity wlien he threw

himself off the deck of the burning ship,

striking his face against the gunnel of the

boat, and splitting his lip open. Hauled up

into the boat, half drowned, stunned, and

bleeding from the severe cut, he had remained

in the bow of the boat, unnoticed by our

hero. Saunders, a cool, collected seaman,

saved himself by getting into Captain Sulli-

van's boat.

" I wonder," observed Saunders, to his
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companion, " did he recognise us, when

mustered upon deck ? It's all up with us if

he did."

"Tut," interrupted Mason, contemptuously,

"what matters—but I don't think he did

—

and if he did, what power has he to injure us

in America? none. We baffled every attempt

to arrest us in England, though we were

hunted through three counties, till we finally

got to Ireland. We suff'ered enough, curse

them. But now we're safe, and will pay back

some of our sufferino-s on the head of him

who caused them. Strange that he should be

aboard this ship."

"Where do you think he is going?" ques-

tioned Saunders. " I cannot imagine how

he escaped when Bill and the rest of the crew

of the Foam killed the captain, and threw

him, and all on board, into the sea. I have

never been able to learn what became of Bill

and the brig."

" Why," returned Mason, " now you men-

tion it, I saw a paper in the North Star, in
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which it was stated that the brig, Foam, was

driven ashore on the Musquito coast, and all

the passengers saved ; so he must, by some

unaccountable method, have escaped Bill's

knife, and got to England, and by some means

or other has learnt something about himself,

and is perhaps going to Delawarr to hunt out

my father. My dropping the papers during

the scuffle with Sir Eichard Morton in the

library, has ruined all my prospects ; luckily

I got the five hundred pounds I seized, safe

and sound in my belt. Now the baronet is

quite willing to acknowledge this Arthur

Bolton as the lawful son of his first wife, pro-

vided he can satisfy himself that his first wife

died before he married his second."

" Well, how will he discover that. Blow

me, I should like to throw them out ; I detest

that youngster, for, some how, it strikes me,

he has done for my brother Bill; he's a

cursed fiery chap."

" Patience, Jem, we have not done with

him yet ; I intend to make money of him,
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now he lias again come in my way. But as

to Sir Richard finclino^ out that his first wife

died before he married his second, he can do

it easy enough, by going to Delawarr and

finding my sister, Mrs. Jackson, in the land

of the living."

" Well, let us get ashore, in New York,"

said Saunders, " and I will keep my eye on the

movements of this youngster, and if I find

that he has taken my brother Bill's life, I'll

put my knife in him, with more certainty

than you did yours into his father."

" Curse it ; that was a madman's act of

mine," responded Mason, bitterly. " He

would never have had the papers without

paying a large sum, but for that; I was an

idiot to carry them about me, and a greater

fool to say so ; but there's much to be done

yet ; and if he goes to Delawarr, and near

Fork Farm, my younger brothers will soon

make short work of him. Let us keep close

till we anchor—once ashore—we are all

right."
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After a favourable run of three days, the

Ocean Queen reached her destination, and

landed all her passengers. George Mason,

and his companion, Saunders, were allowed

to go on shore, to their infinite pleasure, per-

fectly unmolested, and fully convinced they

had neither been noticed nor recognised by

one for whose destruction they were forming

wicked devices. The different passengers

disposed of themselves according to their

previous determination. Mrs. Herbert and

family, with Arthur, now acknowledged, and

indeed treated as the head of the family, and

as successor to the late Sir Eichard Morton,

remained together—-her ladyship being per-

fectly satisfied in her own mind as to the fact

of his birth, and his mother's marriage.

We must hovrever for a time follow in the

footsteps of George Mason, who, leaving

Saunders to watch the proceedings of Arthur

and the family he seemed so intimate with,

set out with all speed to reach Delawarr, little

imagining the news that awaited his arrival.
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On reaching Delawarr, he was forced, owmg

to the severity of the night, to put up at a

hotel. This hotel was the same to which the

unfortunate Sir Richard Morton had been car-

ried when brought back wounded to Delawarr.

During the journey Mason avoided all conver-

sation with those he came in contact with,

trusting that the scar on his face had so altered

him that he would not be recognised by those

who formerly knew him, till he reached Fork

Farm, and learned how affairs stood there.

Entering the large room appropriated to

travellers, he perceived two persons sitting at

the table smoking and drinking. It was a

wild stormy night, and the rain came down

in a deluge, or he would have proceeded to

Fork Farm, even if he walked the distance,

so eaffer was he to reach home.

He called for a pipe and a tumbler of hot

whiskey toddy, which the landlord himself

brought in, and then George Mason got a view

of the two other occupants of the room ; he
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started as he sat down, turning his face away

from tlie others, who were no strangers to

him. One was Luke Patten, the other, Mr.

Bowen's, the solicitor, clerk—a cousin of Luke

Patten's.

"It's a wild night, stranger," saidtheland-

lord, as he sat down and joined the smokers.

" You don't, I calculate, think of stirring

abroad till morning ?"

" Well, not now in this torrent of rain,

certainly, but I wish it were better weather,

for I want to get to Fork Farm."

" Fork Farm," repeated the landlord.

" Well I guess you would soon like to be back

again ; there's no one in Fork Farm—none

but keepers. Old John Mason's dead."

"John Mason dead!" repeated George,

starting from his seat, his lips parched, and

his cheek deadly pale ;
" then where are his

sons ?"

A loud call from the bar caused the land-

lord to leave, saying as he departed, " there's
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Luke Patten, a near neighbour to the Fork,

will tell you all the news. I guess it's some

time since you were in these parts."

Lnke Patten, one of the guests at the table,

got up and approached the shocked George

Mason, for disregard of family ties was not

one of his crimes ;
he was fond of his father,

and he felt the intelligence of his death

severely ; besides which, Fork Farm being

in the hands of keepers confused and oppressed

him terribly; where then were his two brothers,

Mrs. Jackson, and his sister Mary.

When Luke Patten approached George

Mason, the latter looked fiercely up into his

face ; there had always been ill-blood between

them, but Luke Patten said :

" I recognise you now, George Mason

;

that scar on your lip and cheek might puzzle

others—not me."

" What is it to you, Luke Patten, if I am

George Mason ; there never was much friend-

ship between us, and I do not see why there

ever should."
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" I must wish you good night, Luke," said

James Nicol, Mr. Bowen's clerk. "It's a bad

night, and my governor keeps regular hours."

The young man shook hands with his cousin,

nodded to Mason, and departed.

" I tell you what," said Luke Patten, seat-

ing himself by the side of the sullen George

Mason. " It is better that we should be friends

now, if we never were before. In the first

place I am the husband of your sister Mary."

Mason bit his lip with passion and vexa-

tion. " So," said he, "the weak fool married

you at last. Where were my brothers, for I

suppose it is since my father's death you ob-

tained her."

" Exactly so," returned Luke. " Your

brothers were accused of murdering an

English baronet—Sir Richard Morton."

With a fearful oath George Mason sprang

from his seat. He would have seized Luke

by the throat, but his brother-in-law was a

powerful, and he well knew, a very deter-

mined man.
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" Now, George," remonstrated Patten, very

coolly knocking the ashes out of his pipe,

" this is folly giving way to passion with me.

We can assist each other. I shall make it

clear to you that I am willing to be your best

friend, and that without me, you are in a bad

way. Fork Farm will be lost to you ; be

friendly to me, and I will surely enable you

to keep possession of it."

Mason was bewildered. He felt deeply his

father's death, but to lose Fork Farm besides

and to be told that his brothers were accused

of murdering Sir Richard Morton, appeared a

thing so incredible that he remained stupified;

tossing down a tumbler of strong whiskey, he

sat down, saying

:

*' Luke, we always hated one and other

;

probably we do so still, but we are necessary

to one and other. If we are to ride in the

same boat, we should pull together. Answer

me one question. Is Sir Hichard Morton

dead ?"
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" I deeply regret to say," answered Luke,

" he was cruelly murdered, and by your two

brothers."

Mason could scarcely contam himself, he

was savage with passion.

''Murdered, and by my brothers," he

muttered, then with a fierce execration he ex-

claimed aloud, " Did they kill their father,

too?"

" No, George, that they did not," replied

Patten, calmly. " Moderate your passion and

listen to particulars, and then you will under-

stand your true position, and how we may act

in concert and for our mutual benefit."

" But who accused my brothers of this mur-

der ?" demanded George, in an excited man-

ner. " What brought the baronet here?"

" To ascertain the legitimacy of his first

born son," returned Patten. " He obtained

the necessary documents from your father,

and in return presented him with a cheque

on a New York bank for £3,000."
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" What !" exclaimed Mason vvllh an ironical

laugh, " after receiving £3,000 my brothers

mm'dered their benefactor—this is incredible !

Who saw them commit the deed ?"

"I did!" retm-ned Luke, "and I accused

them of the crime when the constables entered

your father's house to arrest them on sus-

picion."

Mason again sprang to his feet ; this time

he drew a revolver from his breast coat

pocket and cocked it. Luke never stirred, but

coolly replenished his tumbler, saying

:

" Put up your weapon, George, killing me

will only get you hanged ; whereas, if you can

bring yourself to listen quietly for ten minutes

I will make all clear to you. But ifyou burst

into passionate fits, and interrupt me, I must

leave you to your own headstrong passions."

A slave to passion all his life. Mason gazed

with bewildered feelings on the calm self-pos-

sessed man before him. Thrusting the pistol

in his breast, he said

:
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" Order more liquor and I'll listen to you.

You are not now, I suspect, the prosperous

man I thought you were."

" No," returned Patten, bitterly, " my folly

and infatuation, and love of play have ruined

my prospects. I would save my wife, whom I

dearly love, from poverty and misery, and

that's the reason Luke Patten leagues witli

George Mason, to—to—better his fortunes."

More liquor was brought in, and the two

men then sat for some moments, each en-

grossed with their own thoughts. Mason, who

was addicted to drink, seemed inclined to

give way to it, for he drank off a couple of

tumblers before he uttered a word. Luke

Patten could drink, but he rarely indeed ever

gave way to intemperance. He waited pa-

tiently till George Mason had recovered him-

self ; at length Mason said :

"Now let us thoroughly understand each

other. You have, you say, married my sister

Mary, that my father is dead, and that my
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two brothers killed Sir Eicbard Morton, and

that you, the husband of their sister, accused

them of the crime."

" I was not the husband of your sister when

I accused them of a crime I saw them com-

mit. Mary had been prejudiced against lue by

the representations of her brothers. When they

were lodged in prison I had an interview with

Mary. I explained away many things, and

promised if she would marry me I would get

her brothers acquitted. Well, I did so, by

stating I was mistaken, and refusing to swear

that they wqre the persons I saw shoot down

the baronet on his way to Williamsburg."

Patten then proceeded to explain to George

Mason the manner in which he became ac-

quainted with the commission of the murder

by the brothers. As soon as he had finished

that part of the narrative, George Mason

said, eagerly

:

" Then what became of the papers the

baronet carried about his person?"

VOL. III. D
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" Knowing wliere they were," returned

Luke, " through the agency of my cousin,

Mr. Bowen's clerk, who mentioned the cir-

cumstance to me without attributing any im-

portance to it, T possessed myself of them."

" Ha !" muttered George Mason between

his teeth, " and so you let my brothers com-

mit this mad and useless crime to profit by it

yourself."

" No," calmly returned Patten, " I did not

;

neither could I in any way prevent the deed.

I could not even guess what their object was

in lying concealed in the wo^d, I never

thought of Sir Richard Morton—never saw

him. Where I was hid I could see them, but

could not see the Englishman till at the very

moment the trigger was pulled, when the horse

started forward and the baronet fell dead. I

was amazed and horror-struck at the deed,

but when I saw them eagerly searching the

garments of the dead, the thought struck me

that the murdered man was Sir Richard Mor-
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ton, and that for some reason or other your

brothers wished to obtain the papers that

my cousin mentioned, the baronet carried in

a soft leather case at the back of his coat.

The idea then struck me that 1 might possess

myself of them, and so I did."

*'And now that you have these papers,"

inquired Mason, looking ghastly and tremb-

ling with excitement. " What do you pro-

pose to do with them. Did you discover

what other motive, beside to gain possession

of these papers, prompted my brothers to

commit this,useless crime, after receiving three

thousand from the man they had killed?"

" Mrs. Jackson's vindictive hatred to Sir

Richard Morton, spurred on your brothers,

and their own desire to gain those papers,

hoping to get a large sum of money for their

restoration."

" Still I am bewildered," said Mason.

" What became of the three thousand cheque,

for if they possessed the means of paying

D 2
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off the mortgage of two thousand, why is

Fork Farm in the hands of the mortgagee

keepers ?"

"I will explain," replied Luke. "Either

in forgetfulness or in the agitation of the

t'le baronet's interview with your father, the

latter handed the cheque to the old man

without signing it
—

"

" Idiots !" muttered Mason, " and they, no

doubt, did not perceive it."

" Neither your father, who held the cheque,

or Mr. Bowen, who was present, perceived the

inadvertency, for John Mason at once locked it

up in his chest ; the old man signed the re-

quisite papers required by Sir Richard

Morton, and then they parted, apparently

good friends. What followed, after Sir

Richard's departure, between your sister, Mrs.

Jackson, and your brothers, which led to the

crime perpetrated two days after, my wife,

who was never trusted with any knowledge

of family matters, could not tell. She says
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her father was subject to a disease of the

heart, and all excitement added to his suffer-

ing. I believe the knowledge that his sons

had killed Sir Eichard, and the findino- the

cheque unsigned, gave him such a shock that

he laid his head on the table, and when they

went to rouse him they discovered he was

dead."

Mason groaned, the perspiration ran down

from his forehead :
" Oh," said he, " had I

been at home, none of this sorrow would

have occurred. Not," he revengefully added,

"that I feel a particle of regret for Sir

Richard's fate. He deceived and abandoned

my sister after many promises of marriage,

and thought to destroy Grace Manning by

a false marriage, but we defeated him there,

and now 1 swear his son by that same Grace

Manning, his lawful wife, shall never inherit

either the title or the estates of his father

whilst I live."

" I cannot see," observed Patten, " why the

sin of the father should be visited upon the
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son ; however, that is no business of mine.

My object is to get that cheque for three

thousand cashed."

*' Ah, I see," returned Mason bitterly, " my

brothers, I suppose, told you I was an adept

in forging names ?"

" Not exactly, George ; they knew you

would shortly return, and we agreed if you

did, that you were the only one who could

imitate the baronet's signature. I did not

expect of course to find you here. I came

this morning to meet my cousin to try and

stave off a troublesome mortgagee, who

threatens me. This cheque of the late

baronet was a bona fide transaction ; it was

a just payment for services rendered, and you

are certainly entitled to it as your father's re-

presentative. Sign it, and I will go to New
York and cash it. You shall have the two

thousand, and with the other thousand I can

stave off mj creditors, and pull up for the

past by industry and exertion."

*' But how did you get the cheque from my
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brothers ? there never was much friendship

between you."

" Well," answered Luke, "I suppose they

felt some gratitude for my saving them from

hanging; besides, they had not a dollar, and

Mr. Hendrick put in keepers, and seized all

the stock in Fork Farm. I gave them live

hundred dollars, and took this unsigned cheque,

not worth a cent, as security. Now you have

three months given in which to redeem Fork

Farm
;

I know it is now worth four thousand

pounds. Put the Baronet's name to that, and

to-morrow we will start for New York. I

will run the risk of presenting it, I know the

banker, Mr. Coulston, personally."

Mason remained for some moments buried

in thought ; he then looked into Patten's face,

saying, as he stretched out his hand:

—

" Agreed, on one condition—that we share

whatever we can manage to make out of tlic

paper you possess."

" Oh, willingly I agree to that," replied the
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other, clasping Mason's hand. " But, though

I have the papers, I really cannot see how,

without exposing ourselves to Mr. Bowen, anj

use can be made of them."

"I do," observed Mason; "for at this

moment there is, in New York, the identical

son and heir of Sir Bichard Morton. No

doubt, come to this country to hunt for these

very papers ; their possession would give him

a title and eight thousand a year."

Patten looked astounded at this intelligence

;

he was not a bad hearted man, for he possessed

considerable feeling, and would do any one a

good turn if he could. He dearly loved his

wife, who was a most amiable young woman,

the more extraordinary, as she was reared

amongst the other members of her family,

who were totally without principle and moral

conduct in any one way.

" Well," said Mason, seeing Luke Patten

in a thoughtful mood, " has my intelligence

altered your intentions in any way ?"
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" No. Not altered tliem," replied Luke

;

" but recollect
;
you, just a few moments ago,

said that the son of Sir E-ichard Morton should

never inherit his father's name or title whilst

you lived. Now, T was considering, this son,

so opportunely come into this country, would

be the very individual the most likely to pay

a large sum of money for those papers, and

the matter could be very easily arranged."

" There's another son of Sir Richard

Morton's, by his second wife," observed

George Mason, " who will be disinherited,

should the youth, now in New York, gain

possession of these important papers. T think

the second son would be the most likely to

pay a very large sum to see them de-

stroyed."

" Yes," responded Patten, not looking very

well pleased, " provided you knew he was a

man inclined to commit so iniquitous a fraud

as to deprive liis lawful brother of his birth-

right
;
besides, you have the one brother on

D 5
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the spot, and I do not think, for many reasons,

that you would like to return to England."

" How do you know that?" interrupted

Mason, sharply, and looking keenly into his

companion's countenance.

" Well," returned the other, carelessly.

" In looking over a file of old English papers,

sent to me by my father's youngest sister,

who is still alive and residing in Hampshire,

I observed a paragraph alluding to the abduc-

tion of a young gentleman, and a robbery of

his efi'ects
;

this advertisement stated the

young man's name to be.Arthur Bolton, and

that a person calling himself Reynolds, but

whose real name was George Mason, was con-

cerned in this abduction, with an accomplice

named James Saunders, also under an alias.

The advertiser offered a considerable reward

for their apprehension, and application was to

be made to the Superintendent of Police—

I

forget his name."

" Curse him and his name, too !" savagely
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interrupted tlie other. " But I baulked liim

and his infernal spies."

" This Arthur Bolton then/' inquired Luke,

" is, I suppose, the late Sir Richard's son ?"

" Yes, so far you are right, but we will

talk of this matter when we get to New York,

and find out what are the young man's pro-

jects. I can tell you he is a difficult subject

to deal with—he is of a fierce and fiery spirit

—

and not easy handled ; but where is Mrs. Jack-

son and my brothers ?"

" I am sorry to say," said Patten, " that they

have leagued themselves with the well-known

horse -lifters, who are known to have a retreat

amid the Mattapone Swamps. I have heard

that Mrs. Jackson is going to marry one Stead-

man, who possesses some land near there.

Eeport says, he's the chief of the gang—and

a lawless desperate lot they are."

" Then you see my brothers sometimes ?"

" Yes," returned Patten ;
" their retreat is

only twenty-four miles from here. I sincerely
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wisli that they liad not come this way—but

they are looking out for your arrival—-and

sometimes they visit my homestead after dark.

I would much rather they would not, for if

they are caught, it will be lynch law that

they will get."

There was a silence for some moments, and

then Mason said :
—

" What was done with Sir Richard Mor-

ton's body, when found ?"

" It was brought here to this Inn," (Mason

gave a shudder), " and after the inquest and

other formalities, Mr. Bowen ordered a lead

and a mahogany coffin to be made ; the body

was placed in the lead one, and screwed

down, and then enclosed in the mahogany one.

It was then placed in the vaults of St. Mary's

church. I hear that Mr. Bowen expects

either Lady Morton's family, or some member

of the family to come over and take the body

to England, to be laid in the family vault of

Morton Chase."
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*' Now, then," said George Mason, ex-

iiltingly ;
" I can understand the whole

;

the mystery that perplexed me is cleared

up."

"What mystery?" enquired Patten with

some curiosity of manner.

" I will tell you briefly," returned Mason.

" I embarked from Cork with a friend, in the

North Star ; this ship, when within three days'

sail of New York, took fire and blew up

—

however, half the crew and passengers were

saved by the crew of the Ocean Queen.

Aboard that vessel I recognized the young

man called Arthur Bolton, he seemed deeply

intimate with a family in deep mourning, a

mother, a son, and two daughters. Somehow,

whenever I got a glimpse of the two girls,

faces, I thought I had seen them before, still

I could not recall the where—now I have it

—

the widow is Lady Morton, the others her son

and daughters. The daughters I once saw at

Morton Chase, and I never forget a face once
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seen—they are now in New York, and coming

here."

" Then the sooner we set out for New York

the better," cried Luke Patten.

" Be it so ; we will start in the morning."
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CHAPTER III.

Still retaining the name of Herbert, Lady

Morton and family, our hero inchided, re-

mained for some days quietly in their hotel in

New York, for a few days before proceeding

to Delawarr.

" I wish, my dear Arthur," she said one

morning after breakfast ;
" that you and

Eichard would go to Messrs. Coulston and

Brothers, bankers, and see how," she added

with a sigh—" your lamented father's ac-

count stands with the Bankers. I am well

aware he took out a large sum of money to

lodge in the New York Bank, for the purpose
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of rewarding tliose terrible Masons if they

quietly acceded to his requests about certain

papers necessary to prove your rights ; but it

would be a cruel mockery if those fearful men

should reap the reward, forfeited by their

monstrous and horrid crime, for that my un-

fortunate husband owed his death to their

wickedness is quite certain—and God grant

that justice may yet overtake them, and

punish them for their crimes."

" If the law cannot, after what has passed,

touch them," returned Arthur, bitterly. " It

is my firm intention to hunt them out, and

take justice into my own hands."

"Ah, my dear Arthur, better leave them to

God's judgments, than risk your life seeking

such miscreants."

Arthur made no reply, but shortly after he

and Richard proceeded to the Bank.

On requesting to see Mr. Coulston they

were shewn into a private apartment. The

young men at once stated who they w^ere,
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wliicli mucli surprised the banker, who was

acquainted with the late Sir Richard Morton

during his stay in New York, and in whose

Bank the sum of three thousand intended for

John Mason still remained.

" How very fortunate," said Mr. Coulston,

"your arrival and calling here, to-day."

" How so ?" exclaimed both the young

men.

" I will explain," said the Banker, "for I

was in some perplexity how to act. Now you

both can materially assist me.

" Yesterday, a Mr. Luke Patten, a highly

respectable farmer in Delawarr, presented a

cheque, drawn by your lamented father. Sir

Kichard Morton, on this bank, for a sum of

three thousand, in favour of John Mason,

of Fork Farm, also near Delawarr. Now

I happened to be from home, and my

brother also. Our cashier stated he could

not cash the cheque till one or both his prin-

cipals were consulted. Sir Richard Morton
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being dead, the instructions relative to that

cheque were only known to them. When

Mr. Patten inquired where he could see me,

my cashier appointed this morning, therefore

I expect the holder of the cheque back every

moment."

"Who is this Mr. Luke Patten?" ques-

tioned Eichard Herbert, " and how, I wonder,

did he become possessed of a cheque given to

John Mason?"

" Luke Patten is, I know, in difficulties,"

said the Banker—" He married a daughter of

John Mason's, and I also understood that he

was the accuser of the two Masons who were

arrested for the murder of the unfortunate Sir

Richard ; but he afterwards retracted his ac-

cusation, stating that he was mistaken, that

he could not swear to them."

" Ah," observed Arthur, " a somewhat

doubtful character is this Mr. Luke Patten."

The door of the room was then opened, and

a clerk, putting in his head, said

:
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" Mr. Luke Patten, sir."

" Ah !" said the Banker, turning to the

brothers, " if you have no objection, we will

see him here."

" I should wish to see him, very much,"

responded Arthur, " for I strongly suspect

some foul play respecting this cheque
;

the long delay in presenting it is suspi-

cious."

" I think the same," answered the Banker.

A moment or two, and the clerk ushered

Mr. Patten into the room.

The brothers looked with some curiosity at

the Virginian, who was a tall, strong man,

with handsome features and good figure. His

dark eyes rested at once upon Arthur, and

then upon his half brother. He held the

cheque in his hand, and mechanically handed

it to the Banker, who, taking it, said

:

" Mr. Patten, these gentlemen," waving

his hand towards the brothers—" are the sons

of the late Sir Richard Morton."
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Luke started, and became fliislied to the

very temples ; but merely bowed, and then in

a moment recovered hhnself. The Banker,

in the meantime, carefully examined the

cheque.

*' Excuse me," said Richard Herbert, step-

ping forward, and looking also at the cheque.

" That signature is not my father's, it is a

forgery !"

" AVhat's that you say, sir?" interrupted

Patten, somewhat fiercely.

" I say," returned Richard Morton, firmly,

" that signature was never written by my un-

fortunate father. I admit it is a fac-simile of

his hand-writing before an attempt was made

upon his life, by a villain named George

Mason. In attempting to stay the blow, the

two first fingers of his right hand were nearly

severed ; afterwards, his signature was not

the same as before. Here," and taking out

a document from a pocket-book, the young

man handed it to the Banker. " There is my
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father's signature, after the maiming of his

right hand."

All present could see that the two signa-

tures were widely different.

" You are quite correct, sir," said the

Banker, " for I also possess the late Baronet's

signature, which is similar to yours, Mr.

Kichard Morton."

" You may think what you say is correct,

young gentlemen," said Patten, harshly,

" but I tell you, and I can bring most res-

pectable witnesses to back my assertion—one

Mr. Bowen, a lawyer, well known to you, Mr,

Coulston. He saw this cheque handed by the

late Sir Richard Morton to John Mason, in

compensation for certain papers, signed by

Mr. John Mason, in Mr. Bowen's presence,

and he saw the late John Mason lock it up.

This cheque, after his father's death, became

the son's property, and it was passed over to

me for certain considerations, my wife, Mary

Mason, being entitled to a certain portion.
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You can write to Mr. Bowen, and he will tell

you the same story."

" Allowing what you say to be true," ob-

served Arthur quietly, " still, this cheque is

not payable without John or George Mason's

own signature. I know that John Mason is

in this country ; he landed in New York from

the Ocean Queen, on board which ship I was

a passenger, and more than that, though this

man attempted the life of my father, I was

the means of rescuing him from a frightful

death."

Patten gazed into Arthur Bolton's hand-

some features somewhat surprised, muttering

something indistinctly, as if to himself, and

then said aloud, with a slight increasing

colour

:

" Then I suppose, Mr. Coulston, you refuse

this cheque ? All I can tell you is this, the

late baronet. Sir Richard Morton, lost most

valuable papers—they were taken from his

person—and I now tell you thatif this cheque
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is not paid by to-morrow at twelve o'clock,

these papers will never more be heard of."

Turning on his heel the speaker was pre-

paring to leave the room, when his arm was

grasped by Arthur, who arrested his steps.

Furious with disappointment, and suspecting

he had criminated himself, Luke, a strong and

determined man, made a vigorous effort to

free his arm
;
but he had to do with one whose

grasp was of iron, he was held as if in a

vice.

" What do you mean, sir?" he exclaimed,

flushed with passion, and looking fiercely into

Bolton's face, whilst Mr. Coulston stepped out

of the room.

" I mean," replied our hero, '' to arrest you

on the charge of conspiracy, and of being

leagued with one George Mason in attempt-

ing to obtain money by a forged cheque, and

of having a guilty knowledge of the robbery

of certain papers from the person of the late

Sir Richard Morton, baronet."
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Patten remained for a moment speechless

with rage.

" Now, Mr. Patten," continued Arthur,

"judging by your looks, there is something

about you that predisposes me in your favour.

I can scarcely believe you to be the accom-

plice of assassins and robbers."

Patten coloured to the temples
;
he ap-

peared inclined to say something, when the

banker returned followed by two policemen,

who at once advanced to the side of Mr. Patten.

Looking in our hero's face. Patten said :

" You persist then in giving me in charge

to these two men ?"

" I do," returned Arthur calmly.

" Then, Mr. Bolton, you are acting with

less judgment than I gave you credit for," and

turning round he quitted the room in charge

of the police officers.

Our hero was roused from a reverie he was

thrown into by the last words of Luke Patten,

by Mr. Coulston saying :
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" This looks serious, gentlemen ;
I fear you

will find Mr. Luke Patten a very difficult per-

son to draw anything from, he looks a deter-

mined sort of person."

" Yes," returned Arthur, " I give him credit

for that. I am greatly puzzled. He appears

to me to be a very different sort of man from

George Mason, and his still worse comrade

William Saunders. He may be mixed up in

this cheque afPair, and have some knowledge

of the lost papers, but I firmly believe he

had neither hand nor part in the murder of

my unfortmiate father. His first accusation

against the Masons was, without doubt, a

true one. His marrying the sister possibly

altered his determination in prosecuting

them."

^' Our criminal laws," observed Mr. Couls-

ton, " are unfortunately but little understood,

and very loosely carried out, in the Bordef

States. It is well known that great crimes

are committed, and that in nine cases out of

VOL. III. E
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ten tlie criminal escapes, to perish sometimes

by lynch law afterwards."

Just as the half brothers were takinfx leave

of the banker the room was hastily entered by

one of the clerks, who in an agitated manner

said :

" He has escaped, sir ! got clear oft' from

the police. But they are in full cry after him,

and think thev will be sure to catch him

again."

Arthur looked vexed, and his brother

littered an exclamation of astonishment,

savino-, '' What exceeding; carelessness ; four

men having the care of a prisoner, and to let

him escape !"

" Bless me," exclaimed the banker, " how

did he manage it ?"

" The police neglected to handcuff him

;

but they must surely catch him."

" How did this liappen, Mr. Jones—did

you hear?" questioned the banker of his

clerk.
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" A policeman told me, sir, that just as

they turned the corner of the street, a mob of

rowdies, in a tumultuous rush, suddenly came

against them, and bore the prisoner and the

t\vo policemen to the ground; they were all

fighting, and in the confusion, Mr. Patten,

who is a very strong man, got away; but

they say they will catcli him again."

" I doubt it verv much," observed Arthur.

" He will get out of the city ; and, once in

the country, his capture will be difficult."

" He owns a large farm close to the Fork

Farm that the ]Masons possessed, and not

very far from the spot where your unfortunate

father fell a victim to their malice. I really,"

continued the banker, " cannot comprehend

the motive for this terrible crime. I do not

see what use they could make of the papers,

even if they succeeded in getting them

—

w-hich they did not—for it is now very

evident that this Luke Patten either has them,

or knows where they are. They have lost

E :;
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this sum of money"—holding up the cheque

—" for it is a decided forgery."

^' Yes
;
of that there is no doubt ;" returned

Eicliard Morton.

" We will not detain you longer, Mr.

Coulston," said our hero. " I have a half-

digested plan in my head, for the capture of

this Luke Patten, for I am satisfied he will

not be taken in New York ; he has con-

federates here ; that pretended mob of

rowdies was in readiness for action, should

his project of obtaining the cheque cashed

lead him into mischief. Two notorious

villains—part of the same gang—both known

to me—in fact, one was George Mason him-

self—landed from the Ocean Queen the same

time we did. They were saved, amongst

others, out of the burning ship, the North

Star. I did not like to arrest them, not

understanding the technicalities of interna-

tional laws."

" As they could have had no hand or part
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in the actual crime committed by the brothers

Mason," said the banker, "you could scarcely

bring a charge against them here. Mason,

for his attempt on the late baronet's life, at

Morton Chase, could have been apprehended

and sent to England, to be tried on that

charge."

" Perhaps I did wrong in letting them

escape," said Arthur, thoughtfully. " How-

ever, I will not acknowledge myself worsted,

yet."

Taking leave of the friendly banker, the

two young men left the house to return to

their hotel. As they descended the steps and

proceeded along the crowded street, a man in

the garb of a common sailor, with a coloured

handkerchief covering half his features, and

a sou'-wester pulled low over his forehead,

stepped out from a low spirit store, and,

keeping his eyes fixed upon the brothers,

followed their every movement, keeping him-

self well back, for, though pretty well dis-

guised, very little of his features were to be
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seen ; still, if Bolton's eyes had rested on his

tall gaunt figure, he would at once have

recognized Bill Saunders. He beheld them

enter a yard belonging to a noted dealer in

horses, and getting into a position to see and

not be seen, he beheld several horses—good,

bad, and indifferent—paraded by the helps,

before the eyes of the young men ; Saunders

could not hear what was said, but he judged

by the notice the young men took of several

of the very best horses, that they were selec-

ting some of the lot. He then followed them

till he saw them housed in their hotel.

Having left the bankers, as the two half

brothers proceeded along the street, Eichard

Morton said to liis brother

—

" Now how do you intend to proceed,

Arthur ? I begin to get staggered by the ob-

structions we meet ; that rascal, Patten, will,

I fear, give us the slip, and he evidently is

possessed of the papers so material to you to

obtain."

*' My present idea, Hichard," returned
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Arthur, " is to get to Williamsburg before

him ; but I must not enrol you in a perhaps

dangerous enterprise."

" What," exclaimed Eichard Morton, with

a slight flush on his cheek, " do you doubt

either my courage or my affection."

" Good Heavens ! not for an instant, my
dear brother ; but recollect you cannot possi-

bly leave your mother and sisters to travel

alone, without male protection, from this

place to Delawarr. They would be wretched

and miserable, and inicigine dangers existed.

You are your dear mother's only hope. This

adventure I must attempt, assisted only by

Joe ; the fewer the better, for force would be

of no avail. I can easily judge that this

Patten has, by some singular chance, got pos-

session of the papers our father carried con-

cealed about his person ; but I do not think

he had any hand in his cruel death. Patten,

by what I have heard, is in difficulties ; he

wants to make money of these papers ; and if
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SO, he and I can come to terms, always pro-

vided he proves to me that he had no act or

part in the death of our parent. I am going

to purchase a couple of horses, and Joe and I

will ride post after getting to the first post-

town, after leaving this city. I wish to leave

no hint of my purpose, or trace of my road.

We will start in two hours ; I will not leave

by the direct road to Williamsburg, but

strike into it afterwards."

After some further conversation on the same

subject, Richard Morton allowed himself re-

luctantly to be convinced that his brother's

mode of proceeding was the most likely to

succeed 5
at the same time he expressed

deep regret at being compelled to remain

inactive whilst his brother ran such risk.

They found, on their return from the horse-

dealer's, where Arthur had selected tAvo ex-

cellent horses, fit for the road, with saddles,

bridles, and holsters, Lady Morton and her

daughters, preparing for their journey to Dela-
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waiT. At this time there were no railroads

into the interior of the Northern States.

Some lines were just commenced, but none

ready for traffic.

Arthur made Lady Morton acquainted with

what had occurred, at the banker's, which

greatly startled, her ; but when our hero

stated, it was his determination to proceed as

rapidly as possible to Williamsburg, and

thus to Luke Patten's farm, she did all she

could to dissuade him from trusting himself

among such men as Patten, Mason, and his

detestable associate, Saunders.

Lady Morton felt satisfied that the forgery

of the late Sir Eichard's name to the

cheque was done by George Mason—her la-

mented husband had often told her, that father

and son were remarkable for their skill in the

imitation of signatures. But the young man

felt so sanguine that he could deal with Luke

Patten, and had arranged a plan in his own

head, to bring him to terms, that he resisted

E 5
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all the solicitations of mother and daughters

to abandon his project ; so, giving up their

opposition, they wished him every success.

Before two hours were expired, he and

Joseph left New York, well mounted and well

armed.
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CHAPTER IV.

Before leaving New York Arthur Bolton

had visited the Sergeant of Police, who was

most interested in entrapping Luke Patten,

and who felt annoyed at his escape ; but he

was completely baulked, he could find no

trace of the fugitive
;
in fact, he became per-

suaded he had quitted the city at once, for he

was certainly not amongst the rowdies and

other desperate characters that infested that

populous city. Our hero thought so too; he

felt persuaded that Luke would fly into the

country at once ; his project for getting cash

for the forged cheque having totally broken
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down, lie would, therefore, hasten home,

where he would be safe.

Our hero did not feel the slightest uneasi-

ness in trustino- himself with Patten—his sole

object could only be to gain a large sum of

money in exchange for the papers. To kill

him would be defeating his own projects,

for the papers would be utterly worthless to

anyone else, for, Arthur disposed of, Richard

Morton would have no one to dispute his suc-

cession to his father's estates, personal effects

or title, therefore the documents substantiatinjx

his birth, &c., would become waste paper,—

With very little rest day or night, he and

Joseph pursued their journey, leaving their

horses at the first town, and hiring fresh

ones from town to town, till they reached

Williamsburg.

After a rest of four hours they proceeded to

Delawarr. Now it was scarcely possible that

Patten could have reached his farm before

them. It was late at night when they put up
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at tlie same hotel where the unfortunate Sir

Richard Morton had been carried. This Arthur

did not know, and he made no enquiries till

early the next morning, when he requested to

see the landlord.

" How far may it be," he asked of the

long, lanky, devil-may-care looking in-

dividual that sauntered into the room, whist-

ling a tune, and with his hands stuck deep

into his breeches' pockets. " How far may it

be to a farm held by a man of the name of

Luke Patten, if there is such a person in

these parts ?"

" I just calculate there is, stranger," said

the landlord, biting off a huge piece of

tobacco, " and a darned good sort of a fellow

is Luke Patten. I guess he could tell you a

trick or two. Your a Brittisher, eh, stranger !

just fledged, and come out to see what kind

of a devil the real Yankey is—eh, sar."

Arthur only smiled, saying :
" Oh ! the

Yankey is not a bad sort of fellow when you
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come to know him and fall into his hmnours ;

but you have forgotten my question. I am

anxious to visit Luke Patten's farm and see

him."

" Then I guess you just won't, for Luke is

in New York. Maybe his wife would do as

well, she's as comely a lass as you do meet

between here and the great city."

" Well, perhaps his wife will do," returned

our hero, quietly. " I remember her family

well in the old country."

" I guess if you did, you must have been a

particularly young pup, seeing that the

Masons have been here nigh twenty years, and

I calculate you haven't got many years to spare

above that figure."

" Well," returned our hero, getting tired of

the loquacious landlord. " I have little time

to spare ; can I walk to Patten's farm in three

or four hours?"

" I calculate to look at your legs you can.

It is a crooked bit of a road to the Ferry ; but
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I can get a lad that will show you the way

for a dollar. After you cross the river you

can't miss the farin^ as you will see the house

from the hill above the Ferry."

" Thank you," returned Arthur, " pray

send for the lad at once. At the same tiuie

I wish to engage apartments in your hotel for

a lady, and her family and servants, who will

arrive in two or three days ; they will require

five bedrooms."

"Well," returned the landlord, "we'll

talk about that when you come back ; at all

events there's plenty of room if they wanted

ten beds. I'll go and get you a guide to the

Ferry over the Mattapone."

Leaving Joseph at the hotel, and putting a

brace of double-barrelled pistols in his

pocket, our hero and a stout lad, who led the

way, having left the town, struck into the

road to Williamsburg for about four miles,

and after a fourteen or fifteen miles walk, they

came to the ferry across the Mattapone. Giv-
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ing the guide his fee, our hero crossed, the

only indi\ddual in the boat being the ferry-

man. He could see the road bending over a

woody cliff, so he asked no questions, for he

had discovered that when you have to ask a

question of a native, they invariably ask ten

before you can get any reply to your own.

Too much employed by his own thoughts, he

paid little heed to either the scenery, he was

passing through, though it was sufficiently

striking to attract attention, till he reached the

summit of the hill, and got to a spot that

commanded a very extensive view over the

flat country that lay beneath him, and through

which ran the two streams of the Pamunka

and Mattapone, whose united waters form

the York river. He stood gazing over the

fine meadow-land lying on each side of the

streams, and the vast number of cattle feed-

ing on its apparently unenclosed pastures.

Whilst he stood looking down upon the

placid quiet scene, and had just made out the
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large farm buildings constituting Patten's

homestead, two men, in the ordinary costume

of a Virginian farmer, came up to the hill

from the other side, apparently going towards

the ferry over the Mattapone. When they

beheld Arthur attired in the travelling dress

of an English gentleman, they paused, and

one said to the other

:

"That's a Brittisher, I calculate; what the

devil brings the like of him into these here

parts, and alone?" Both these men were

young, tall, and strongly built; their coun-

tenances bore a strong resemblance to each

other and proclaimed a near relationship.

They, however, walked on, each carried a

gun, with shot belt slung over their shoul-

der.

Arthur Bolton turned, and looking at the

two men, a slight flush came on his cheek,

he could not say why, but as he looked into

their faces, there was something in their

manner which induced him to think he had
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seen tliem before, or some one resembling

them.

The two young men paused as our hero

came abreast of them, saying :

*' May I inquire the nearest road to Luke

Patten's farm? Yonder homestead is the

house, I suppose, but here are two roads

leading in the same direction nearly."

The brothers looked at one another with

a very meaning look, as the elder replied :

" I calculate you will not find Luke Patten

in this part of the country just now, stranger.

What's your business ? do you want to pur-

chase horses ? if you do, you will have to keep

your weather eye open, as our friend is not a

chicken in horseflesh."

" I do not want to purchase horses," replied

Arthur Bolton, regarding the two young men

with a strange feeling of dislike. " However,

I suppose either road will do," and was

preparing to walk on, when one of the young

men said

:
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" AVe are going to Patten's homestead our-

selves ; his wife is a sister of ours."

A shell exploding under Arthur's feet

would not have caused the dismay and horror

those words created in his mind. His face

flushed crimson, and his limbs trembled under

him with excitement and intensity of feeling.

" Luke Patten's wife your sister !" he re-

peated, casting a look of unmistakeable dis-

gust upon the surprised brothers, as he added :

" then you are the two younger sons of John

Mason, of Fork Farm ?"

" Well," returned the eldest of the brothers,

dropping his gun into the hollow of his arm,

and casting a fierce look at our hero :

" Who are you, stranger, that seems to hear

and treat the name of Mason with such scorn-

ful looks? Who are you?"

'' Who am I !" repeated Arthur Bolton, his

chest heaving with suppressed passion. '^ I

am the son of Sir Richard Morton, whom you

so cowardly and brutally murdered."
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This announcement for the moment per-

fectly paralysed the brothers, their harsh,

thin features looked ghastly, but their fiery

and revengeful natures soon recovered their

natural ferocity and determination.

" Y^ou are either a fool or a madman !" ex-

claimed the elder brother, " to dare to make

such an accusation to our faces. Have you

not heard that the accusation was a false one,

that we were acquitted when unjustly tried

for the Englishman's death ?"

" Luke Patten swore falsely," returned

Bolton, passionately ;
" he did not wish to see

the brothers of his wife receive their due from

the hangman's hands."

With a frightful imprecation, the elder

brother raised his gun, and levelled it at

Arthur's breast, but before he could pull the

trigger a loud shout rather startled him from

his aim.

The ball grazed our hero's forehead, rasing

the skin, and giving him a slight shock, but
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drawing liis pistol, he shot the elder Mason

dead. The younger brother, frantic with rage

and excitement, placed his gun against our

hero's side, and pulled the trigger, just as he

turned round and made a grasp at his throat.

The gun hung fire, and the ball merely passed

through Arthur's garment. A deadly struggle

took place, for each grasped the other, and

both were powerful young men ; but William

Mason contrived to draw his Bowie knife, and

our hero received two desperate gashes in the

side. Thinking himself mortally wounded,

he exerted all his great strength, and dashed

his assailant to the ground, who, rolling

over, received his death wound from his own

knife.

By this time the man who had shouted at

the top of his voice, and who was on horse-

back, when he beheld the first shot fired, dug

his spurs into the jaded and worn out horse

he rode. The exhausted animal made a start

forward, lost his footing and fell, throwing
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his rider with strong force to the ground.

When he had picked himself up and reached

the scene of contention, he stood aghast, hold-

ing a pistol in his hand, and looking first at

Arthur Bolton and then at the dying William

Mason.

" Luke Patten !" for he it was—" Luke

Patten !

" fiercely, though feebly, almost

screamed the dying man, " why do you stand

staring like an idiot? Shoot bim dead— be

has murdei'ed us both ! Let me die avenged."

Our hero bad also recognized Patten, and

drew another pistol from his breast, but his

sight grew dim. He felt he was fainting,

dying perhaps from loss of blood. He strove

to keep up, but his power was gone, and mur-

muring : "Father ! I have avenged you. Alice,

dear Alice," he fell insensible beside his

foe.

A wild horrid laugh burst from William

Mason's lips.

" Put your pisfcol to his head, Patten. Make
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sure of him, lie's the old baronet's son ! Ah

!

I'm a dead man !"

Patten horror struck stooped down, and at-

tempted to raise William Mason, for he was

pressing on the knife, but with a convulsive

shudder he ceased to exist.

"This is horrible !" cried the farmer, wiping

away the beads of perspiration that poured

down his face. " What am I to do ? Oh,

crime ! this is your fruit," he added bitterly
;

then bending over the body of Arthur, he tore

open his vest and placed his hand upon his

heart.

" He lives !" he exclaimed, with a feeling

of joy. " Oh ! this scene I shall never forget,

it's a fearful lesson, but if God is willing to

receive my repentance my future life shall be

different from the past."

He rose and looked about him, and perceiv-

ing a man coming up the hill from his own

farm wliistling, as he drove a light cart, he

cried, " Ah ! thank God, I may yet save this

young man's life
!"
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When the carter reached the spot and be-

held the three bodies stretched out in their

ghastly state, for the ground was greatly

stained with blood, he uttered a loud cry,

jumped off his cart, and was making the best

of his way back to the farm, when the voice

of his master stayed his purpose.

" Come here, you fool," angrily exclaimed

Patten, '' I want your assistance, and you run

away," he was bathing Bolton's face with

water from a pool close by.

" Oh lord, master !" exclaimed the youth,

" did you kill all three? darn it, it's mur-

der."

" No, you fool, I killed none of them."

" Oh, Lord ! it's the missus's brothers
!"

and the man shook with terror.

" This young man is not dead, Bill, and we

must get him to the house as quickly as pos-

sible, and send a cart for these unfortunate

young men ; they are dead, and no mistake."

Patten then tried to staunch the blood that

flowed from the two deep gashes made by the
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bowie knife in our hero's side, by tearing liis

own inner garment into strips. Roused by

the water poured over his face, Arthur began

rapidly to revive. On opening his eyes he

beheld Patten on his knees, and the farm man

beside him, both earnestly engaged stopping

the flow of blood from his wounds.

" Ah !" said Patten, cheerfully, " you have

only fainted from loss of blood, no vital part

has been touched. Could you bear the mo-

tion of a cart to my farm ? You need not fear

me now, Mr. Bolton, I am a changed man

;

What I have seen this day will not easily be

forgotten."

" I do not fear any harm at your hands, Mr,

Patten. I had a better opinion ofyou than you

gave me credit for. I was going to your

house, when this strange meeting with my
father's murderers took place

;
they attacked

me, not I them. I killed them only in my own

defence, but I do not fear you ;" and raising

himself up in a sitting position, he added,

VOL. III. F
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" for if you had wished to do me harm the

power was yom's."

Taking a brandy flask from his pocket,

Patten requested him to take a little; it would

revive him, and enable him to be able to bear

the motion of the cart to his farm.

Our hero did so, and then, with the stupi-

fied farm man's assistance, he was placed in

the cart.

" I must for the present," said Luke Patten,

"put these bodies into yonder thick brush-

wood, till I can send a cart for them. If

possible, this terrible affair must be kept

secret."

" I do not see why it should," said Arthur,

in a faint voice, for he felt exceedingly weak

and sick. " They would have taken my life,

and I only defended myself against their

murderous intentions."

" We can't wait to talk more, Mr. Bolton,"

said Patten, " I will explain another time.

Here, Bill, help me with the bodies."
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Bill shuddered, he was by no means a

hero ; but between them they carried the

bodies, and concealed them in a dense mass of

bushes and long grass, near at hand. Pick-

ing up the guns, and concealing the stains of

blood by covering them with gravel and earth,

the party then proceeded towards the farm,

Luke supporting our hero on the cart; but

before they reached the house he became

again insensible, from the still continued

bleeding from the wounds, the motion of the

cart increasing the flow of blood.

When Arthur revived a second time, and

was able to look about him, he perceived that

he was lying on a bed in a tolerably large

room, not furnished after the fashion of our

times, but in the plain, substantial style of a

farm house in Delawarr, some forty years ago.

His coat and waistcoat had been taken off,

his wounds washed, dressed, and bandaged,

and a piece of sticking plaister applied to the

injury on his head. It was not yet dusk, but

F 2
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not far from sunset, for tlirougli tlie small

leaden squares of glass that formed the win-

dow but a dull light entered the room. He

was not left long to employ his thoughts, for

the door opened, and Luke Patten entered the

room.

^^ I am glad to see you come to yourself,

Mr. Bolton," said Patten. " You have re-

ceived some ugly gashes, though not particu-

larly dangerous ones, I think ; but you have

lost a great amount of blood, which has

caused this weakness and fainting."

*' I am much obliged to you, Mr. Patten,

for your care of me," returned Arthur, sitting

up, feeling exceedingly weak and light-

headed. " As well as I remember, I think I

heard you express a desire to keep this affair

between me and the Masons from public at-

tention, but this must not be, for
—

"

" Nay, Mr. Bolton, you may rest easy on

that score, I have altered my mind, and have

already sent a message to a magistrate in
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Delawarr, and the bodies have been brought

here, and are now lying in one of my out-

offices. It is better for all parties that there

should be a clear investigation of the affair.

I witnessed the encounter from beginning to

end, and but for my broken-down horse, I

should probably have prevented those mis-

guided young men from losing their lives.

They were men of ungovernable passion, as

you may well suppose. I am guilty so far as

joining the Masons in endeavouring to obtain

a sum of money positively given them by the

late Sir Richard Morton, but in'idvertently the

cheque was given unsigned, But act or part

in his melancholy death, I had none ; and

though I witnessed the act, 1 had no earthly

power to prevent it, as T will hereafter ex-

plain. You had better now not talk ; strip

and get into bed, and take some little nourish-

ment, which my wife is preparing, and to-

morrow you will find some of this weakness

you suffer from subside."
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Arthur, although a strong and powerful

young man, and one who would not readily

give way to bodilj^ weakness, was neverthe-

less forced to follow Luke Patten's advice,

for even speaking was painful ; he therefore,

with Patten's assistance, got into bed, and re-

mained perfectly quiet, after taking some

gruel and wine he brought him. Though

his body was quiet, his thoughts were far

from being so.

The next morning, when he awoke from a

refreshing sleep, on opening his eyes, he per-

ceived, to his surprise, Joseph, sitting by the

bed side, gazing at him with a look of devoted

affection. Seeing him awake, the faithful

youth seized his hand, and with tears in his

eyes, as he pressed his lips to it, said

:

" Ah, sir, why did you leave me behind,

and you going to meet such villains. Sure

I never failed you in danger or difficulty. But

glory to the saints, you will be nothing the

worse, only a few days' confinement."
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" My faithful friend," said Arthur, pressing

his hand affectionately, " how in the world

have you found me out."

" Sure, sir, the faithful dog will track his

master, and why not the devoted servant.

When night came, and you never came back,

I got frightened. That old lanky, tobacco-

chewing landlord, laughed at me, asking me

if my master was weaned yet, that he could

not stay out at night without his nurse. Be

dad, I felt inclined, tall and lanky as he is,

to send him where he would want a nurse.

I could not go to bed, sir, and before day-

light I set out for the blessed ferry over the

Madpony river."

" Mattapone, Joe," said our hero, with a

smile. " You remember you never ceased

calling that most respectable Indian, Punka

Bosswash, any other name than Hogswash."

" Faix, sir, he was a dacent respectable

man entirely
;
ifwe could only have persuaded

him to put on trousers, he was fit for any
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society ; but, be gor, when I think I see him

in his grand cocked hat and very short shirt,

I'm fairly beat with laughing."

" But how did you find the way, Joe, to the

Ferry without a guide, for it's a crooked road?"

" The dickens a Ferry I ever found at all,

sir. I got adrift somehow ; but, be dad, I

found the river at all events, and, as I knew

I must cross it to get to this Mr. Patten's

farm, faix, I stripped, tied my clothes on top

of my head, and swam across. I was not

afraid, like in the Punka river, of being

stopped in my passage by some monster or

other. When I got to the other side, two of

those blessed Yankees, and two women, with

pitchforks in their hands, came running down

to the bank—faix, I believe they took me for

a antiphibious animal, for says one of the

women, with a giggling laugh, ' It's a man, I

calculate, John.' ' I'm darned if it is not,'

said the man. ' I guess you find it cold,

youngster? What made you swim across,
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and a Ferry a mile below, eh, stranger ?' ' T

found myself too hot,' said I, dressing myself.

' Can you tell me where's one Luke Patten's

Farm is ?' ' Well, stranger, you're not far

out ; this is Luke Patten's Farm, and yonder

is the homestead.' ' Be dad,' says I, finishing

my toilet, giving a look at the women, who

were no beauties, ' I hit it nicely ;' so, wishing

them good morning, I left them laughing

heartily at my swimming the 'Pony, and a

ferry close by—but, how do you feel, sir ?

Can you eat your breakfast ? You know, sir,"

added Joe, " when we was in those foreign

parts—and lor the matter of that, we're

amongst a queer lot now, though they do

speak English—but, as I was saying, you

used to say, ' Joe, can you feed ?' ' Yes, sir,'

says I, ' and no mistake.' ' Then you are

all right, Joe.'
"

" Well, I can eat, Joseph," replied our

hero, pleased to have his old companion, in so

many a trying hour, to attend upon him.

F 5
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*' Then I'll go and get your breakfast, sir.

Mrs. Patten, sir, is a kind and very handsome

young woman, and very anxious about you,

tbough she looks very sad and cut up, and,

faix, no wonder, though the villains deserved

their death ten times over. Still, sir, they

were her brothers, though she lived in dread

of them."
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CHAPTER V.

Arthur Bolton felt exceedingly anxious

to get back to Delawarr, to await the arrival

of Lady Morton and family, who were ex-

pected in two or three days. Besides, a

troublesome, painful investigation must take

place—Luke Patten's conduct puzzled him,

his manners and attentions to his wants evinced

a great change in his ideas and intentions since

they parted at the bankers in New York. What

had become of George Mason and the villain

Saunders? Did Patten known of their

whereabouts ? Would he be induced to give

up his father's papers ? These and many
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other questions he repeatedly asked himself,

without being able to answer them at all to

his satisfaction.

As he was eating his breakfast, his host

came in, and sitting down by the bed-side,

said :

—

" T am glad to see you looking much better,

Mr. Bolton."

" Thank you," returned our hero. " I feel

much stronger to day. I bled so much before

the cuts could be closed, that I became as

weak as a child. I think, indeed, I am sure,

if a mattress was put on a cart, I could bear

the short journey to Delawarr, for my hurts

are mere flesh wounds."

Patten was silent a moment, and then

said :—
"Perhaps you could, but to-morrow would

be better. You have no need of moving to-

day, we shall have a couple of magistrates

here about mid- day."

" I hope, Patten," observed Arthur, " you
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will incur no risk from that affair of tlie

cheque?"

" Oh, none whatever, Mr. Bolton. When

I explain matters, which I will do this even-

ing, with your permission, you will see that

any prosecution for the forgery of the late Sir

Richard Morton's signature would be unjust

in one sense, and utterly useless besides. Con-

sequently, as the money is not paid, there is

no harm done."

" I am satisfied," returned our hero, " that

no further notice of the cheque will be taken

by Lady Morton or her son, and, unless I

become possessed of certain papers, her son

succeeds to the title and estates. I never in-

tended to deprive my brother of the estates,

even were my birth established ; but I should

like to be acknowledged as the legitimate son

of the late unfortunate Sir Eichard Morton

before I unite my destiny to that of a most

amiable lady."

*' Rest contented with my assertion, Mr.
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Bolton," returned Luke Patten, with a flush

on his cheek, 'Uhat, when you return to

England, there will be no difficulty in your

assuming the name and title of your un-

fortunate father. As I said, this evening we

will have an hour's talk together—now you

will excuse me."

Joe entered the room, and Luke Patten left.

As there was a large easy chair in the

room, Arthur Bolton partly dressed himself,

with Joseph's assistance, and placed himself

in it. Any exertion was somewhat pain-

ful, but judging by the sensations he ex-

perienced, he felt satisfied he could move into

Delawarr the next day.

About one o'clock two magistrates and

their clerk were shown into the room, and

introduced by Luke Patten as Mr. Ilendrick

and Mr. Sampson. We shall not weary our

readers with the dry and prosy details of

magisterial eloquence, the .cross questioning,

and repetition of details.
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After every detail of the circumstances re-

lating to the attack on Arthur Bolton, and his

own account of the affair, Luke Patten's

evidence was taken down. The magistrates

seemed to care or trouble very little about

the matter, complimented our hero upon his

courageous resistance, which had one good

effect, it finished the career of two notorious

characters, who it was very well known had

been latterly leagued with a daring gang of

horse lifters.

" Now that we have finished the business

required by law," said Mr. Hendrick, filling

himself a stiff tumbler of whiskey toddy, the

materials being plentifully supplied and

placed oa the table. " May I, without being

accused of undue curiosity, ask you, Mr.

Bolton, some little explanation respecting

your statement that you are the son of the

late Sir Richard Morton. You make your

depositions under the name of Arthur Bolton,

and yet you accused the two Masons of hav-
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ing murlered the late Sir Eichard Morton,

your father. Which accusation, according to

you own state nent, lead to their desperate

assault upon you. We are quite aware that

these two Masons were tried at Delawarr for

the murder of Sir Richard Morton, an English

gentleman ; but tliey were acquitted for want of

evidence. Their accuser was, as you know, Luke

Patten, but he stated on the trial of the bro-

thers, that he Wcis mistaken to their persons,

there was no other evidence whatever,

and of course they were acquitted. Luke

Patten was not thought ill of by his

neighbours for this act, for it was very well

known he courted their sister, and a young

man in love is something like a man in liquor,

dosen't know well what he is about."

" I can sufficiently explain this seeming in-

consistency to you, Mr. Hendrick," said

Arthur. " My lamented father came out here

to obtain papers from the late John Mason,

of Fork Farm ; he was anxious to establish the
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facts of my birtli, which, without these papers,

it would be difficult, if not impossible to do.

He procured the papers, and was returning

to New York, when he was murdered for the

purpose, we must suppose, of gaining posses-

sion of those papers which he carried con-

cealed on his person. These documents were

taken from liis body, and I have come into

this country to try and recover them. I was

brought up and reared under the name of

Bolton, and unless I recover these papers I

must retain the name I have always borne."

" This is quite satisfactory," said both the

magistrates, " and I trust you will be able to

recover the papers you require. I remember

Mr. Bowen, the lawyer, being extremely

anxious about them at the time of the sad

murder, and no doubt he will help you in

your present search for them. If you will

summon Mr. Patten," continued Mr. Hen-

drick to his clerk, " I will just ask him a

question or two, after that we will not longer
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disturb you, Mr. Bolton, for you must still be

rather weak and exhausted."

Luke Patten shortly afterwards entered the

room looking serious, but not at all dis-

turbed.

"Mr. Patten," said Mr. Hendrick," " May

I ask, were you aware that your brothers-in-

law were in this part of the country, for you

know they are accused of several horse-lifting

jobs, and if seen and caught, would un-

doubtedly not have escaped this time."

" I did not know they were in this neigh-

bourhood," returned Patten, " in fact I could

not know it, for the last week I have been in

New York, and was on my way to my farm

the morning on which they fell victims to

their own intemperate passions. My wife

knew that they were here, and the knowledge

made her very uneasy, and anxious for my

return."

"I must ask Mrs. Patten a question or two,"

said Mr. Hendrick, after exchanging a few
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words in a low voice with liis brother magis-

trates, " Can Mrs. Patten oblige us with her

presence here ?"

" Oh, certainly !" answered Luke, " I will

bring her in," and he retired.

Our hero felt distressed, he was the cause

of both brothers' death, a death they richly

deserved
;

still, a woman must feel a certain

repugnance to being brought into the

presence of the destroyer of her brothers, let

the characters of those brothers stand ever so

criminal.

In a few minutes Luke Patten re-entered

the room, followed by his wife. The clerk

handed her a chair.

Arthur perceived that she was exceedingly

pale, but perfectly self-possessed and calm;

for an instant she let her line dark eyes rest

upon our hero's face, and he thought that

there was much of sadness in her expression,

but neither anger nor dislike. She was young,

tall, somewhat slight, but extremely prepos-

sessing. She was attired in deep mourning.
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"Mrs. Patten," began Mr. Hendiick,

politely. " I wish to ask you one or two

very simple questions. Pray wlien did your

late brothers visit your house first ?"

" Two days ago, sir, I was surprised by

their arrival, in the dusk of the evening. I

knew it was dangerous for them to be seen in

this neighbourhood, and, my husband being

absent, their visit agitated me."

"Did they tell you why they came?"

questioned the magistrate.

" They said they wanted to see my hus-

band, about some property left by my father,

and of which they claimed a share."

" What property was that, Mrs. Patten?"

asked Mr. Sampson, " for it is well known

John Mason was desperately involved, and in

fact, had not paid for his holding when he

died, and the sons were unable to pay after

his death."

" Such was and is the case, sir," returned

Mrs. Patten, in a steady, clear voice, and

looking Mr. Sampson calmly in the face.
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" Then what property did your brothers

expect to share ?" demanded Mr. Hendrlck.

" The late Sh' Kichard Morton," returned

Mrs. Patten, " gave my deceased father, John

Mason, a cheque for three thousand pounds

for the express purpose of paying off the

incumbrances on Fork Farm ;
in return for

which cheque, my late father, in the presence

of Mr. Bowen, who saw it presented, gave the

baronet every information respecting this

gentleman, Mr. Bolton's birth, and signed

whatever papers the baronet required. My
unfortunate and misguided brothers, therefore,

claimed a share of the three thousand given to

their father."

" Was this cheque cashed, Mr. Patten?" in-

quired Mr. Hendrick, who, in point of fact,

was the person to whom the two thousand

was due for the purchase money of Fork

Farm.

" No," returned Luke Patten, firmly. " I

went to the bank in New York, on which the
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cheque was drawn, to cash it ; but the cheque

was refused by the banker, because it was in-

correctly filled up, and the baronet no

longer existing^ the sum is lost. The fact

IS

—

" I beg to observe," interrupted Arthur

Bolton, who had listened attentively, " that,

as I am now persuaded this cheque for three

thousand pounds was positively given in good

faith, and for services rendered by the late John

Mason, I will engage now, before all present,

that this sum shall be paid into the hands of

Mr. Luke Patten, by the present Lady Mor-

ton, who will be in Delawarr in two or three

days. I left her and her son and daughters,

in New York, preparing to follow me."

" Indeed," returned Mr. Hendrick, evidently

highly pleased, and anticipating the receipt of

the two thousand due to himself; " then

things will go straight after all. I wish I

could, Mr. Bolton, aid you in any way, respect

ing those papers so mysteriously lost."
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" Thank you, Mr. Hendrick, I do not de-

spair of tlieir recovery."

" Neither need you, Mr. Bolton," said Luke

Patten, proceeding to an iron safe or chest,

standing in a corner of the room.

All regarded his movements with great in-

terest.

Mrs. Patten rose up, whilst her husband

was unlocking the chest, saying in a slightly

agitated voice, and looking at Mr. Hend-

rick

—

" Do you wish to question me any further,

sir .'*

" No, Mrs. Patten, no ; we are perfectly

satisfied with your straightforward answers."

Mrs. Patten then withdrew.

Her husband, in the meantime, unlocked

the chest, and drew forth the leathern case

the unfortunate Sir Richard had carried about

his person on the day of his untimely death.

Turning to our hero, Luke Patten, amid a

profound silence, said, with a good deal of

emotion

—
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" I return to you, Mr. Bolton, untouched

and uninjured, the identical papers taken from

the person of the late Sir Richard Morton.

How they came into my possession is not of

the slightest consequence to any one. It has

fallen to my lot to restore them. They will

give to you your father's name, his title, and

his estates, and I can only add, may you live

long to enjoy that which you so richly

merit."

Arthur Bolton was not astonished, but he

was greatly moved. He pressed Luke

Patten's hand as he laid the case down,

saying, amid the congratulations of the ma-

gistrates

—

" You have acted nobly, Mr. Patten, I can

appreciate what you have done, and believe

me, you will find me a fast friend for life."

Luke warmly returned the pressure of the

hand, but spoke not.

*' Well, upon my word," observed the two

magistrates, "things have turned up most

satisfactorily. As Mr. Patten says, it's quite
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immaterial where those papers came from

;

the fact of their being in jour possession, Mr.

Bolton, is quite sufficient, so permit us in bid-

ding you farewell to drink your health, and

wish you a speedy restoration to the station

you deserve to possess, and were born to

fill."

And down went two tumblers of whiskey

toddy.

After a few more words with Patten, the

two magistrates took their leave, telling

our hero that they would be most happy to

see him, when able to remove to Delawarr,

and to render him, or Lady Morton's family,

any service in their power ; and Arthur, tired

and weakened by the sitting up during the

long examination, was helped into bed by

Luke and Joseph, quite overcome. The bag,

with the precious documents, so unexpectedly

restored, he placed under his head, only to be

parted from with life.

After takino: some refreshment he fell fast

VOL. III. G
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asleep, and Joseph, seating liimself In the easj-

clialr by the bedside, watched his master

with that devotion and vigilance, strong In

the heart of the faithful lad.

When our hero awoke. It was night, at

least It was a couple of hours after sunset.

Joseph brought in a roast fowl, and some

light wine, and feeling greatly refreshed by

his sleep he made a tolerable meal ; still,

his side gave him considerable pain at

times, so much so that he doubted his ability

to move the next day ; but he could write,

and Joseph would take the letter to the

hotel in Delawarr, and wait lor Lady Morton's

arrival. Patten was anxious that a surgeon

should be sent for, to examine and dress the

several stabs he had received, but our hero

refused, alleging they required only the atten-

tion they received, and quiet, for they looked

healthy and free from any inflammation.

Late in the evening. Patten came into the

room, and sitting down by the bedside said :
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" I will now, Mr. Bolton, if you have no

objection, give you (as you expressed yester-

day a wish to hear it) a very short account of

myself, and the motives that induced me to

commit acts that were poisoning every hour

of mv life."
ft/

'^ I am very desirous to hear your tale,"

answered Arthur, " and I can very well imagine

by the manner you have acted lately, that

when you did err, you did so against the feel-

ings of your heart. It's never too late to

mend, and I feel quite sure that the atone-

ment you have voluntarily made will rob

the past of its bitterness, and render the rest

ofyour life one of consolation and self-reliance
;

and in the affection and devotion of an ami-

able wife, who must rejoice in the moral

courage you evinced in confessing your errors,

and determination to make atonement for

them. Depend on me—-if God spares me, to

free you from every difficulty, and to place you

in a position of comfort and independence
—

"
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" You have a kind and noble heart, Mr.

Bolton," returned Patten much moved. " What

T have to tell of myself will be soon said. My
father came from the Old Country ; he and his

Avife, and purchased—after several years

various fortunes—this large track of land

along the banks of the Mattapone. There was

a younger brother wlien they died. They left

a considerable sum of money and this farm,

then well worth nine hundred a year.

" I was very intimate with the Mason

family before my father's death, and in my
early years attached to the younger daughter

;

but I always had an exceeding dislike to the

two youngest sons, their unbridled tempers, and

savage propensities led to desperate disputes

between us. Emily Mason the eldest

daughter became acquainted with a comrade

of the two young men, of the name of Jackson,

a most notorious character, in fact a well-

known horse-lifter. I knew this character, and

thinking to do a service to the family warned
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Emily not to be Imposed upon by any of his

specious tales of himself and his occupations.

He was a handsome fine looking man, with

pleasing manners, but at heart a most con-

founded reprobate. Emily Mason turned

upon me like a tigress, said she saw through

my schemes, that I wanted her sister, but she

vowed I should never have her as long as she

lived, that I was a liar and a slanderer; but

not to dwell on my story, sufficient to say she

married Jackson^ and finally contrived to turn

the whole family, even her sister, against me.

" You are aware that Jackson was, soon after

his marriage, tried for a daring and desperate

raid he and some others, the two younger

Masons included, made along the banks of the

Mattapone, carrying off a drove of fine horses,

and six of mine amongst the lot. I collected

a number of young and stout hearted farmers

and pursued the horse-stealers into the

swamps of the Mattapone, and finally after

some singular escapes and encounters we
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captured Jackson and three others, and

recovered eleven horses.

" As you are aware, Jackson was hung

with two others—this made the breach

between me and the Masons more fierce

and deadly ; till the affair cooled down,

I went to New York to purchase some

things I required and to keep out of the

way till the furious rage of the brothers

against me became quieted. It's needless for

me to say how I was induced to enter into

the dissipations of New York. I was young,

possessed of a considerable sum in my bank-

ers' hands, and being introduced to two or

three of the wildest of the New York bloods,

I was induced to frequent one of the most

fashionable of the numerous gaming-houses

in the City. I did not know I had a passion

for play, till induced to try my luck—then

the dormant feeling was roused and I became

a gambler. In two visits I paid to New

York, I lost every fraction of my available
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funds, and a year afterwards began mortgaging

this farm, till not an acre was left, and then I

plunged into greater excesses and the whole

time my heart and my feelings rebelled against

the course I was following. I knew Mary

Mason was attached to me, but she hesitated

to unite her destiny to a man so reckless."

Luke went on to relate how^ he chanced to

witness the murder of Sir Kichard Morton,

without its being in his power, as our readers

already know, to prevent it.

" After the shot was fired," continued Luke

Patten, " I guessed who the unfortunate vic-

tim was, but not till then. Neither did I

imagine for what purpose they were ^vatching,

for Sir Eichard Morton became visible to

them before I could catch a glimpse of

that part of the road. Shifting my position

as thev ran forward, I obtained a view of the

body as it lay on its back on the road. I saw

them search the pockets, and heard their bit-

ter oaths at their disappointment. I knew
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where the certificates were secreted^ and, after

they left, I possessed myself of them, without

any fixed purpose whatever. I knew that

the unfortunate baronet had them, and where

they were placed, for my cousin is articled

to Mr. Bowen, and he heard the baronet say

he would conceal them about his person, lay

them unfolded in a thin leather case in the

back of his coat.

" You are aware that I accused the brothers

of the crime they had committed, and how

they were acquitted. T then steeped myself

in further guilt, to obtain Mary for my wife.

Still my case was desperate—my creditors

were pressing me to a settlement—my faiTQ

would shortly be taken from me, and myself

and wife thrust upon the world penniless.

" In this state I agreed with George Mason,

who was just returned from England, to make

use of the cheque for three thousand given by

the late Sir Eichard Morton to the deceased

John Mason. ' If I get this note cashed,' said
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I, ' I will restore the papers to the rightful

owners ; they will be of no use to us.'

*'
' Not so,' answered George ;

' that sum

would be a paltry remuneration for the re-

storation of a title and a noble inheritance to

' a penniless adventurer' such as he styled you,

Mr. Bolton, and described you to me as a

young man without principle, and as wholly

unworthy of supplanting Sir Richard Morton's

son by his second wife ; that you were

vicious and depraved—that your father knew

of your evil disposition, and was forced to

send you from England to the West Indies to

get rid of you. His proposal was to sell the

papers to the son of the second wife, who

w^ould surely give three thousand pounds for

them.

" I agreed to go to New York. Mason

came with me. I presented the cheque.

Yon know the result. You gave me into

custody ; although you spoke harshly of my

conduct, you pleaded in my favor, as the

G 5
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cheque was evidently intended as a gift for

the late John Mason. I was prepared for a

catastrophe of the kind, and a parcel of

rowdies, led by Saunders, all of whom,

half drunk, Avere in readiness to set me free.

I got out of New York, and fearing pursuit,

rode the entire distance to my home, using three

horses. Nevertheless you arrived before me.

The horrible events of that morning and the

death of the two brothers, had a fearful effect

on my mind. I told all to my distracted wife.

Stated I had never enjoyed a moment's peace

from the hour I had plunged into guilt. She

threw herself into my arms, and with tears

and sobs implored me to redeem the past as far

as lay in my power. ' We shall be beggars,'

I exclaimed bitterly. ' Your child will be

born in misery and poverty.' ' Better so, dear

Luke, than born with its parents steeped in

guilt.' I yielded, my own heart prompted me

to the act. Mr. Bolton, you now know all.

You have still two bitter and sworn enemies.
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but they are far away, at least I left them in

New York, and neither of them will ever

venture to set foot on the shores of England

again."

Arthur and Patten remained conversing

nearly two hours, our hero giving a brief sketch

of his adventures and the sufferings he had

endured from the vindictive villany of James

Saunders's brother, and how nearly wrecked

his hopes in life were by his schemes.

Luke was greatly surprised and interested.

" You have gone through and endured a

great deal of persecution and wrong, and

during a very short life *, but you have all

through trusted in Providence, and you have

reaped the reward."

" I hope before I leave this country, Mr.

Patten, to be able to relieve you from all

your difficulties, and see you and Mrs. Patten

happy. By attention and industry, and a

reliance in God's mercy, you will yet do well

and atone for the errors of the past."
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Arthur, shortly after this conversation, par-

took of some slight refreshment, and feeling

fatigued, after the events of the day, soon fell

into a refreshing sleep.
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CHAPTER VI.

Joseph, when his master was asleep, trimmed

the lamp ; and seeing everything in the

chamber was in due order, felt a great incli-

nation to rest himself, after two nights of

wakeful watching ; he was to rest upon a mat-

tress at the foot of his master's bed. Joe, though

the most devoted of followers was about the

worst night watcher that could be selected

—

provided he was permitted to sleep—for, once

asleep, nothing less than a most vigorous

shaking could ever awaken him. There was

no necessity that night, his master was so

much better, that he should keep awake, so to
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sleep lie went, little thinking or dreaming of

tlie manner in wliich he should be roused

from his slumbers.

Luke Patten's land and farm extended

along the fine pasture level bordering the

Mattapone; for grazing it was unequalled,

and great numbers of cattle were yearly fat-

tened off those lands. The farm house and

appurtenances were extensive; the sheds for

the cattle and the buildings appropriated to the

male helps on the farm were situated a short

distance from the house inhabited by the female

portion of the establishment, consisting of six

men and four women, besides Luke and his wife.

The former having bid his guest good-night,

returned to the large and comfortable kitchen

of the house. Mrs. Patten was sitting at a

table, on which was laid a light supper ; she

was. busy sewing, but her very handsome

and interesting countenance bore a very and

dejected look ; as her husband entered she

put by her work, and looking into his serious
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countenance, said, " You have had a long

conference, Luke, with Mr. Bolton, I hope

you have convinced him that you are less

involved in this terrible affair than appearances

would lead him to imagine."

"Oh, yes, dear; he is quite satislied on

that head, I assure you ; he is a generous,

noble-minded youth, and he quite agrees with

me that we should do far better in England,

and he has promised me every help necessary

to establish us comfortably."

" Oh, Luke," exclaimed the wife, her eyes

suffused with tears, " I shall never feel

happy till we quit this land, and I do so

rejoice that Mr. Bolton will not oppose our

wishes, it is so kind of him. Sit down, dear

Luke, the women are all gone to bed ; take

some refreshment, for the last three days have

been ones of great excitement, and our

situation is still critical."

Luke sat down and filled for himself a mug

of home-brewed beer. " I do not see why
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you should alarm yourself, Mary. Your

two brothers will be buried to-morrow
;

better as it is, than that they should continue

to live the life they did, and with such

associates—men capable of any crime."

Mary Patten shuddered as she answered,

" And yet, Luke, even with such associates,

Mrs. Jackson lives, and intends again to unite

herself to the chief of the band. She has

sworn vengeance upon you, and I never sleep

at night with a quiet heart or mind."

'' You let your imagination, dear Mary,

torment you too much; those horse-lifters

will not venture over the border, here ; there

will be no mercy shewn them if taken. I

am thinking more of your brother George

and that ruffian, Saunders, whom I so un-

fortunately mixed myself up with in New

York. If I can get Mr. Bolton safe into

Delawarr to-morrow, I do not fear their arrival.

George could not well be here before to-

morrow evening, or next day ; and whether
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he will bring that Saunders with him, or not,

I can't say."

"" God forbid George should arrive here be-

fore Mr. Bolton has left ; his furious temper

would be roused to madness, finding his

brothers dead, and he who was the cause of

their deaths an inmate of our house. Ah

!

Luke, 1 tremble to think of the conse-

quences!"

" After all, my dear Mary, George and this

Saimders are but two men. I have six at-

tached men in my service, and they would

protect Mr. Bolton, and see him safe into

Delawarr; but, please God, I go with him

myself to-morrow morning ; he is anxious to

leave, most anxious."

The supper things were put away, the

doors bolted and locked, and the two dogs

that were chained in their houses in the yard,

let loose—this last act Luke always per-

formed himself. The large and powerful

dogs were perfectly trained, they paraded all
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niglit round and rouad the building and no

sound at a distance ever induced thera to

leave the immediate vicinity of the house
; by

twelve o'clock every inmate of the homestead

was buried in repose.

The night was extremely dark, there were

no stars, and a thin, grey vapour came up

from the waters of the Matopone, spread over

the flats, and crept up to the higher land, on

which stood the farm buildings. There was

scarcely a perceptible breath of wind, and

all was as still and free from sound as in one

of the great prairies of the far west.

About this time there came up from the

river, twelve or fourteen men, who had landed

from a large flat boat, about two miles from

the homestead of Patten. They walked

quickly and silently, crossing the meadows,

and scaring the numerous horses and grazing

colts, as they moved through the mist, without

a word spoken. On they tramped till they came

close up with the outhouses of the farm, in one
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of which the men slept. We have said that

the cattle sheds and farm buildings were some

little distance from the house ; so that this

silent body of men might easily reach the

buildings without their approach being ob-

served, or any sound heard by the watch dogs,

especially as the buildings had a grove of

trees between them and the homestead.

To account for the appearance of these

men at such an hour, we must request our

readers to return with us to New York, on

the evening of Luke Patten's escape from*the

police, aided by the rowdies, a species of

gentry whose name and existence have now

become well known to us in England.

Luke had arranged with George Mason

and Saunders, that should he require to be

rescued, he would, after his escape, meet them

at a certain house in one of the worst locali-

ties in New York ; but Patten had begun to re-

pent his conduct ; and, after seeing and hearing

Arthur Bolton at the bankers, determined to
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alter his mode of life, cut all connection with

the Mason family, get home, sell off stock and

land, and with the remnant left turn over a

new life. He therefore quitted New York, and*

proceeded home, urging his own horse, which

he had had the precaution to leave at a spirit

store some two or three miles out of the city, till

he broke down, and then exchanged for another,

which he knocked up just as he beheld our

hero and the two brothers contending on the

hill above his own farm. The reason he made

such desperate speed was fear of arrest,

through the energy and determination of

Arthur Bolton, who would, however, he

thought, scarcely follow him to Delawarr.

George Mason and Saunders, in a very

moody temper at the failure of the cheque,

waited till night for the appearance of

Luke.

*' I tell you what, George," said Saunders,

taking h.h pipe from his mouth—they were

drinking and smoking in a small, dirty, ill-
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furnished cliamber of a low pothouse, fre-

quented bj the worst characters — " that

brother-in-law of yours will play us false. I

don't like his phiz. He looks too shy, and

shirks our projects. He's only a half-a-half

chap. He seems to have what he calls a con-

science."

" Well if I really thought that, Bill," said

Mason sulkily, " I wouldn't spare him. He

certainly undertook to try and cash this

cursed cheque, because he said he considered

I was justly entitled to it ; but any other

project against that infernal youngster, Bolton,

he refused to join. You see he holds those

papers ; how the deuce he got them I cannot

imagine, but he has them. Now they are worth

five thousand to this Arthur Bolton, for they

will make him a baronet, with I suppose

about eight thousand a year, and without

them he will only remain what he is. I guess

Patten has struck off home, may be to treat

for himself with Bolton, and cut us out."
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" Blow me !" cried Saunders, striking the

table a terrible blow in his passion, and utter-

ing a string of oaths, '' if I only knew that, and

if it is so, I'll cut both his and that cursed

Bolton's throat, if I swing
^
the next day for

it!"

^' If I could only finger the five thousand,

you might cut their throats and welcome
;

that youngster's luck has baffled every scheme

of mine. But 1 tell you what, we must leave

this place by daylight. Bolton, of course,

knows we are in the city, and now that

Patten has escaped, he will hunt us up. We
will be off for Delawarr, and ride hard to get

there, and then once ahold of Patten, we shall

be able, with my two brothers' assistance and

the gang they are joined with, to make my

brother-in-law act, or revenge ourselves upon

him, and those who liave outwitted him.

Now that I have found out who the party at

the hotel are—the late Sir Richard Morton's

wife, son, and daughters, I can, I think, play
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a game when we get tlieiii all in Delawarr,

that they will find it difficult to win."

Before dawn the two plotters left New

York, and hiring horses, and using good

speed, they both reached Delawarr in the

morning of the magistrate's visit to Luke

Patten's homestead. Of course the news of

Mr. Bolton's encounter with the two Masons

and their death, was the absorbing topic of

conversation in all public houses in Delawarr,

then a very small place compared to its pre-

sent state.

Mason and his associate did not put up at

the hotel where the former first met Luke

Patten; and where they concocted the project

of cashing the cheque. He preferred going

to one where he was not known, or, at all

events, owing to time, and the scar across his

cheek and lip, where he would be unrecog-

nised. As to Saunders, who was quite a

stranger to horse exercise, he was cursing

Mason for his unreasonable speed, which half

killed him.
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As they sat smoking and drinking, both

nearly knocked up, on the morning the magis-

trates, going to Patten's farm, with their

clerks and half a dozen constables, passed by

on horseback :

"What the devil's on the time now," ex-

claimed Saunders, getting up and going to

the window to look at the cortege.

His companion started, and changed colour

as he looked out. He knew Mr. Hendrick

very well, he was the holder of the mortgage

upon Fork Farm. Calling the landlord, he

asked him where the magistrates and con-

stables were going.

" I calculate then, neighbour, you have

not heard the news that came last night. I

guess there's been a bloody murder at Luke

Patten's farm." Mason turned fearfully pale,

and seemed so struck that the landlord per-

ceived it. " May be, Mr., you know something

of the Masons that was killed the other day

by the Britisher, who is now lying dying at

the farm."
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George Mason sank back into the chair,

whilst Saunders appeared half stupified.

With a wonderful effort the former con-

quered his emotion ; with all his crimes this

man had a strong and fierce attachment for

all his family excepting Mary Patten—he had

always shunned and disliked her.

" Well," said he, looking steadily at the

landlord, " I did know these Masons years

ago, and I'm shocked. I've been many years

in England, and did not expect on my return

to here that my old comrades were mur-

dered."

" I guess, Mister," returned the landlord,

" that you know very little about these said

Masons since you left this country. Your

old comrades have made hot nests for them-

selves. The two sons of old John Mason, of the

Fork, were tried for the murder of a British

baronet, and Luke Patten was their accuser

;

but somehow, I calculate, he did not like

hanging his two intended brothers-in-law, so he

VOL. III. H
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shammed, and made believe lie was mistaken,

in their person. But you see it's a mistake to

say the two Masons were murdered—it's quite

the contrary, I guess they began to fight,

what for I can't say ; but they intended to

kill this Britisher, but it seems he was too

much for them, for he killed them in self-

defence, though he got sliced a bit by their

bowie knives. Somehow Luke Patten came

up on horse-back and saw them fighting,

and thought to stop them, but his horse

was knocked up, fell and threw him. So

when he got up the mischief was done,

they were both dead and the Englishman

very little better. So Luke Patten had him

carried to his farm, and there he lies, and

the magistrates you saw are going to in-

vestigate matters. I must say it's a good

riddance getting the Masons out of the way,

for they joined those infernal horse lifters in

the I\Iattapone swamp. Why it's not possible

to graze a horse or a colt within ten miles

of their haunts."
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"Well," returned George Mason, repress-

ing his intense anxiety and passion, " I did

not know all this ; when I knew them it was

different."

The landlord left the room, and George Ma-

son let his head drop upon the table, covering

his face with his hands. Had remorse at last

struck a chord in this man's heart ? Was he

repenting the error and crimes of his past life,

or had twenty-five years ofplotting and schem-

ing steeled his heart against remorse ? Was

he acknowledging that there was an all-seeing

eye that overlooked man's works and deeds,

and that could, when it pleased, strike down

the criminal when he least expected the blow.

He had had warning sufficient. His father

was struck down in the very act of plotting

mischief against his benefactor. His brothers,

with innocent blood on their hands, and in

the very act of committing fresh crimes, were

also struck down by the hand of the son,

who thus avenged his father's blood shed by

H 2
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them. Did all these circumstances press

upon this miserable sinner, as he bent his

head upon his hands, and remained without

moving for several minutes.

Saunders, who did not possess one spark

of human feeling in his nature, who was as

reckless of crime as he was of life, gazed upon

his companion with supreme contempt. He

smoked his pipe, refilled his glass, and seeing

Mason still in the same position, he cried

out:

'^ I say, my hearty, are you asleep, or are

you feeling like a sick girl after a runaway

lover. Is that the way you take your

brothers' murders ?"

'' You are a fool, Saunders," exclaimed

Mason, raising his head, his eyes sparkling

with passion. " I was thinking how to have

revenge upon the man who killed my brother,

and upon that artful, double-dealing villain,

Luke Patten. I told you he was playing a

double game, the villain. Now you can see
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it. Instead of blowing out the brains of tlie

man he saw murder his wife's brothers

—

curse him ! he helps him, carries him to his

house, gets his wife, who always hated us all,

to nurse him, and why ? because Luke

Patten has the papers that will give him title

and estates, and he can bargain for them no

doubt, feigning repentance, and be well re-

warded. But he shall not—everlasting; curses

be on his head ! This night I will burn

his house about his ears, and bury him

and the slayer of my brothers beneath the

ruins."

" Blow me, that's your sort, George," said

Saunders. " But who'll pay the piper ?

We're not so flush of cash. I am just in the

humour for finishing up both Patten and this

Bolton, who I feel sure has somehow swamped

my brother Bill ; but as 1 said, where's the

plunder. That youngster has none about

him, and I'll swear Luke Patten has none.

Suppose now we carry off Bolton to the
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haunt of those comrades of your brothers'

;

force him to pay a few thousands for his

life and kill him afterwards, if you like,

but let us force him to pay first, now

that you have lost that three thousand

pounds."

"Well," returned Mason, disguising his

real intentions from his comrade, "be it so,

but the work must be done this night, or it

will be too late. We must ride twenty-four

miles, and be back by midnight, so come

along. I will hire two horses."

Saunders began to make objections, for he

remembered the ride from New York and its

fatigue ; he was no horseman.

" There's no time for hesitation, Saunders,"

said Mason ;
" either follow me or remain

here."

With an oath, Saunders objected to being

left, and said:

"Well, come along; pay the score, and

I'm ready."
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Before an hour liad expired, the two ac-

complices had left Delawarr on horseback, for

the purpose of carrying out Mason's iniquitous

projects of revenge.
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CHAPTER VIT.

About four and twenty miles from the town of

Delawarr, following the banks of the Matta-

pone river, before it joins the Pamunka, both

streams being then lost in the confluence form-

ing the York River, the traveller would

pause to gaze upon a great track of flat land

intersected by many small streams, great

pools, and Marsh land, dense thickets of wil-

low and alder, and several trees that flourish

in marshy land. This track of country could

notbe recognised now by any travellers of forty

years ago. At that time it was a wilderness,

almost impossible to traverse, even by one
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moderately acquainted with its paths, but to a

stranger quite impossible ; he would, if in the

dark, be assuredly drowned in one or other of

the narrow dykes or still pools. Nevertheless

numerous horses and colts were bred and fed

on sundry parts of this level track, miles in

extent. On some of the most elevated banks

of the stream, several large log houses had

been erected, in which dwelt a mixed race of

savage outlaws, who banded together and

permitted themselves to be under the guidance

of one of their number.

These men, and some of them had families,

lived chiefly by plundering boats, &c.,

descending the streams ; stealing horses,

which they either sold south, or if too young,

grazed them in the swamps till they were

old enough to drive south and sell.

They did not plunder land travellers, for

the best of all possible reasons, no travellers

ever attempted to cross this vast track either

on horse back or on foot. The outlaws had

H 5
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large flats with which they traversed the

streams and descended the rivers.

The chief of this band of horse lifters and

river robbers, was a native of New York,

named Stephen Steadman. It would be quite

useless to state for what crimes this man be-

came outlawed from society, quite enough to

say that a more cruel, ferocious villain scarcely

ever existed ; he was a strong, massive built

man, with by no means a repulsive coun-

tenance, rather the contrary, and not more

than forty or forty-two years of age. This

wretch was a near relation of Jackson, the

horse lifter, a man notorious for his exploits.

Nevertheless, he was captured chiefly through

the courage and enterprize of Luke Patten

and hung.

Luke Patten from that period became a

marked man ; upwards of thirty outlaws swore

to be revenged upon him for Jackson's death.

They swore to serve him out, as they termed

it, and put to a more excruciating deatli than

hanging.
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The younger sons of Jolin Mason were

early acquainted with these men, probably

owing to Mason's daughter having married

Jackson, who was a well looking man, and

was not known at that time, to the Masons, to

be the chief of the outcasts of the Swamp

;

but vicious, profligate, and idle, their lands ill-

cultivated, and perpetually borrowing money

on the farm, their necessities soon induced

them to join the outlaws in predatory ex-

cursions.

After their release from gaol, the accusa-

tion against them, for the murder of Sir

Kichard Morton, failing, and Fork Farm, to-

gether with all the cattle, implements, &c.,

being seized by Mr. Hendrick, till the £2,000

owing should be paid, they and their sister,

Mrs. Jackson, fled to join the outlaws. She

knew Stephen Steadman already, for she had

often seen him with her husband before he

suffered the penalty of his misdeeds, and

Stephen Steadman, shortly after their resi-
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dence amongst them, offered himself as a

second husband, and was accepted. Mrs.

Jackson was quite as guilty of the crime

committed by her brothers, indeed, much

more so, than they were, for she instigated

them to the act that in the end cost them

their lives.

To this community of outlaws George

Mason and James Saunders directed their

course. George Mason, though never as-

sociated with them in sharing their plunder,

knew both Jackson and Steadman intimately.

He and his father often bought young un-

marked colts from them, reared them till

four years old, and then sold them at the

horse fairs throughout Virginia.

After two hours' ride, the horsemen reached

a lone house on a wretched bridle road leading

to a little frequented Ferry across the Pamunka

river; this house was scarcely three miles

from the entrance into the Swamps. Here

they left their horses and proceeded on foot

;
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a stranger could never have found the path,

but George Mason knew it well, and he

knew the signal to give when he should come

across any of the band at the entrance of their

retreat, and to meet two or three he was sure

to do.

" Well, blow me, George, this is boxing the

compass," said Saunders, as they proceeded

through singulary intricate paths over bridges

of such light construction that a couple of

men could carry them any distance. Dur-

ing their progress they passed two or three

men, who examined them keenly till George

Mason made certain signs, and they then

took no further notice of them.

At length they reached Steadman's log

house ; it was a long building formed simply

of trunks of trees all neatly put together, and

roofed with thatch made from dried flags.

The house consisted of four rooms—one large

and lofty, which was used as kitchen, and

general smoking and sitting-room, when a
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meeting of several of the gang took place.

Two coarse, slovenly looking women were

occupied about some domestic affairs ; they

paused and looked at the new comers with

great surprise, but as Mason and his compan-

ion approached the door, Mrs. Steadman

happened to come out. She uttered an ex-

clamation when she recognized her brother,

and embracing him, led him into the house,

saying, in a low voice :

—

" Who is your companion ?"

" All right," said Mason, " he's one of the

right sort. Where's Steadman ?"

'* He's not far off," said the woman ;
" he

is with some of the men, collecting some

colts to take to Regan fair to-morrow."

" Then send for him, for I have something

else for him to do."

" Well, sit down, both of you, and I will

send for him. I suppose you did not meet

either of your brothers ? they are gone to

Luke Patten's, to see how he succeeded with
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a cheque they gave liim. I told tliem they

were fools to trust that false cur, but they

said it was not possible to be done without

him."

George Mason wiped the perspiration from

his forehead, he was not particular how he

wounded or tried people's feeling; he sat

moody and silent, whilst his companion

helped himself plentifully from the whiskey

jar placed before him, with bread, cheese, and

meat, by Mrs. Steadman.

" You have some bad news, George," said

his sister, at length observing his gloomy

countenance and abstracted manners ;
" good

or bad let us hear it."

Mrs. Steadman herself was much altered.

She was tall and gaunt ; her face thin, yellow,

and devoid of a healthy colour. She was be-

ginning to feel the influence of the swamp

Malaria.

" Yes," returned George, " I have bad

news, news that will stir your blood, and
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make you, like myself, tliirst for ven-

geance."

Mrs. Steadman was startled.

" Don't keep me in doubt then, let me liear

it—my life has had troubles enough—I can

bear a trifle."

" Well, then ! your two brothers are

dead."

Mrs. Steadman staggerered back, and

dropped down upon a bench, gazing stupified

at her brother; but as he said the words,

*' your brothers are dead," Stephen Steadman

entered the room. He had heard the words

for he instantly said

:

" What, do you mean, George Mason ?

your words drive everything else out of my

head. However, you are welcome back to

this country," and he held out his hand

—

adding, " Who is your comrade ?"

" A staunch friend, that you may trust."

Steadman shook Saunders by the hand.

" Now, George, in the name of fate, what
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news is this you bring—did I hear you

right?"

"Yes, Stephen, right enough, as far as

hearing me goes. My brothers are both dead,

and now lying stark and stiff in one of the out-

barns of Luke Patten's farm."

" Ah !" exclaimed Mrs. Steadman stamp-

ing her foot, and her pale face flushing with

passion ;
" that villain Patten has been a

scourge to our family. Shall we never be

revenged on that traitor, and his degenerate

wife."

" You astonish me," said Stephen Steadman.

" Did Patten have a hand in their death ?

Who killed them ? How did it come about ?

I have sworn to have my revenge upon

this cursed Luke Patten, and the time is

come."

George Mason then stated all he knew

about the affair, putting Luke Patten into the

worst light possible ;
in fact making it very

evident, that he had betrayed him and Saun-
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ders, and might liave prevented the death of

the two brothers had he not been a traitor,

and thinking to secure to himself a large smn

of money by handing over to Arthur Bolton

the papers he had come to America to seek.

*' Then death to the traitor," said Stephen

Steadman, " and this very night," and he

swore fearfully that his death should be a

cruel one. " As for the Britisher," he con-

tinued ; "we will bring him here, and see

what torture and the fear of death will extract

out of him. We have made up our minds to

change our retreat ; we cannot hold on here

much longer, and after this night's work there

will be a mustering, to hunt us out. Patten

has a dozen or so of fine horses in his pasture,

we will make a sweep of them. I am sending

on our best cattle in an hour or so."

" Oh !" exclaimed Mrs. Steadman with in-

tense bitterness, " that I were a man for

twenty four hours, what a terrible revenge I

would have for all the wrongs inflicted on
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my family by the ]\lorton family, and that

wretch Patten. You may extort what you

please from that man who killed my brothers,

but blood for blood. I must have his life."

" Rest easy, Eliza," said Steadman, with

an oath. " You shall be satisfied
;
put more

mugs upon the table, and leave us for half

an hour."

Mrs Steadman did so. The temper and

frame of mind she was in made her tremble all

over, she could scarcely control herself.

Having placed more food and drink on the

table, she left three as cruel and vicious men

together, as ever breathed.

Having satisfied their appetites, they took

to pipes and whiskey.

" How do you mean to proceed ?" asked

George Mason, filling a pipe; "and how

many of your men can you bring?"

" Ten and our three selves will be quite

enough," said Steadman. '• Patten has, I

think, six men on his farm, but they all sleep
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in the cattle sheds, and the stables and cow-

houses are some distance from the house. I

don't care for the six helps, for we can se-

cure them and prevent an alarm ; but I know

Patten keeps two large and fierce dogs, trained

to keep about the house."

*'Ah," said George Mason, "if once that

Englishman is roused, he and Patten, both

powerful men, and well armed, will lessen

our number before we get in on them."

" Don't be uneasy ; I have a plan. There

won't be a shot fired. Leave that to me. We
shall go down the river in a large flat in

three hours, and land within a mile or so

of the homestead."

The rest of the day was passed in drinking,

smoking, and plotting, till the time arrived

for departure. When it became dusk, the

thirteen men embarked in a long flat-bottomed

boat, well armed, and ready for any wicked-

ness their leader, Stephen Seadman, should

urge them to commit.
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As stated in our previous chapter they

readied the farm buildings of Luke Patten,

without creating any alarm to any of the

inmates, or attracting the attention of the

watch dogs.
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CHAPTER VIII.

We have said it was an extremely dark night,

when these men marched up from the river,

so silently and stealthily ; but as they halted

close to the building, the heavy clouds opened

a little, and a breeze sprung up. One of the

men carried a coil of thin, strong rope ; seve-

ral had dark lanterns, and two crowbars. Ap-

proaching one of the windows of the building,

which was defended by strong shutters, the

men with the crowbars went skilfully and

noiselessly to work ; they forced off the

hinges, and removed the shutters. The win-

dow itself was merely wired across ; this was
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also removed, and an entrance into that part

of the building gained where the six men

slept.

Farm servants are not easily roused from

their first slumbers ; in most countries they

are a hard-worked race, not very well fed, and

generally badly lodged. These sons of toil,

whose labours rarely finish at stated hours,

sleep soundly. Luke Patten's farm helps

were, however, well fed, and well and de-

cently lodged. They worked hard, but they

were contented, and were much attached to

their master and mistress. They fared widely

different from the same class in the small

farms in South Wales, Great Britain. There

they always sleep over the cattle, on straw, or

musty hay—bed-clothes wholly unknown

—

their food, barley bread and milk, and soup

guiltless of meat, skim milk cheese, and,

maybe, in some of the rather better farms, a

piece of bacon in the soup, and at chance

times a few potatoes ; up with the light, to bed

with its decline.
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So soundly did Luke Patten's men sleep,

that Steadman and his gang of miscreants ac-

tually stood in the room where they reposed,

and flashed the lights of four lanterns upon

their faces, before one of the number opened

his eyes.

It was by no means a pleasing sight that

awaited them when they did awake, for a

rough, fierce, bearded ruffian stood with a

.revolver, the muzzle within a couple of inches

of each man's head. Had they not been

taken unawares, those six men would un-

doubtedly have caused the enterprise to fail,

though blood would have been shed, for on

hooks opposite the stretcher on which they

lay, hung each man's billhook and hatchet,

formidable weapons in the hands of strong

men.

" Utter a word or a cry," said Steadman,

with a savage oath, " and a knife will be in

your throat."

The poor fellows lay still, vexed to the

heart that they were thus caught. In a sin-
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gularlj sliort time each man was firmly bomid

hand and foot to his bedposts.

"Now hearken to me," said Stephen

Steadman, " which of you men feed and tie

up the dogs of a morning ? Come, no hesita-

tion, or we'll slice one of your throats for an

example. You have heard of my name, if

you never saw me, I am quite certain. I'm

Steadman, of the swamp ; that will satisfy you

I mean to do what I say."

" I do," said a young, robust, healthy-look-

ing man ;
" I feed and tie them up, master

lets 'em loose."

" Get up, then," and two of the men un-

loose! the cords, " dress yourself."

The man doggedly dressed himself, casting

a longing look at the hook where his billhook

hung.

One of the ruffians took two tempting pieces

of meat from his huge pocket.

" Now, listen to me ; take this meat, and

give a piece to each dog."

VOL. III. I
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" No, curse me if I do !" said tlie poor

fellow, " what poison the poor dumb beasts

!

Not I. Cut my throat if you like ; I'm

if we had only heard you coming you wouldn't

stand there now."

Two or three of the miscreants seized the

man, and after a fierce struggle, threw him on

the stretcher, one holding a bowie knife to

his throat, whilst Steadman stamped with

passion.

" Come, come," said George Mason, " let

him be; we need not have his blood on

our hands; he never injured us. Tie him

up."

"Not I," furiously exclaimed Steadman;

" the villain shall pay for his obstinacy."

" I say," exclaimed another of the men,

" curse ye, ye blood-thirsty souls ! I'll tie the

dogs up ; they will follow me as well as John

Simmons ; they shan't give a bark, but let my
comrade be."

" Tie him up then," said Steadman, " and
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let the cur feel that he's tied. Now, jump

up, you brute, and mind, you have made me

savage ; there's a dozen more of us surroun-

ding the house. If you attempt to escape, or

the dogs bark,"—and he swore a fearful oath

—" I'll cut the throat of every man lying

here, and set the farm on fire ; now be

quick, and come back."

The man who had so stoutly refused to

poison the dogs, was cruelly tied and gagged,

and the other man cast loose.

The latter dressed dimself, and was let out

of the barn ; when once outside, he was

sorely tempted to give the alarm to his master,

for he felt satisfied that they came to rob the

house, but he said to himself, what could

master and the wounded Britisher do to

defend themselves against thirteen or fourteen

armed men, and more of them hid somewhere

within call perhaps. As he approached the

house, the two great mastiff" dogs paused in

their rounds, evidently they sniffed the air,

I ^
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but broke into no bark, and walked quietly

towards the man, and rubbed their heads

against his knees.

The farm man looked wishfully over the

front of the house ; all was dark and silent,

no ray of light shone in any window of the

building. The man hesitated for a moment
;

" dang it—it's no use," he muttered to himself,

and taking the two dogs by their collars,

evidently much to their surprise, for they

hesitated about being taken away, and no

sign of the dawn, he led them to the farm

buildings, and put them into a brew-house in

the back, locking the door on them, and

pitching the key into a hedge, for fear the

villains watchino; for him mio-ht still wish to

poison the poor brutes. With a dogged air

of indifference, he returned to the room where

he found his poor comrades quaking with

fear, thinking he might be tempted to run

away or give an alarm.

" Where have you put the dogs ?" demanded

Steadman.
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" In the brew-house, at the back of the

building."

" Good," returned the horse-lifter. " Now
my lads, make him fast, and let us to work."

Whilst all this was taking place, the in-

mates of the homestead were supposed to be

buried in repose—and so they were, all but

one. Although Mrs. Patten retired to rest at

the same time as her husband, and endea-

voured to persuade herself that she might

safely sleep, as the house was faithfully

guarded by their good watch-dogs, still,

sleep she could net ; many thoughts kept her

awake, though her fearless husband slept like

a top, by her side—he was not a man to be

kept awake through fear of anything. ]\[rs.

Patten, though in dread and terror of her

younger brothers when alone, still could not

but feel and mourn over their violent deaths,

knowing as she did how fearfully guilty they

were. She had a still greater terror of her

brother George, who always treated her from
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a child with exceeding harsliness. She well

knew his scheming, plotting, revengeful

nature, and his hatred of. her husband.

She was distracted when Luke Patten con-

fessed to her, on his return from New York,

of his having leagued with George to present

a cheque with a forged signature at the bank,

and his narrow escape from imprisonment

;

but he calmed her fears by solemnly swearing

that from that time he would become an

honest man, and make atonement where he

could. Now this very promise of amending

his life, and shunning any further intimacy

with such evil associates, though it gave her

some gratification, yet filled her mind with

dread, for she feared the disappointed malice

of her brother and his vile associate, Saunders.

Finding she could not sleep, and being

restless, she got quietly out of bed, and went

to the window to look out ; at this time the

weather had cleared a little, and she could

after a moment or two see pretty plainly as
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far as the little grove of evergreens, that shut

out the sight of the farm buildings ; she

looked down for the dogs ; as she did so, to

her intense surprise, she beheld them rush

across the court, and then to her horror, she

perceived the dark figure of a man come

forward to meet them ; she trembled violently,

and then said to herself, '' that figure going

away with the dogs, and they so quiet, and

neither growling nor barking, it must be one

of our men;' she saw the man take the dogs

with him and walk rapidly towards the grove

of trees.

" There is something wrong. Why should

any of the men be up in the dead of the

night?" She trembled so with agitation that

some moments elapsed before she moved, and

then she went and shook her husband till she

roused him.

"Holloa!" exclaimed Luke; "is it you,

Mary ? By Jove ! I took you for a ghost.

AVhat are you dressing yourself for ?"
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And he sprang out of bed himself.

Mrs. Patten told him what she had seen.

Luke was a little startled.

" ril dress myself and go and see what all

this is about. You are sure, Mary, you're

not mistaken ?"

" No, no, Luke, T am not mistaken
;
go to

the window, you will see it's not so intensely

dark as it was when we went to bed."

Luke finished dressing.

" I will get you a light, Mary, and wake

one of the girls, for T see you are trembling

with fright."

He went to the window and gazed steadily

out, looking towards the grove of trees. As

he did so after a moment, he uttered an

ejaculation of surprise and rage, for he beheld

coming round the trees, and standing out in

the dim light, a body of men moving to-

wards the house. Luke Patten was a man of

quick apprehension and thought.

" Now, be cool, Mary ; don't give way to
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fright. We must get Mr. Bolton into our

secret hiding place. Come down into the

kitchen and get a light."

Patten himself rushed down stairs, along

the passage, and bursting open Arthur Bol-

ton's door, fell full on the top of Joe, who

roared murder, and strove to grasp his enemy.

*' What's the matter ?" demanded Arthur

Bolton, starting up.

" Get up, Mr. Bolton, for heaven's sake !

the house will be beset by a pack of villains

in five minutes. I have a place of safety

where you can remain."

" Give me my pistols. Patten," exclaimed

our hero.

" No, it would be madness. Joe, run to

my wife for a light."

" You surely will not leave Mrs. Patten."

" Oh," interrupted Patten, as Joe came in

with a light, " they won't injure us. I am

satisfied Saunders and George Mason are

amongst them."

1 5
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He opened the window, and fastened a

sheet to the leg of a table, and threw the end

out.

" This will make them think you have

escaped this way. Now lean on me, Mr.

Bolton, you are very weak."

'' Yes, or you would not be able to per-

suade me to seek safety by flight ; but at

present I feel I should make a poor fight of

it."

" Hark ! I hear them. Don't hurry ; the

doors and lower windows will resist them for

ten minutes."

They passed into the kitchen, and then they

heard the men outside, preparing to force the

door. One side of the large room was framed

with massive logs, neatly laid one over the

other, and polished. Pressing a knob, luke

Patten and Joseph helped Arthur Bolton

through a narrow opening that suddenly ap-

peared. Mrs. Patten gave Joseph a bundle

of candles, with one lighted, and Patten had

just time to say :
'' The passage leads to a
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cellar—go quick," and as tlie panel closed,

a furious rusli was made at tlie door by those

without.

Arthur Bolton felt a singular reluctance in

thus seeking safety, and leaving Luke Patten

and his timid wife to meet the ruffians thun-

dering at the door. Still he felt he was

utterly unable to give the slightest assistance,

for the least exertion caused his severe gashes

to open. He felt he was even then bleeding.

Joseph led the way, through a very narrow

short passage, terminated by a flight of stone

steps ; down these steps, about twelve in

number, they went, and then found themselves

in a large vaulted and bricked cellar, half

full of empty tubs and casks. At the further

end of the cellar there appeared a dark, nar-

row passage, but our hero felt so weak that

he sat down on a stone ledge running along

the side of the cellar. Joseph stuck the

lighted candle into a broken cask, and

anxiously asked his master, "Had he not
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better examine his wounds ?" for he was

bleeding.

" Nothing of any consequence, Joe ; my

weakness proceeds from the quantity of

blood I lost when first stabbed. I should

certainly have bled to death had not Luke

Patten arrived at the time he did."

'' Who are these men, sir, that are going to

attack the house—are they robbers?"

" Luke Patten seems to think that his

wife's brother, George Mason and James

Saunders, are amongst them ; if so, their ob-

ject no doubt would be to seize upon me and

the papers I now possess, for the first thing

I did when roused was to thrust them into my
breast pocket."

Arthur Bolton and his humble companion

remained quietly in the cellar for more than

half an hour, when a strange sound attracted

their attention.

''What's that, sir?" said Joe, starting up

and listening.
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They stood silent for a moment ; the

sound increased, and presently a thin stream

of smoke came curling down the stairs into

the cellar.

^' Merciful heaven !" exclaimed our hero,

" the house is on fire ! it's the roar of flames

we hear," and starting to his feet, despite his

weakness, he rushed up the flight of steps,

half blinded by smoke, and deafened by the

roar of the devouring element—fire.

We will now return to the kitchen of Luke

Patten's house, after our hero's escape from

it. Luke, with his horrified wife clinging to

him, had taken his gun and pistols from the

rack over the chimney, and waited the en-

trance of the gang. With the united force of

the whole band, the strong door gave way with

a heavy crash, and the men, with their lanterns

open, burst into the house. The crash awoke

the females asleep in the room over the

kitchen, wlio, springing from their beds, be-

gan dressing and crying out with terror.
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When the leader of the gang beheld Luke

Patten standing leaning on his rifle, his wife

was with her head leaning on his shoulder.

At one glance Luke recognized several of the

intruders, he perceived George Mason andJem

Saunders, their faces flushed and their gaze

fixed upon him with a most vindictive ex-

pression.

" What is the reason of this outrage,

Stephen Steadman ?" asked Luke Patten,

looking fearlessly into the leader's face.

"So you remember me, Luke Patten?"

said the leader, with a coarse laugh and an

oath. " Perhaps you may remember, too,

that your evidence hung my cousin Jackson ?

I told you then I would not easily forget you,

and would pay you ofl" some day—I am come

to do so now."

" Aigh ! Luke Patten," with a bitter laugh,

put in George Mason and Saunders, pushing

themselves forward. " You betrayed us,

also. Where's Bolton, and where are the
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papers you stole—give tliem up, and we may

come to terms ?"

" You are an unnatural villain !" said Pat-

ten, speaking fiercely. " I never betrayed you

;

nevertheless, and I thank God it is so, Mr.

Bolton, by this time, is half way to the Ferry

Inn 5 I saw you in time, and helped him out of

his chamber window—and he has the papers

with him."

" It's a lie !" shouted Mason, savage with

fear of disappointment. " Come, my lads, let

us search the house, for I swear, if he has

escaped, Luke Patten, we will burn your

house over you head, for out of it you shall

never go alive."

"You may take what you can get, my

lads," said Steadman ;
'' but just bind this

traitor first, and turn the woman out."

Four men made a rush upon Patten, who

stepped back and fired, just as Mason and

Saunders were rushing from the room ; the

ball found a victim, for Saunders, with a
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howl of rage, fell forward, rolled over on Ms

side and, with a smothered execration, ex-

pired. Patten was instantly knocked down,

cruelly beaten, and his insensible wife, torn

from his arms, and carried from the house by

the women, who rushed for safety towards

the farm buildings.

George Mason, though he beheld his com-

rade fall, struck by the ball from Patten's

gun, never paused to raise him or see if he

was slain, so eager was he to secure the per-

son of Arthur Bolton, and obtain the packet

he supposed him to possess. Three of the

men followed him with open lanterns, and

bursting into the room where our hero had

slept, his first glance rested on the open win-

dow and the sheet hanging out. A savage

exclamation of rage and disappointment

escaped his lips ; he looked at the bed, tossed

over the clothes and all the articles in the

room, thinking the papers might still be found.

" No, he has escaped !" he exclaimed to
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Hs men, who were appropriating every

article that suited their fancy ;
" but he can-

not be beyond a few yards, for he is severely

wounded. So, follow me, we will catch him

yet, he's worth a few thousands—but set fire

to this traitor's house, and let him burn in it."

Two of the men followed Mason out of the

window, scarcely ten feet from the ground, the

other set fire to the curtains and bed-clothes,

and ^en rushed out into the garden. By

this time the followers of Stephen Steadman

had pillaged the house of everything of value,

and also set fire to the upper rooms.

" Now, my lads," cried the leader, " let us

be off, there's a dozen good colts and some

good brood mares to secure in the pasture

—

fasten up the door, and let this traitor," giving

the unfortunate Patten a kick, '^ perish be-

neath the ruins of his homestead."

The flames spread with wonderful rapidity,

for great part of the building was timber, and

as inflammable as tinder. Patten was recover-
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ing as the savage Stephen Steadman kicked

him in the side ; the danger roused him into

consciousness ; the side walls of the kitchen

were on fire, and smoke came out from the

passage. He sat up, gazed wildly at the

flames, and felt their scorching heat, as they

approached him and almost singed his hair

;

he rolled himself over, tugged with fierce

energy at his bonds, shouted wildly in his

despair, at the horrible death approaching

him ; over and over he rolled and, as a

forked tongue scorched his garment, wildly

exclaimed

:

" Oh, God ! I'm doomed !" and then, his

senses nearly leaving him, he uttered a fear-

ful cry of despair. Five minutes, nay, two

minutes more and the unfortunate man would

have died a fearful death, but in his struggles

to break his bonds and get from the flames,

he rolled over and lay beneath the secret

outlet from the room. This outlet was

violently burst open and split by Arthur,
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who thrust his body through, and, in a moment,

beheld Luke Patten struggling on the floor

beneath him. Half blinded by the smoke and

flames, he grasped Patten by the collar and,

assisted by Joseph, dragged him through the

broken panel ; there was no time to try and

loose his bonds, so they dragged him along the

passage, into which the flames were burst-

ing, down the steps into the cellar, and then,

exhausted and overcome by the heat and over-

exertion, Arthur Bolton sunk down beside

his rescued host.
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CHAPTER IX.

" Take a knife from my pocket, Joe," ex-

claimed Patten, as soon as he had recovered

his senses, " and cut the bonds from my hands

and feet. We must try to get out of this

place, for when the massive roof of the house

falls it will, I think, drive in the roof of this

cellar."

- Joseph took the knife and released Patten,

who sprang to his feet unharmed, excepting

that the flames had singed the hair from his

head, and scorched his garments.

" Lean on me, Mr. Bolton. You have

saved me from a horrible death. We must
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hasten away. Hark to that roar of the flames,

and see, the smoke comes down in volumes

that will smother us."

" Where is Mrs. Patten ?" said our hero,

regaining his feet, " she was nowhere in the

kitchen?"

" No ; thank God the villains drove all the

women out after knocking me down, and

kicking me till I became insensible. Joe,"

he continued, " keep the candle from going

out, and follow me."

He led the way into the narrow passage at

the further end of the cellar ; there was onlv

room for one man at a time, but the passage

was not ten yards long. Suddenly a tremen-

dous crash was heard, the ground above them

shook, and showers of stones, gravel, and earth

were knocked out of the roof and sides of the

passage. Joe with difficulty saved the light.

" Ah !" said Luke, " we are saved by God's

mercy. The cellar must be choked up, but

now we are safe."
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By the feeble light of two candles he held,

Joe perceived that the}^ had entered a natural

rocky cavern, of immense extent and very

lofty. Down one side ran a copious stream

of water, which formed a channel for itself

across the rough ground, and disappeared at

the further end through an opening about four

feet in circumference.

" This is a most sinorular cavern," said

Bolton, surveying its dimensions with surprise,

" there's nothing artificial here. I suppose

there's an outlet, besides the one by which we

entered."

" No, Mr. Bolton, there is not ; at least, I

never could find one, and have spent many an

hour looking, for this strange cavern once

gave safety and shelter to a dozen or more

unfortunate women, who were hunted from

their homes, some sixty odd years ago, by the

infatuated and bigoted savages, who gloried in

burning unfortunate women for witchcraft.

You have read of the fierce ordeal this state
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of Virginia passed through
;
I will tell you all

about it another time. I fear you are now

suffering from your wounds and over exer-

tion."

" No," returned our hero, " I bled very

little, and am gaining back my strength

rapidly. I see you have had some sharp

burns on the hands and arms," for Luke Pat-

ten was bathing his face, hands, and arms in

the running water.

" Thank God it's no worse," returned Pat-

ten.

" But, Mr. Patten," said Joe, rubbing his

head and looking troubled, " be dad you have

frightened me !"

" How so, Joseph ?"

" Faix, you said that there was no way of

getting out of this place, except the way we

came in, and be gor the whole house is at the

top of that."

" They will dig us out, my lad, before

twenty-four hours are passed."
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Joseph looked startled.

" Twenty-four liours !" he muttered to him-

self, looking at the bunch of candles Mrs.

Patten had so fortunately provided them with,

" be dad it's a long fast, Mr. Patten, and faix

they may not think about digging us out."

"You are perplexing yourself uselessly,

Joe," said Arthur with a smile ;
" you may

depend Mrs. Patten considers that her husband

escaped here along with us, and she will not rest

till she gets the rubbish removed ; it may be

worth while seeing how far the roof of the

cellar gave way. But you have not told me,

Mr. Patten, the particulars of this atrocious

outrage. If George Mason and Saunders were

amongst the miscreants, they must have fol-

lowed us into Virginia the very next day."

" I suspect so," returned Patten; "at all

events, I have rid you of one unrelenting

enemy. I intended to have shot Stephen

Steadman, the leader of the gang, a man ca-

pable of any crime or cruelty, but somehow
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I missed him. and shot Saunders, who was

rushino^ along- with Mason to search the house.

No doubt seeing your window open, and the

sheet hanging out they pursued you by jump-

ing from the window. The ruse told, for I

did not see the men who went with him re-

turn to the kitchen."

" That villain Saunders richly deserved his

fate," replied Arthur ;
" but your poor wife

must have suffered dreadfully, seeing you so

barbarously treated."

"She was carried out insensible," answered

Luke, " before that savage robber Steadman

knocked me down. She may feel some alarm

at my being left in the house when they fired

it; but she will still hope, I succeeded in getting

into the cellar. I will tell vou how this secret

entrance to the cellar came to be made. Some

forty years ago, smuggling over the border

was a favourite fancy witli our Virginian

farmers. My father, like others, dabbled in

the pursuit. The cellar was originally en-

VOL. III. K
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tered from the kitclien witlioiit any attempt

at concealment ; but he took it into his head

to build a timber wall, cutting off the cellar

;

and made a somewhat ingeniously concealed

passage into it ; but after doing this, he

abandoned the smuggling trade, and when T

came in possession I had no fancy for it, as it

was dying out in this state. I kept things there,

and indeed, little cared to keep the entrance

to it a secret. Several of my servants knew

it ; but fortunately owing to the enmity the

Masons evinced towards me, theyknow nothing

of it. Entering the cellar one evening, I was

surprised at seeing one end had given way,

and a great deal of earth and stones heaped

np ; I then perceived a hole, and examin-

ing with my light, I was surprised to see it led

into some kind of cave, so next day getting a

pickaxe and shovel and two of my men, we

went to work and made our way into this

cavern. To my extreme astonishment I

found several rotten boxes, and sundry cook-
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ing utensils of an old date—remnants of gar-

ments, and various things—which are all

stowed away in yonder corner. In turning over

the boxes I found some religious books, and

an old Puritan bible with the name of Abra-

ham Knox written within it, on one of the

pages the names and dates of the birth of eleven

children, seven girls and four boys; under

this was a scroll of damp closely written

paper, but quite readable.

" Now it struck me as very strange how

these things and how the people that owned

them got into this cavern, for I could find no

other outlet of any kind. There was a split

somewhere in the roof, but where I can't say,

for no light comes in through it, but a strong

wind does when it blows hard. But now,

Joseph and I will go and see if we can ascer-

tain how much of the roof of the cellar is fallen

in, for perhaps it is possible we may be able to

force our own way out." So placing a candle in

a split of the rock, Patten and Joseph, to whom
K 2
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twenty-four hours' confinement without food

of any kind offered by no means an inviting

prospect, proceeded to inspect the cellar.

Left to himself Arthur fell into a reverie,

from which he was roused by the return of

the explorers.

" We must wait to be dug out, sir," said

Joseph, in a very dolorous tone ;
" here we

are buried alive, faix, sir ; this is worse than

our hiding in the cave, from which we were

rescued by that respectable Indian Mr.

Hogswash."

" What a strange name, Joe, where did you

meet that gentleman," enquired Luke Patten.

" He was an Indian chief," replied Arthur,

laughing, " who was of great service to us

when cast away on the musquito coast. He

had a long string of names which ended with

Punka Bosswash, and Joe invariably called

him either Hogswash, or Pigswash. But,

Mr Patten, when you looked over those papers

you found in one of the rotten boxes, did you
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discover who tlie people were that took

shelter in this strange underground cavern?"

" My wife felt interested, sir," returned

Patten, " and after many an evening of care-

ful inspection she made out the history of

the nine individuals, who remained con-

cealed here for a period of eleven months."

"Then there must be an outlet," said our

hero. " It is quite possible, that where that

water runs out, some sixty years ago, there

migiht have been a laro;e outlet which the rocks

and earth have since choked up. What

kind of a place is it outside where the water

becomes visible?"

" There is a high rocky bank behind where

the house stood, now covered with a tuft of

trees, and a broken picturesque heap of

rocks and shrubs, about two hundred yards

lower down towards the river, out of which

gushes this stream. I am satisfied, of course,

that there must have been a way into the

cavern ; but I think when my grandfather
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built the house, it's not improbable but that

the entrance might have got filled up."

" It will pass time," said Arthur, ^' if you

will relate all you know of these people Knox,

for I suppose it was some of that family who

were shut up here?"

" Yes, there were five daughters of Abraham

Knox, the mother and three grandaughters.

The insane persecution of innocent women

and young girls for witchcraft was near its

end at the time of the persecution of the

Knox family. They were the last victims

in Virginia. Evidently judging by what

my wife read to me, there were two families

of that name, and two brothers, who possessed

small farms some eight or ten miles from

here. One of the elder brother's daughters

was extremely beautiful, and, for the period

and station of life of her father, very learned,

and fond of botany and study of all kinds,

spent her time in collecting plants, and was

also an adept in concocting medicinal drinks for
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the sick. The joanger brother's son fell des-

perately in love with his cousin Jane; but she

could not love him, for he was a low, vulgar

brute, and had already distinguished himself

in hunting up unfortunate women as witches.

Jane Knox steadily refused to have any in-

tercourse with a man, who could so brutally

join ignorant fanatics in destroying innocent

women and girls.

"
' Take care,' said Reuben Knox, in a

furious rage, ' that you yourself do not come

under the lash of the law for sorcery, for you

have bewitchedme by giving me love philtres
!'

"Jane started.

"
' I never gave you anything, Reuben,

but simple vegetable drinks when you were

laid up in illness, and you said they did you a

world of good.'

"
' Oh, augh ! I guess they did,' returned

the wretch. ' They cured the ague, but they

bewitched me; I have never been myself

since.'
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" ' You are bewitclied now, I can swear to

that,' and she turned scornfully away.

"'Oh!' he shouted as she left him, 're-

member those words
!'

"Shortly afterwards Eeuben Knox was seized

with fits, which lasted on and off for several

days. Whenever he came to himself he

would cry out, ' Jane Knox ! Jane Knox

!

you have put an imp into my body—you are a

witch ! if you don't conjure him out I'll have

you burned !' and then he would shriek and

howl, and froth at the mouth, till it was fear-

ful to look at him.

" This story soon spread, and finally the re-

port went out far and near that Jane Knox

was a real witch. A young girl in the ser-

vice of the younger Knox also had fits, and

called out on Jane Knox, when in the fit, to

let her alone and not be witching her. Then

two cows died off, running wildly about the

pastures till they dropped dead.

"At length, Jane Knox was arrested as a
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wltcli, and carried into Williamsburg where

the then great witch discoverer, Philip

Heartshole, held his sittings. The whole of the

disgraceful trial is given in the manuscript—

•

how Reuben Knox was brought into court

in a fit, held by two men, and when the

paroxysm passed off, he appeared as if taken

out of a ri^er, the drops of perspiration rolling

from his forehead and face, and then he

called out in a piteous tone

:

" ' Oh, Jane, Jane, unwitch me !'

'*
' Reuben Knox,' said Jane, in a cold,

calm tone ;
' you are no more bewitched than

I am. You are acting a part, and that girl

whom you have ruined has been bribed by

you to counterfeit fits. It's a monstrous

mockery this trial of witchcraft, a thing that

never existed except in the morbid imagina-

tion of the io-norant, and
—

'

''
' Stop her mouth,' roared out Judge

Heartshole ;
' she blasphemes. She acknow-

ledged that she gave Reuben Knox certain

K 5
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drinks ; also that slie said—you are be-

witched now, Reuben Knox—the girl, who

is now delirous, and three more witnesses,

saw her gathering certain herbs, and mut-

tering words in an unknown tongue.' Then

followed a wonderful string of evidence against

her, and not one person, not one of her

wretched family, father, mother, or sisters,

who were present, were allowed to utter one

word in her favour—and this monster Heart-

shole had the horrible cruelty to condemn her

to be burned alive, as a most dangerous pes-

tilential witch—fearful to think of. The sen-

tence was heard with frantic applause.

" It's shocking to dwell on this horrible

subject," continued Patten, " when enlight-

ened Europe set the example ; when the

learned judges of Geneva could condemn

five hundred witches to the stake in three

months, and one million perished in Ger-

many. When the madness reached the States

of America, it exceeded all belief the number
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that perished. Be it as it may, poor Jane

Knox perished in the flames, in the Market-

place of Williamsburg, and her family some

months after were driven, by the infatuated

people, to seek safety in flight. It appears

by the manuscript, that they found shelter in

this cave, and that charitable people brought

them food. The witch fever subsided entirely

nine months afterwards ; but what became

of the Knox family, of course the manuscript

does not say. It was written by one of Jane

Knox's sisters."

" Well, it is certainly wonderful," said

Arthur, " to read in the history of that period,

how the madness crept, or rather flew,

over the world; every country in Europe

became infected as if with an epidemic

;

men of learning, sound sense and judgment

in other matters, gave way, on the subject of

witchcraft, to popular clamour and superstition.

Even in the present day, in remote parts of

England, Wales, and Scotland, the belief in

witchcraft still survives."
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CHAPTEE X.

When the half-dressed and terrified servants

of Luke Patten were driven from the house,

they fled, as we have before stated, carrying

their insensible mistress with them.

" Oh," exclaimed the cook, "oh, the master,

they will surely murder or burn him ; see, the

flames are bursting out of the windows.

But where are the men all this time ;
surely

they can't have cut their throats first—and

the dogs—no one heard them bark—where

are they? Oh, let us hasten to the barn, and

get the mistress to recover, poor thing, she

will be in a dreadful way."
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When they reached the farm buildings they

laid Mrs. Patten down, with her head in the

cook's lap, and one of the others got some

water from a trough.

By this time the fire had seized the

kitchen roof, and shot up into the sky in livid

masses ; a strong breeze arose, and the

flames roared in their might ; then the im-

prisoned dogs set up a hideous howl, as if

conscious that some terrible mischief was

brewing.

" Hark to the dogs," said one of the women,

"they are shut up in thebrewhouse." "Can't

you get in, Martha," exclaimed another, " and

see what has happened to the men ?"

" I dare not," she replied ;
" suppose I

found them with their throats cut
!"

" Well, you goose," cried the cook, a strong,

determined woman, " come here, and hold the

mistress's head, she is recovering fast. I'll

go—they can't eat me if their throats are

cut; something's the matter, for they could
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not be sleeping all this time, and the light of

the flames shining in strong through the

windows."

The cook found the doors locked, and no

key to be seen, but the open window, and the

shutters lying on the ground, attracted her,

"Ah," said she, "the villains got in here."

She climbed in, calling out the men's names

from the bottom of the stairs, and at once

felt relieved, for a loud shout, and calls to

come up and untie them, satisfied her that

there was nothing the matter with their

throats, at all events. Ascending the stairs,

she entered the room, and perceived by the

strong glare of the flames which partially

lighted the apartment, that the men were

cruelly tied, and each fastened to the foot of

the bed ; in their struggles to free themselves

they had twisted and tightened the thin cords

till the skin was torn from their wrists and

ankles. " Lord save us, lads, they have

trussed you up like barn-door fowls—where'

s

a knife ?"
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" Take one of the bill hooks, Sue, and let

us loose. Curse the villains, so they have

burned the house. Where's master and

mistress ?"

" Oh, Lord help us, I fear they have killed

master, and the mistress is below, half dead."

A general lamentation ensued. Having re-

leased one, he soon cut free the others. " Dang

it, this is awful work," said one of the men,

as they finished dressing themselves. " It's

nigh day-light now. The country will rise

after this, and give that cursed Steadman

'Lynch law.'"

" Serve him right to roast him," said the

cook. " We have lost all our things, every

stitch of clothes we had, and lots of money

saved up, and the poor missus ruined and

destroyed, and she so soon to be a mother,

and her two wicked brothers dead in the out-

house—it's awful times here now."

Mrs. Patten, in the mean time, had re-

covered her recollection ;
she shuddered with
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horror when she beheld the sky illumined by

the flames of her once happy home ; and

when a terrible crash was heard, and clouds

of sparks and fiery wreaths were hurled

through the air by the strong wind, she nearly

relapsed into insensibility, for she knew that

noise proclaimed the falling-in of the great

massive timber roof.

" Oh, if my poor husband has not been

able to get into the cellar," she exclaimed.

" Ah, he is lost, and ^I shall never see him

again," and she burst into tears.

Two of the women knew of the cellar

—

indeed they all had perceived that Arthur

Bolton and Joseph were thrust in through an

opening in the wall they had no knowledge of

before.

" Oh, ma'am, don't give way," said the girls.

'^ Master is sure to have gone into the same

place where the Englishman went."

" But the roof has fallen over them," re-

turned Mrs. Patten; " we must send our men
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to get help from all the near farms to remove

the ruins and rubbish—ah, here are the men,"

and she at once directed them to proceed to

the two nearest farms and to the Ferry House,

and collect men and tools.

Two of the men departed on their errand

for help ; the nearest farms were three miles

off. By this time it was broad daylight,

and all proceeded to where the house once

stood. Poor Mrs. Patten clasped her hands

in despair as she gazed upon the burning

mass of ruins before her.

" Oh, God grant that they may have taken

refuge in the cavern, if not
—

" She trembled.

" God help me," continued the distracted

wife. " To whom am I to look for help, if

poor Luke has perished?"

But summoning all her fortitude, she set

the bewildered men to work throwins: water

on the burning timbers till help arrived.

Before ten o'clock more than twenty men had

arrived in carts, with crow bars and other

tools.
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Mr. Jonas McClure, wlio owned tte nearest

residence to Mrs. Patten's, sent plenty of

provisions and drink, and Mrs. McClure

arrived shortly after with all kinds of neces-

saries for the forlorn wife, who shed tears of

gratitude as the good-hearted Mrs. McClure

covered her with one of her own comfortable

cloaks. The men soon understood that in a

great cellar underneath the rubbish, Mrs.

Patten expected her husband and two other

persons had taken refuge from the fire ; the

real state of tlie case could not be explicitly

explained. Nevertheless the grand point

was to remove the still burning and smoking

timbers, and to work they went with a

will.

On the morning after the fire at Luke Pat-

ten's farm. Lady Morton's family, after a

tedious journey from New York, arrived in

Delawarr. They had stopped the previous

night at Williamsburg, and came on to Dela-

warr early. Richard Morton had been ex-

tremely anxious all the journey to hear some
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tidings of Arthur, and as soon as he had estab-

lished his mother and sisters in comfortable

apartments in the best hotel, he proceeded to

find the landlord and to make inquiries. He dis-

covered that individual in the bar, encircled

by a little crowd of anxious-looking persons.

News had just reached Delawarr of the burn-

ing of Luke Patten's homestead, and a group

of curious listeners were coll^f cting exaggerated

accounts from the lanky landlord, who felt

exceedingly pleased at being able to astonish

his auditors.

As Richard Morton approached, he heard

one man say :
" Well, it's lucky after all that

there are no children left to weep after their

parents. I'm sorry for poor Luke Patten

;

he was a fine, hearty fellow, always willing

to lend a fellow a helping hand and stand a

glass at any time. I thought no good would

ever come of his marriage with one of those

devils of Masons, though his wife was by far

the best of them."
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" I suppose," said another, "the magistrates

will send out the militia, or Lynch law this

Steadman and his gang; it's too bad they

have been let alone so long."

" Who was the Brittisher as was burned in

the house along with his servant ?" questioned

another, tossing down a tumbler of sherry-

cobler, " eh ?"

Eichard Morton became alarmed as he

listened to this dialogue ; he knew that the

Brittisher and his servant could be no other

than Arthur and Joseph.

" Good God !" he mentally exclaimed.

" Can this be a fact, or am I mistaking what

these men say."

As the party left the bar, he, pale

and agitated, accosted the landlord, who

attempted some degree of civility, for

Lady Morton, now travelling under her

own name, was known in the hotel as the

widow of the murdered baronet.

" I heard you say," began Eichard, " that
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a Mr. Luke Patten's homestead was burned

down. Is that a fact?"

" I calculate it's a stern reality, sar, burnt

chip and block, and worse than that,

thej say Luke Patten himself, and a young

Brittisher who stopped here one night, and

bespoke apartments for you, sir, were also

burned in it."

Eichard could hardly breathe. No selfish

motive actuated him or caused his anxiety.

Firm, unselfish love for Arthur—brotherly

affection—esteem. So strangely affected did

his gentle, quiet nature feel by this intelli-

gence, that tears forced themselves into his

eyes. The landlord eyed the young man, and

he began to repent spreading news that was

by no means confirmed. He therefore tried

to get out of the scrape which he did in by

no means a skilful manner.

" I guess, sir, the news mayn't be all gospel

;

the farm is burnt down, but they do say that

the people are digging away the rubbish, sar.
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and that perhaps the English gentleman and

Mr. Patten may be alive in the cellar,

sar."

Young Morton breathed more freely.

" How far is this farm from here ?" he

anxiously inquired.

" Well, sar, some fourteen miles across the

Ferry of the Matapone."

" Then be so good as to order me a horse

and guide, to proceed there at once—the gen-

tleman supposed to be with Mr. Luke Patten

is my half-brother."

The landlord looked astonished, as he re-

plied :

—

" Yes, sar, you shall have a horse and

guide in less than half an hour."

Richard proceeded into the sitting-room,

where his sisters were busy writing. Lady

Morton was writing a note to Mr. Bowen, the

solicitor, requesting an interview ;
she looked

up into her son's face, and started, saying :

—

" What has happened, Richard ? you look
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pale. Have you heard where your brother

has gone ?"

" Yes," returned the young man, trying to

disguise his agitation. *' He, it seems, went

to Luke Patten's farm, which, last night,

was burned down to the ground ; how it oc-

curred, I did not stop to learn."

There was a tap at the door, and the next

moment the long ungainly figure of the land-

lord stood in the room.

" Forgot to tell you, sar," he began, greatly

to the surprise of Lady Morton and daughters,

" that the gentleman you said was your half-

brother, was lying wounded at Mr. Patten's

house."

" Wounded !" repated all his hearers.

'' Wounded by whom, Mr. Peasley ?"

" You see, sar, he was attacked by Mr.

Patten's two brothers, John and William

Mason—and he killed them both."

"Good heavens!" exclaimed Lady Mor-

ton, turning exceedingly pale. " The Ma-
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sons were those—" Her ladyship hesitated
;

thoughts of her cruelly murdered husband

rushed across her mind and brought tears to

her eyes.

" Come with me, Mr. Peasley," said

Eichard, taking the landlord by the arm.

" All this affects my mother, and brings back

the memory of her loss. I thank you for

your information, but we will talk it over

alone."

" Yes, sar," said Mr. Peasley, " I see the

lady is grieved."

In the bar parlour Eichard learned all the

landlord knew ; he then returned and related

what he had heard.

" My noble brother has avenged my father's

death on his cowardly assassins, and, but for

this strange man. Patten, might have died on

the road side. I cannot, of course, understand

every thing, but in less than two hours I shall

be on the spot to aid in his rescue from the

ruins. I will take some dollar notes with
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me, to stimulate the exertions of the men em-

ployed."

" Oh, Eichard, we shall be so anxious,"

said the sisters ;
" if you do not come back

immediately, send back your guide, and let us

be relieved from our terrible anxiety."

" This intelligence has quite overcome me,"

said Lady Morton ;
" take care of yourself,

dear Richard, and do not be rash."

" Ah, mother," returned the young man,

with a flush over his handsome features,

" there is no fear of me, I am little better

than a girl. Why did Arthur leave me be-

hind him ?"

" My dear brother," said his elder sister,

throwing her arms around his neck, " why

so reproach yourself? You could not leave

us, surely, to travel through this country

alone ; but lose no time, now, and send us

back word how things really are."

Kissing his sister's cheek, Richard Morton

hurried down stairs ; the horses were ready

VOL. III. L
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at the door, and tlie young lad, tlie guide,

holding them. Mounting, he passed out of

the town and down the same road his

unfortunate sire had taken some fifteen

months previously. The guide was the

same who had served his father, but of

that Eichard was not aware, neither did

the lad know that he now guided the son

as he previously did the father. They rode

fast, for Richard Morton was exceedingly

anxious. After seven miles, just where there

was another road turning off from the main,

the guide suddenly pulled up on the edge of

a thick wood. He pointed to a spot on the

road, and said, looking up into Richard Mor-

ton's serious countenance :

" There, sar, there's where the Masons shot

down the English gentleman, and then tried

a shot at me."

The listener checked his horse with a start

and a painful sensation at the heart. He

gazed upon the spot, and the words :

—
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" My poor, poor father ! was it here, in this

lonely road, in the land of the stranger, that

you breathed your last sigh ?"

The young lad heard the words, and looked

as if he felt for the sorrow of the son, and

thought, perhaps, that he ought not to have

galloped away.

" And so it was you who acted as guide to

my poor father ?"

" Yes, sar, for certain it was I ; but T

could not do anything, sar—a bullet whistled

close to my lug, after the gentleman fell, and

so I—I fled, sar."

" Well, my poor lad, you could render no

service after the fatal shot was fired, so no

blame is attached to you ; but the murderers

have met their doom."

" Yes, sar, and, thank God, they be

pimished."

With a sigh of bitter regret Richard

Morton pushed on. They reached the

Ferry, but it was blowing too hard to cross

L 2
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with the horse-boat, so they passed over, the

guide telling Richard Morton that he could

take him a short cut by the great Quarry, it

would be scarcely then two miles to the farm.

So following his guide, he pursued his way.

In half an hour they passed out of a thick

tuft of trees and came suddenly upon the

very edge of an exceedingly steep stone

quarry
;
the path was dangerous enough, but

Eichard Morton passed on, till suddenly

pausing, he called out to his guide

:

" Stop, look here, there a man's body lying

at the bottom of this precipice."

The guide, for the first time, looked down,

and there, sure enough, lay the body of a

man, amid a heap of small stones and gravel.

" Some unfortunate wretch," continued the

Englishman, " has slipped over the edge of

this dangerous path ; let us get down, he

may not be dead."

Making a great circuit, they gained an

entrance to the Quarry, and Richard Morton
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approached the body, which was lying on its

back:. One glance at the ghastly face was

sufficient ; he started back, exclaiming :

—

" Good God ! it is the body of George

Mason ! the man rescued by my brother, from

the North Star, when on fire. I recognise

him by the scar on the lip."

" He's quite dead, sar," said the guide

;

" but not very long, for he's scarcely

cold."

" Unfortunate wretch ! how came he here?

What a mysterious fate. The Omnipotent

Hand has one way or another hurled retribu-

tion on the whole of this terrible family of

brothers; but we must hasten on, and we

will send men to take this body out of this

place."

It was about four o'clock when Richard

Morton reached the scene of disaster. As he

came up, he perceived a crowd of men repos-

ing on the ground partaking of refreshment

;

three or four substantial farmers, all well
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mounted, were grouped together, conversing

eagerly and with most vehement gestures.

Mrs. Patten was seated on a bench, wrapped

in a large mantle, with two or three of her

female domestics standing by her.

" That is Mrs. Luke Patten," said the

guide.

Eichard Morton hesitated a moment before

he addressed Mrs. Patten. Rascal as George

Mason undoubtedly was, he was still her

brother.

His own anxiety was intense, for the sight

of the still smouldering ruins roused his fears

that his brother might have perished. He

had already attracted the attention of the

persons assembled, for his fine, gentlemanly

figure and English costume excited curiosity.

Before speaking to Mrs. Patten, he walked up

to the group of farmers, and selecting one of

their number to address, he said he had come

from Delawarr, and that he and his guide had

taken a short cut by the side of a large quarry,
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and that at the bottom of the quarry they had

discovered a dead body, which he instantly

recognized as that of a man named George

Mason.

" Why that's the name of old John Mason's

eldest son, sar. I have heard he has been in

the old comitry sometime. Are you sure, sar ?"

" I am," replied the young man ;
" he came

as passenger in the same ship with me, and

was landed in New York."

" Well, stranger, if you are right, this is a

new calamity for poor Luke Patten's wife,

and I think it better not to tell her, till we see

whether we can dig out her husband alive."

'' So I think," returned Morton. " My
reason for coming here is to ascertain the

fate of my brother, who was in Luke Patten's

house when set on fire."

" Ah, indeed," returned the farmer, kindly
;

" then, stranger, I trust you will have the sat-

isfaction of seeing him dug out before night.

We will send some men to the quarry, and
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have the body you mention carried to some

house at the Ferry."

The men had again resumed their work as

Eichard Morton approached the anxious and

greatly excited Mrs. Patten, saying:

—

" Madam, you will pardon my addressing

you at such at time as this, when I tell you

I am the half-brother of Mr. Arthur Bolton.

I tremble to ask you, Madam ; have you any

hope of his safety ?"

Mrs. Patten looked up into the gentle,

prepossessing countenance of the questioner,

with tears in her eyes, as she replied

:

" Please God, sir, there is every hope, and

I will tell you why, especially I consider

your brother decidedly safe, and God send

that my dear husband is with him."

She then briefly explained the events of the

previous night.

" Oh, madam," exclaimed Eichard, " you

cannot imagine the relief your words give me.

My family arrived in Delawarr this morning
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early, and hearing very vague and alarming

accounts of this calamitous and daring outr

rage, I hurried over here to ascertain the

truthc"

" You see," continued Mrs. Patten, " that

they have cleared away the heaviest portions

of the roof, and they intend working all night

till they come to the entrance of the cellar."

" I will go and encourage them in their

labour," said Richard, and he walked over,

and joining the labourers he said, attracting

their attention :

" Now, my good men, I do not doubt your

honest labour and exertions ; on the contrary

I think them not only praiseworthy, but well

deserving of reward. My brother is the

gentleman with Mr. Patten whom you are

seeking to deliver. The moment they are

rescued I will divide three hundred dollars

amongst you, which will not interfere

with the reward I am sure my brother, if God

has spared his life, will present you."

L 5
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A succession of liearty cheers followed this

speech, and to work they all went with re-

doubled vigour. After another hour of hard

labour, a confusion amongst the workmen at-

tracted Richard Morton's attention ; they had

found the body of Saunders.

Mrs. Patten, who did not know about any

of the gang having been killed, nearly

fainted when she heard that a body was

found. The men had penetrated to the

kitchen, and were clearing the steps leading

down to the cellar, and not another body was

to be seen ; this reassured her, for all declared

that the half-charred body must be one of

Steadman's gang. Richard Morton could not

distinguish the features ; he thought the tall

gaunt figure looked like Saunders, but he

could not be positive.

Night set in and fires were lighted, their red

glare throwing a strong light upon the anxious

group of workmen, who at length cleared the

entrance and gave a hearty cheer ; to their in-
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tense delight their cheer was answered from

below.

Overpowered with joy, and weakened by

the long hours of intense anxiety passed with-

out food, poor Mrs. Patten fainted when she

heard that all were safe, and in a few minutes

would be extricated.

As Richard Morton stood trembling with

anxiety and expectation, Luke Patten forced

his body through the mass of loose ashes and

rubbish, and bending down extricated Arthur

Bolton and Joseph ; then several hearty cheers

followed, and whilst Patten rushed to the side

of his insensible wife, the two brothers

embraced each other with feelings of in-

describable delight.

It was a scene of real heartfelt rejoicing,

and no one evinced more enthusiastic delight

than honest Joseph.

" You have been four-and-twenty hours,

dear Arthur, under ground, and you wounded

and ill. You must suffer, but still I must
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get you to Delawarr to-niglit. We can get a

waggon at the Ferry house on the other

side."

*' Joseph and I will stop at the Ferry Inn,

to-night," replied Arthur, " whilst you return

and relieve your mother's and sisters' anxiety.

I doubt my bearing the journey further with-

out rest. My wounds are stiff and sore."

" I will send the guide back, then," said

Eichard. " I will not quit you. I will write

a note on one of the leaves of my tablet."

Luke Patten here joined them, saying

:

"My men, Mr. Bolton, are putting a horse in

one of my traps to take you and Mr. Morton

to the Ferry Inn. I shall go for the night

with my wife to Mr. Mc.Clure's farm. I

think this will be your better plan."

" We have just settled to do so, Mr. Pat-

ten," answered Arthur.

Richard Morton then related how he had

discovered the body of George Mason.

"God bless me !" exclaimed Patten, greatly
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amazed, '' this is retribution, and no mistake.

I can well imagine how this fate befel the

wretched man. He was deceived by my ruse

of fastening the sheet to the window, and in

furious rage pursued, thinking to overtake

you, Mr. Bolton, before you could reach the

shelter of the Ferry, and in the darkness of

the night, and his blind rage, fell over the

cliff. I must not let my wife know this for a

few days. She has already received some

terrible shocks."

" You are quite right in that resolve, Mr.

Patten," observed our hero. " Keep away

from this place for a few days, and let

me see you in Delawarr as soon as you can

manage to put things in some order. You

have now no residence, but I have one in view

for you, so do not be uneasy about the future."

" I will thank you, Mr. Patten," said

Eichard Morton, taking out his pocket book,

and selecting notes for three hundred dollars,

" to see this sum distributed amongst the men.
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as I promised. They riclily deserve it, for

they worked like men with the heart and the

will to rescue life."

"And pray add," said our hero, "that in

a day or so, I will forward them the same

score."

" You have noble hearts," observed Luke,

with much emotion. " The only bitterness

that will remain in my mind is the recollection

that I ever could have been induced to join

such associates and act as I did."

" Do not let that recollection disturb you

now," replied Arthur ;
" the Almighty's ends

and purposes are often worked out by, to us,

incomprehensible ways. Our happiness has

been brought about by the very means taken

to counteract it."

The two young men then got into the spring

cart with cushions, and Joseph and the guide

proceeded on foot to the ferry house, where

they all, except the guide, took up their

quarters for the night.
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CHAPTER XT.

Whilst the events recorded in our previous

chapters were taking place in America, the

Marchmont family had finally settled in a

very beautiful property in Dorsetshire, which

Mr. Marchmont had purchased. The mansion

commanding magnificent sea views, was quite

a modern erection, and built with exceeding

taste, not forgetting the essential necessaries

for comfort ; a fine lawn, bordered with grove

and noble trees, led down to within three

hundred yards of the sea-beach. The girls

were in raptures with the situation and the
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beauty of the scenery ; tlieir view to the

eastward was bounded by the bold outlines of

the Needles and the western end of the Isle of

Wight ; to the west, the eye took in a long

line of coast.

Alice, who, after the departure of her lover,

very seldom ^A^ent into society, felt im-

mense relief when her father completed his

purchase of Oakfield manor. When com-

fortably settled, she felt rejoiced, for, revelling

in the calm beauty of its scenery, she could

wander about without fear of intruders, or

any interruptions of her thoughts.

The departure of Arthur to America gave

her considerable uneasiness ; she knew how

eager and impetuous his nature was, and how

ardently he desired to bring to justice his

father's assassins
; that he would incur any risk

to do so, she felt satisfied, and also that the men

who took his ftither's life would feel little

scruple in sacrificing him, if it insured their

safety. Her thoughts at times were very pain-
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ful; they had both ah-eady gone through trying

and perilous scenes, and she earnestly prayed

that they might be spared further trials. Her

sister's future husband was shortly expected

home with the invalids of his regiment ; he

had gained promotion by gallant services on

the burning plains of India, and all the

Marchraonts felt sincere joy at his success,

and the cause that led to it.

About this time Alice received her lover's

first letter from New York ; her cheek flushed

and her heart palpitated with pleasure. At

all events, he had arrived safe. It was a long,

long letter ; it told of his strange meeting

with his brother and sisters and Lady Morton
;

he spoke of them in glowing terms, and the

delight he felt in winning their esteem and

love. The meeting he had so dreaded was

over. Most painful was it to his generous

nature to think, that in recovering a name,

he should inflict a pang in other hearts, and

deprive a brother of a title and estates he
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had been reared and justly considered him-

self to be entitled to. All this expected

misery was over; he found the Mortons

everything he could possibly have desired

;

and his future conduct should shew, when he

came into possession, how supremely happy

their love and attention had made him. " To

give you, my own adored Alice, a name and

station, positively my own to claim and hold,

was the dearest and most ardent wish of my

heart," were the words of her lover. " When

this is gained, without inflicting pain upon

others, and to find those I expected to be

received coldly by, welcome me with open

arms, and a studied affection, the brightest

wish of my heart was gratified."

Arthur then told of their rescuing the crew

and passengers of the North Star, and his

strange recognition of George Mason and

James Saunders, in two of the passengers

saved from the burning ship. This part of

our hero's letter, as far as Alice's peace of
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mind was concerned, might better have been

left out, for it created uneasiness. Saunders

was the man who had so brutally gagged

and ill-treated her lover, when taking him to

the Foam, and it was not pleasant to her to

think those two villains were once more so

close to him.

Alice was reading her lover's letter in the

recess of a winaow, whilst her mother and

her sister were sitting before a cheerful fire,

at some fancy needlework. Mr. Marchmont

was in London.

"Now, Alice, my love, that you have read,

and spelt, and learned by heart, the entire

of that voluminous letter, pray let us know

some of the simple details, for I suppose those

twelve pages do contain some intelligence

beyond lover's vows and lover's thoughts."

'^ I was getting them all cut and dried for

you, mamma," replied Alice, her eyes sparkling

with pleasure. " You cannot say I kept you

in suspense, for I gave you the most important
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part—tliat Artliur is alive and well, and in

New York."

" Oh, thank you, Alice," returned her

sister, laughing ; "I, that brought you the

letter, knew that before you opened it—for

there's the star and stripes, the New York

stamp, and Arthur's hand writing—all which

told the tale before breaking the seal."

" Well, now I'll be most explicit,'' answered

Alice, drawing her chair to the fire—for the

strong equinoxial gales were blowing, and the

squalls were, as usual, in merry England, cold

and sharp. And then she told her companions

the particulars, which greatly astonished, as

well as highly delighted them.

"What's the date of the letter, my love?"

asked her mother.

"The 17th of September, mama. It has

been fourteen days coming. By this time,

Arthur and the Mortons must have reached

Delawarr ; they were only to stay a few days

in New York."
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" I shall exceedingly like, said Mrs. March-

mont, " to make a friendly acquaintance with

Lady Morton and family ; they appear by

your, or rather, Arthur's account, so amiable,

loving, and disinterested. Her ladyship's

visit to Delawarr will, however, be a very

painful one."

" Ah, it will indeed. Arthur says her

intentions are to bring her unfortunate hus-

band's remains to England to be consigned

to the Family vaults in Morton church. It

will be a melancholy voyage home, mamma."
" Yes ; it was a cruel assassination, and

one I cannot understand, even supposing the

wretches committed it for the sake of obtain-

ing the papers. Does Arthur say what time

he expects to embark for England?"

" Alas ! no, mamma ;
he could not say when

he should be able to leave America, having

so great an object at stake ; but he thinks

Lady Morton and family will return by the

Ocean Queen, which will be delayed in New
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York for tliree weeks, owing to an accident

in harbour. They all experienced so much

kindness and attention from the Captain

that they would greatly like to return with

him. Arthur moreover says it is not impos-

sible but that circumstances may enable him

to return with Lady Morton. I am to expect

another letter from Delawarr, and he hopes

then to be able to write more positively with

respect to his chance of recovering the papers.

AVhen does the next mail for New York go

out, mamma?"
" Friday, I think, and this is Wednesday

;

we shall just have time to write him a letter,"

said the mother. " Your father will be back

to-morrow ; I know he wishes to write a line

or two, having gained some information from

Mr. Baldwin, the superintendent of police,

which he considers important, should Arthur

fail in regaining the lost papers."

A fortnight and more passed over, and no

letters reached Oakfield from America. Tlie
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mails were not so frequent from the new

world as they are now; still Alice felt a

little surprised, but was sure the next packet

would make up for the disappointment.

The papers stated that the Ocean Queen

would be the next steam mail packet to leave

New York for Southampton, and that she

would sail on the 9th of November.

" Very strange," remarked Alice, as the

family assembled at breakfast, on as dismal

and gloomy a morning as ever ushered in a

November day in our nebulous climate. It

was the morning of the 18th of November,

" It is very strange we got no letters by the

last mail, and now the Ocean Queen is due,

if she sailed on the 9th."

"Well, I dare say," said Mr. Marchmont,

seeing his daughter's cheek a little paler than

usual, " that unforseen causes prevented

Arthur writing in time for the last packet, and

if they are coming home by the Ocean Queen,

it would of course have been useless. She
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will be due at Soutliampton on the IQth or

20tli, but we have had some heavy easterly

gales and great seas ever since November set

it, and now there is a shift of wind into the

south west."

*' A very disagreeable time of the year,

certainly, for females to cross the Atlantic,"

observed Mrs. Marchmont, " but in such a

ship as the Ocean Queen, of 1,400 tons

burthen, and so skilful a captain, there is

little risk."

" I shall go to Southampton on the 20th,"

continued Mr. Marchmont, " and return the

same night, and I hope to bring back in-

telligence that our friends have arrived."

That night, the two sisters, who slept in the

same room, were awoke by the fury of the

gale, which commenced about midnight ; the

roar of the wind as it swept the tops of the

lofty trees was like thunder ; the very house

had a tremulous motion as each furious blast

drove with relentless force ao^ainst its front.
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" Good heavens ! what a furious tempest,"

cried Alice, trembling with apprehension, not

for her own situation, but for those who, on

tha ocean, were exposed to tlie terrible ele-

ment, in all its might. " Ah, if the Ocean

Queen is approaching these shores, her situa-

tion is critical."

" Not with a skilful captain, a good crew,

and a noble ship," answered her sister. "Do

you remember how dear old Captain Hart

used to say he slept more soundly—rocked to

slumber by the wild waves and the roaring

blast, as it gamboled over his brave ship, than

ever he did in a stor m when on shore."

" Ah," observed Alice, " that was when he

had a wide and open sea, before, behind, and

on every side of him ; not in such a narrow

channel as ours, with an iron-bound coast on

each quarter. Hark ! oh, what a blast."

In truth, the strife of elements that nio;ht

was enough to startle the stoutest heart.

The sisters early in the dawn were gazing

VOL. III. M
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out eagerly from their windows facing tlie sea.

The storm had not in the least abated

—

perhaps at intervals it increased ; the mist,

haze, and foam of the breaking seas, torn ffom

the surface and hurled through the air by the

fury of the hurricane, prevented any distant

object seaward or coastways being distin-

guished. Several huge trees torn up by the

roots lay stretched and shattered across the

lawn ; the shrubberies looked torn to shreds.

The sky presented one unbroken mass of

densely packed clouds, no break or ra}^ of

light piercing its dull grey pall. Every gust

shook the house, and the tall trees bent till

their power of resistance appeared as nought

to the might of the tempest.

" Heavens ! what a gale !" said Alice shud-

dering. " Look at those trees ; does it not

strike you as incredible, when you see them

thus torn from their roots, how a frail ship

—

frail in comparison—can resist not only the

fury of the gale, but the storm tossed billows

of the ocean besides."
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" The reed yields to the tempest, whilst the

sturdy oak resists," replied her sister. " I

fear we shall have a sad account of wrecks."

At breakfast when the family assembled,

all having passed a very indifferent night, Mr.

Marchmonfc declared he would proceed to

Southampton. Seeing his daughter Alice

looking pale and anxious, though she betrayed

not the feelings of her heart, he felt she was

suffering from intense anxiety. During the

meal word was brought by one of the tenants

that three vessels were ashore, and that not a

soul was saved as far as could be known.

"Ah!" said Alice, "just what I feared.

Had any one been saved ? We should exert

ourselves to be of service, and render help

and shelter to the poor castaways."

Mr. Marchmont left word with his domes-

tics that should any one be picked up to bring

them at once to the house.

Being anxious himself, knowing that the

Ocean Queen might have passed up channel

M 2
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(luring the night, and had to bear, in so

dangerous a part of the channel, the whole

fury of the gale, he posted the last

twenty miles into Southampton, instead of

waitino; three hours for the down train from

London.

By this expedient he reached Southampton

Ijy six o'clock, and proceeded at once to

Lloyds' agent, Avhom he knew very well.

Mr. Parker soon relieved Mr. Marchmont's

uneasiness. When he enquired had any in-

telligence been received of the New York

packet ship Ocean Queen, he replied

:

" I am happy to say, Mr. Marchmont, that

she is quite safe. She put in the day before

yesterday into Plymouth. Passengers, &c.,

all well ; but the ship was disabled, and her

screw put out of gear in a tremendous hurri-

cane, encountered when within three day's

sail of the Irish coast. She performed the

rest of the voyage under canvass, and provi-

dentially got into Plymouth before this gale.
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This news was telegraplied to me yester-

day, and this morning I received a letter and

list of the passengers, and a brief account of

the voyage, for Captain Courtney is a very

old esteemed friend of mine."

" Can you let me see the list of pas-

sengers, Mr. Parker ?" said Mr. Marchmont,

relieved of his anxiety concerning the Ocean

Queen, at all events.

" Most willingly," returned the agent. "I

see by this morning's letter that a large bark

ran foul of them in the tremendous gale, and

they thought they had sunk her, as they

heard the most piercing shrieks and cries, and

the sea was tremendous and the fog dense.

Nevertheless, Captain Courtney says, one of

his passengers, a high-spirited young man,

with six volunteers and the second mate, put

off in one of the life boats to rescue life if

possible. The Ocean Queen was at that time

disabled by loss of screw. She was forced to

lay to, and burn blue lights, and at one time
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got a sight of the large ship, with, he thought,

only one mast standing ; but the gale in-

creased to a furious hurricane, and a fog for

three days, so dense that they could not see

half the length of the ship ; and to the Cap-

tain's intense vexation— though he lay to and

did all that he could—he never again sighted

the ship or his own boat."

" Good God !" said Mr. Marchraont, greatly

agitated, " if my surmises are true, this in-

telligence fills my mind with cruel fore-

bodings. Let me see the passenger list."

" I am sorry to hear you," said Mr. Parker.

" Perhaps you think you know this young

man. No relation, I hope?"

" Not yet," replied Mr. Marchmont, with a

sigh, " but if it is Mr. Arthur Bolton
—

"

" Ah ! that is the name, sure enough," said

the agent, in a tone of regret.

Mr. Mai'chmont ran his eye along the list

of passengers—saw Lady Morton's family and

Arthur Bolton's name among them, with a
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mark to our hero's name, and also to that of

the second mate and the six seamen.

" But," said Mr. Parker, " you may be

alarming yourself needlessly. The ship that

ran foul of the Ocean Queen evidently did

not sink, and the Queen's boat, no doubt, put

Mr. Bolton and his spirited crew on board.

She may have made a port safely after all."

" There is hope, certainly," returned Mr.

Marchmont, "but till Mr. Bolton himself lets

us know of his safe arrival in England, we

must remain in deep anxiety, for the name of

the vessel is unknown."

The intelligence imparted to Mr. March-

mont made him extremely uneasy. He could

not return that night, and when he did, the

next day, he scarcely knew how to break the

intelligence to his daughter. It was very

possible that Lady Morton knew of Arthur

Bolton's engagement to his daughter. If so,

she would undoubtedly communicate with

him and let him know the full particulars.
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It was late the next day wlien he reached

Oakfield Manor. By that time he had settled

in his own mind what he should say.

" Well," he said, with as cheerful a manner

as he could well assume, on joining the family

circle, all anxiously waiting to hear w^hat in-

telligence he had gained. " See what it is to

have a good ship and a skilful commander.

The Ocean Queen has weathered all the gales,

and is now anchored in Plymouth."

" But were the Mortons and Arthur pas-

sengers in her?" all exclaimed, Alice fixing

her beautiful eyes with such a searching ex-

pression on her father's countenance, that he

felt he was suspected of knowing something-

more than he intended telling.

He however replied, " Yes, the Mortons

and Arthur were passengers in her. No

doubt the Mortons landed at Plymouth ; but

that restless lover of yours, Alice, with his

chivalric gallantry, went to the assistance of

some large ship, name unknown, and there-
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fore has soug-lit the shelter of a different har-

hour from the Ocean Queen."

Alice became deadly pale ; whilst her

mother and sister looked anxious.

" Dear father," said Alice, with an effort to

master her emotion, " do not conceal any in-

telligence from me, let its nature be what it

may. Doubt racks the heart more cruelly

than aught else. What has Arthur done, and

what have you in reality heard?"

" Precisely what I tell you, my beloved

child ; for the news I heard from Lloyd's

agent in Southampton is very vague. Mr.

Parker told me that, in a gale, the Ocean

Queen either ran foul of a large ship or the

ship ran foul of her. It was a dark night and

a fog, the Ocean Queen was disabled or her

screw thrown out of gear, and hearing cries

for help from the strange ship the life boat was

slung over the side, and Arthur, the second

mate, and six seamen pulled off to the

rescue. It seems the Queen being disabled,

M 5
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and the fog and gale so heavy, the two ships

parted company. The Ocean Queen made

Plymouth imder sail, the stranger, no doubt,

has taken refuge in some other port, so in a

few days we may expect more explicit intelli-

gence."

There was a dead silence for a few seconds

after Mr. Marchmont ceased speaking, and

then Alice said, in a firm tone of voice

:

" Thank you, dear father, for all the trouble

and fatigue you have undergone to bring me

news of dear Arthur. Providence is every-

where, he has been saved from many perils,

and I will trust in God's mercy to save him

from this—his last, I hope—on an element

that has so often nearly -proved fatal to him."

" Amen, my child !" said the proud father,

pressing a kiss upon the pale cheek of his

daughter, "let us once get hold of this ad-

venturous lover of yours, and we will bind

him in a chain he will not be inclined to

break on any pretence I feel sure and certain."
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CHAPTER XII.

After the destruction of Luke Patten's home-

stead by fire, and the restoration of those

buried in the cavern, the brothers passed the

night in the little Inn attached to the Ferry

House. The next morning they proceeded to

Delawarr, where Lady Morton and daughters

were most anxiously awaiting their arrival.

Lady Morton received our hero with all the

affection of a mother.

" You are looking pale and thin, dear Ar-

thur," said Eichard Morton. " You have not

attended to your wounds, and you have fear-
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fully overtaxed your strength. You must

send for a surgeon."

In vain our hero strove to allay \v:r lady-

ship's uneasiness, though he could not deny his

suffering, nor hide from her anxious eyes the

symptoms of approaching fever. Before eve-

nhig he was forced to yield—go to bed—and

send for a surgeon, and six or seven days

elapsed before he could leave his room ; his

wounds were deep and had been neglected,

but now, skilfully attended and with a power-

ful constitution, he rapidly gained strength,

and by the time a fortnight had passed he was,

except being something thinner, nearly well as

ever.

After his partial recovery everything was

rapidly arranged for their return to New
York, so as to embark for England in the

Ocean Queen. Our hero had seen Mr.

Bowen, who looking over the papers, declared

they were all perfectly correct and untouched.

He empowered that gentleman to pay off
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the £2,000 mortgage on Fork Farm, and to

make out the necessary deeds, &c., for that

estate to become the property of Luke Patten.

When all this was done he presented the

astonished and grateful Virginian with the

deeds, and the remaining £1,000 of the

cheque for £3,000 ; with that and the sale of

his old farm he would begin the world again,

a wiser and a better man.

It was determined by the magistrates and

influential landowners near Delawarr to dis-

perse Stephen Steadman's atrocious gang of

miscreants. Accordingly the authorities were

applied to for a military force, which was

granted, and the gang, after a desperate,

fierce resistance, totally destroyed ; several

being killed, and those caught hung on the

nearest trees. Mrs. Steadman was found in

the house dying of the swamp fever. She was

brought to Delawarr, and taken to the hos-

pital, and after a struggle of nine weeks reco-

'vered. Mrs. Patten did all that lay in her
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power to soften her sufferings ; but tried in

vain to soften her heart. When able, she

quitted the hospital, and departed, no one

ever knew where.

But long before that event took place,

Ladj Morton and family, with Arthur, had

quitted Delawarr, taking with them the re-

mains of Sir Eichard Morton. Having set-

tled their affairs with Mr. Coulston, the

banker, who congratulated our hero upon the

success of his efforts, which, however, had

nearly terminated his existence, they all em-

barked in the Ocean Queen, and sailed from

New York on the 9th of October.

The weather all the passage was stormy, and

the gales contrary, but when within three days'

steam of the coast of Ireland, they encountered

one of the heaviest gales Captain Courtney

had yet experienced, accompanied by a dense

fog ; every precaution was taken, lights

hoisted, and neither night nor day did the

captain leave the deck.
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On the night of the 17th of October, when

under easy steam, the sea remarkably lieavy,

and the foo; so dense as to shut out the funnel

from the sight of those standing near the

wheel, they were suddenly struck on the

starboard quarter by a very large ship ; the

shock was so tremendous, that for a moment

or two Captain Courtney considered the

Queen would founder, but being a new and a

strong ship, only her bulwarks and a few out-

ward planks suffered ; though the shock threw

the foremast, yards and all, of the strange

ship right over the after deck of the Queen,

nearly sweeping several of the sailors off her

decks.

Captain Courtney and Arthur Bolton were

standing near the wheel, when they both per-

ceived the huge ship running at them. No

power of man could prevent the shock ; but

they saved their lives, and the lives of the

two men at the wheel, by pulling them down

and grasping the chains stretched across the
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poop to strengthen the rudder, which was

slightly damaged.

As the stranger fell off again after striking,

even amid the roar of the gale, shrieks and

frantic cries for help were heard till the ship

drifted to leeward.

" Good God !" exclaimed Arthur, regaining

his legs, and assisting Captain Courtney to

rise, " that ship is full of w^omen, you could

distinguish their shrieks amid the howl of the

tempest."

The worthy captain's first thought was for

his own ship, which he feared was cut to the

water's edge; but finding it was safe, he

turned his attention to the strange vessel.

" I will take the life-boat," said Arthur, ad-

dressing Capt. Courtney, " we may save life."

" I will go w^ith you," said Eichard, eagerly,

" this time I will not be left behind."

The second mate, also, was eager to go, and

six of the seamen, including Joseph.

In the lull of the gale the life-boat was
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launched ; but young Morton, tripping over

a rope, was unable to gain the boat in time,

which a heavy sea carried away from the side,

snapping the bow ropes in twain.

Knowing the ship was dead to lee-

ward of them, they pulled before the gale
;

just then a light was shown, as our hero and

the mate supposed, from the strange ship, but

as suddenly disappeared. Just then the gale

returned with redoubled violence, driving

them irresistibly before it. Again lights, but

of a feeble kind were seen, but this time they

perceived the lofty hull of the strange ship,

just as a tremendous sea lifted the boat, and

with incredible violence drove her against the

bulwarks of the ship, smashing them to pieces,

and crushing in the sides of the life-boat.

Providentially every one in the boat contrived

to seize hold of some rope, rigging, or spar,

and gained the deck, where they found them-

selves amongst a terrified crowd of persons;

several women and children. There were
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a few lanterns held by some of the people,

therefore, as soon as our hero and the second

mate, whose name was Wilson, recovered

then' legs, they became anxious to question

those surrounding them, and discovered that

they were on board a transport, carrying

invalid soldiers and their wives.

"But where is the Captain and crew?"

demanded Arthur Bolton, amazed at the

scene of confusion he witnessed ; no one

answered
; the howling of the terrible storm

then raging, the flapping and splitting of the

sails left to the fury of the gale, the blocks

dashing wildly about, threatening to annihi-

late whoever was so unfortunate as to come in

their way, the wailing of the women and

children, who kept screaming that the ship

was sinking, formed a scene of indescribable

confusion and disorder.

At length our hero and the mate found one

man capable of answering the question,

" Where's the Captain of this ship ?"
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" Dead drunk, if not mad, in liis cabin,

these two days."

*' Where's the first, second, or third mate,

and the crew?"

" The first mate and nine of the crew quitted

the ship three days ago ; they said she was

sinking, and if not the cholera would kill all

;

the second mate and four of the crew, with five

soldiers, were washed overboard yesterday,

and the rest, after breaking into the spirit

room, are dead drunk in the forecastle with

the sick."

Mr. Wilson, the second mate of the Ocean

Queen, uttered an exclamation accompanied

by an oath that such a set of blubbers he

never heard of.

"Who has the command of this detach-

ment of soldiers?" demanded Arthur.

" Captain Singleton," replied the man

;

" as good an officer
—

"

He was proceeding to expatiate on the

qualities of his captain, when our hero in a

tone of excitement said :
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" Captain Singleton ! Is it possible. Where

is lie r
*' In the cabin ;

the fore-yard, as it passed

across the ship, knocked him senseless and

broke his left arm ; the surgeon was also

hm't, and so was Ensign Manners
;
they are

all below."

" You had better," said Arthur, addressing

the amazed mate of the Ocean Queen, " with

your men, get the ship before the gale ; our

own vessel will surely overtake us, and see us

when the fog and gale ceases. I do not per-

ceive that the ship is sinking. She rides too.

buoyantly over the seas. I will just go below

and see Captain Singleton. I do not know

him personally, but he is a gentleman who is

very dear to some friends of mine ; this is a

most extraordinary case of monstrous neglect

and drunkenness, Mr. Wilson."

" Well, blow me, Mr. Bolton, if ever I came

across the like before. We will see and get

the ship, as you say, before the gale, and give

the drunken lubbers in the forecastle a taste
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of a rope's end to wake tlieni up, at all

events."

Our hero then to a certain deo-ree calmed

the fears of the terrified women as to the

ship's sinking
; telling them they would receive

help from his ship as soon as daylight dawned

and the fog cleared.

He then made his way to the companion,

The decks were in a fearful state—broken

boats, timbers, planks, broken spars, hen-

coops, casks, water butts—all knocked to

pieces, and dashed here and there by the

wash of the seas ; the main and mizen masts

were standing, but the sails were blown into

ribbons, and the ropes and blocks flying about

in wild confusion.

Descending into the cabin, he heard a loud,

rough voice, swearing fearfully, and uttering

the most outrageous threats. " The first

beggar," exclaimed the voice, " that enters

my cabin, I'll blow his brains out. Yes,

curse me if I don't rip him up. How dare
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you lobster ruffians take the command of my

ship ? I'll serve you out."

Utterly astounded at hearing such language,

Arthur approached the cabin and paused at the

door, as he did so, to gaze at the strange scene

before him. The cabin was large and handsome,

and lighted by a large swinging lamp. Standing

in the middle of tlie floor was a tall, massive-

built man
;
his back was to our hero

;
in one

hand he flourished a drawn cutlass, in the

other a cocked pistol. He was uttering the

most fearful oaths and threats against a young

man standing at the open door of a private

cabin, who was in an undress uniform.

" Don't go out, Skelton," said a weak voice

within
;
" that wretched madman will do you

mischief; wait till Handcock has finished

with me."

" Ah, curse ye ; wait till you are three to

one ; here's at you, you red-coated beggars ;"

and making a violent leap forward, he was

going to cut down the young ensign, but
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Arthur sprung at him, and seized him, pinioned

his arms, and held him in a vice. A tremendous

plunge of the ship, and a violent shock of the

sea, threw them both on the floor of the

cabin ; the mad captain—for mad he was

—

yelled like a fiend, and strove to free his hand

that held the pistol, which went off in the

struggle. The young ensign, who was also

thrown to the floor, was stupified partly from

his fall, and partly from astonishment at the

sudden appearance of a stranger. Just then,

Joseph, who was one of the men who manned

the life boat, rushed down the cabin stairs to

say that the wheel was carried away and the

ship quite ungovernable ; but seeing his

master struggling on the floor with a man who

appeared to be infuriated, he threw himself

upon him and wrenched the cutlass out of

his hand.

" Tie his hands and feet," exclaimed

another individual, coming out of the inner

cabin, " he's stark, staring mad, now, and

must be bound, or he will do mischief."
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The Captain was now foaming and bleeding

from the mouth and nostrils, and seemingly-

getting exhausted. The Ensign and the sur-

geon furnished leather straps, and finally they

bound the miserable man fast.

Jhen it was that the two officers looked

into Arthur's face.

" Who are you ?" they exclaimed, " you do

not belong to this ship ?"

" No, thank God! I do not, but neverthe-

less it's fortunate I came here. Where is

Captain Singleton ? And what is to be done

with this miserable man ; he will die ?"

" Die," repeated the surgeon, " well for us

if he had died five weeks ago ; he is mad. He

has had three attacks of delirium tremens.

This last will finish him. Just put him into

his crib, and I will give him a dose of opium,

that will either kill or cure him. But are you

come from the ship we ran foul of, a while

ago r
" Yes," returned our hero, " I am ; and I

am amazed to find this vessel in the state she
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Is. T am known to Capt. Singleton by name,

and should like to see him."

" Excuse me," returned the surgeon, " if I

have erred in addressing you, but we have

suffered so cruelly for the last three weeks.

What between pestilence, a drunken mad

Captain, and a besotted, frightened, miserable

crew, that I scarcely know what I am doing

or saying. Captain Singleton is in his cabin,

his arm unfortunately is broken, and his head

contused, but he is reviving, and I trust, as I

have set his arm and bound up his head, that

he will do. But the ship is rolling fearfully.

Have you brought any men with you ? And

is your ship near ? We have lost thirty-eight

men with cholera and fever ; the first mate

and most of the crew quitted us in the long

boat, stored with provisions, when off Madeira;

the rest of the rascals broke into the

spirit stores, and have been dead drunk

with liquor and fright ; whilst the now in-

valid soldiers, between illness, fright, and
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the distraction of their wives, are worth-

less."

This catalogue of disasters was listened to

with amazement by Arthur. He was not a

man however to be frightened by either pesti-

lence or mutiny. He therefore said :

" Be so kind as to mention mv name,

Arthur Bolton, to Captain Singleton, and I

will go on deck, and see what can be done,

whilst you order the Captain to be carried

into his own cabin, and give him a powerful

dose of opium."

As Arthur Bolton came on deck he encoun-

tered Mr. Wilson, the second mate of the

Ocean Queen.

" Here's the devil to pay, Mr. Bolton, and

no pitch-pot ! We're in a precious mess

!

The lubbers below won't move an inch ; they

are beastly drunk. There are six or seven

soldiers down with the cholera, and the rest

with fright and debility are mere live lumber.

The gale is increasing. One consolation how-
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ever, the sails are blown to ribbons ; there's

not a blue light to be had, so, unless we set

the old hull on fire, those aboard the Queen

will have no notion where we are."

" But it may clear with the dawn," said our

hero.

" Not a bit of it, Mr. Bolton. We're, you

see, not far from the coast of Ireland, where

the fogs and the gales last like a cat with nine

lives this time of the year."

" At all events," returned our hero, " with

daylight we shall see what state the craft is

in, and perhaps when the men get sober they

will stir themselves."

"Hark!" exclaimed the mate, "did you

hear that ? that was a gun from our ship
5 she

is a long way off, and we have nothing to

blaze away with in return."

Just then the surgeon came up from the

cabin, and seeing the group of men about our

hero, he joined them. The roar of the tem-

pest at this time was terrific, and the ship lay

broadside to the seas. She rolled fearfully.

N :i
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" What do you propose doing, Mr. Bolton?"

asked the surgeon. " Capt. Smgleton is most

anxious to see you. We shall scarcely sur-

vive this hurricane, in the state we are in."

*' Well, blow me," said Mr. Wilson, (as

good a sailor as ever lived, but rough in man-

ner,) " If I can make out what the dickens

you are all after, in this ere ship. Curse me

if I ever saw a red-coat worth his broth at

sea, except when fighting ; that they can do,

and no mistake."

" You do not know what we have en-

dured," replied the surgeon. " Soldiers are not

intended to be sailors. However, if we know

nothing, we can endure much. I must go

and look after my sick."

With great difficulty he made his way to

the forecastle, whilst lilv. Wilson and his com-

rades, with three of the least invalided of the

soldiers, got up the hemp cable, and after some

difficulty and no little risk, veered it away

aft, and after a time succeeded in getting the

ship dead before the tempest. She was
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a very large vessel, nearly sixteen hundred

tons burden, and once before the wind went

comparatively steady. Our hero began to

think the chances of regaining his own ship

very small. He thought it not impossible but

that the Ocean Queen might be disabled by

the shock she had received. They were going

under bare poles full ten knots ; thus, if the

Queen lay-to, before daylight there would be

many miles between them, for the gale was

an adverse gale for the shores of Great

Britain, and in the stray ship they were run-

ning back in their course.

" Come below, Mr. Wilson," said our hero,

" I will see Captain Singleton. At all events

we shall get some refreshment, though unfor-

tunately I understand that the steward and

cook both died of the disease now in this

ship."

" Died of fright, the lubbers. But we must

see and get our comrades some grog and some

grub," said the mate.
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Descending tlie cabin stairs tliey perceived

Ensign Manners rummaging the steward's

pantry. He tm*ned round, and seeing it was

our hero, who had most probably saved his

life when the mad captain rushed at him

with pistol and cutlass, he said ;

" Very likely, sir, like myself, you would

like some refreshment. Our mad commander

is in a stupor; ten to one if he recovers."

" Well I'm blest if he will be much loss if

he doesn't !" answered Mr. Wilson, his gaze

resting on a bottle of Hollands in a hole on a

shelf. " I'll just take a pull at this, Mr. Bol-

ton," said the mate, taking a tumbler and the

bottle.

" You will find some cold meat and bread

in that cupboard," replied the Ensign, eying

the jolly faced mate of the Ocean Queen.

" Blow me, that's your sort, Mr. Soldier,"

returned the mate, loading himself with eat-

ables, and following Ensign Manners and our

hero into the cabin.
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" The ship appears steadier, though the roar

of the gale is even greater," remarked the

Ensign.

" AYe have got her before the storm/' an-

swered Arthur, helping himself to a glass of

Hollands, for he was soaked through before

reaching the ship.

"Ha!" said Mr. Wilson, swallowing a half

tumbler, " I'm not a drunkard, but a glass of

grog at the proper time is better than a knock

over the head. With your leave I'll just

physic our fine fellows on deck with a glass

a piece, they have earned it," and upon deck

went Mr. Wilson, with the ample bottle under

his wing.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Arthur Bolton, having taken some refresh-

ment, was shown into Captain Singleton's

cabin by Ensign Manners. The wounded

officer was lying in his berth with his left arm

in splinters, and his head bandaged, and in

the light of the lamp swinging from a beam

his face looked very pale and thin. He held

out his hand as Arthur entered, saying :

" This is a strange way and place for us to

meet in for the first time, Mr. Bolton, but be-

lieve me I am very happy to see you and make

your acquaintance. I have heard all about

your former adventures in the Foam from
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Miss Marchmont, and now I fear you are go-

ing to endure some further trials in this most

unfortunate ship."

" I rejoice to meet you, Captain Singleton,

though deeply grieved to see you a sufferer,"

returned our hero, sitting down by the side of

the berth.

" Has the storm slackened, Mr. Bolton ;
wc

do not roll as we did a while ago?"

" We are now sailing before the wind,"

replied Arthur, " that renders us less suscep-

tible to the heavy seas. But your ship, Cap-

tain Singleton, is in a strange and fearful

state ; everything seems to have gone to wreck

and ruin."

" Ah !" said the Captain, with an exclama-

tion of disgust and vexation, " I know it. I

strove hard against a brutal, drunken skipper,

a miserable incompetent crew ;
and a fearful

disease—cholera—has nearly destroyed us."

'• But is not the vessel a government trans-

port?" inquired our hero.

N 5
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" Unfortunately no. Our own transport got

ashore just as we were going to embark, and

we were for many reasons—sickness, &c.

—

skipped to this vessel, the Ben Nevis, a fine

skip, and carrying a most valuable cargo.

The ckolera was raging amongst tke troops

at Calcutta, and it was tkougkt better to

embark us in this ship at once than wait for

the transport to be got off and repaired. It

was not known that the captain and crew

were utterly incapable of taking charge

of such a vessel as the Ben Nevis. The

captain and mate who brought her out from

Liverpool were carried off by the cholera, and

her crew, from some reason or other, left her

and shipped in other vessels. So Captain

Keaney was appointed her commander, and

it seems he was permitted to pick up a crew

how and where he could. But another time

I will give you fuller particulars, now speak-

ing affects my head. I will just ask you how

the Marchmonts are, and where you saw

them?"
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" T saw tilem last in Southampton," an-

swered our liero ;
" tliey were all well and

liappy, and Miss Marclimont was expecting

yodr speedy return to Europe. You had

better now seek repose. I do not think at

present that there is any danger to be appre-

hended, and daylight will give us a better

idea how things are," and pressing Captain

Singleton's hand in a friendly clasp he bade

him good night.

When morning dawned Mr. Wilson and

our hero held a consultation. Four out of the

crew of the Ben Nevis were willing to work
;

three had been attacked with cholera ; and

the rest were sullen and dejected. The sol-

diers, though sad invalids, were ready to do

all they could. With this small number the

men from the Ocean Queen set to work to get

the ship in some order, and clear the decks.

She was a remarkably fine ship, and six

hours' work at the pumps cleared her of the

water that had so frightened the crew and

caused them to imagine she was sinking.
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The gale and fog still continued, and the

mate very well knew, as the tempest was

from the east, that thev were runnino; awav

from the coast of Great Britain ;
but before

sunset, by diligent hard work, they had repaired

the rudder and got her to steer tolerably well

;

and having hauled up some sails from the

hold, a new main topsail was bent. The fol-

lowing day, the gale abating considerably,

soon after sail was set and the ship hove to.

The second evening the skipper died and two

of the crew, and three more of the soldiers

took the disease. It was not till the fourth

day that the sky cleared and the gale com-

pletely moderated.

Mr. Wilson, who was a thorough good

sailor and navigator, calculated that they

were about six days' sailing from the north

coast of Ireland, having been driven more

than three hundred miles to the north west.

As the ship was very unmanageable without

head sail, and they had no spar to erect into

a jury mast, our hero proposed to take out
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the mizen and ship it in the place of the fore-

mast; this, after twenty-four hours' labour,

they managed to do, and the ship, with a fine

breeze on her quarter, lay her course and

steered well. Light winds and calms suc-

ceeded
; but the disease and fever seemed,

after the death of the skipper and two more

victims, to suddenly cease ; no new case oc-

curred, and the sick began rapidly to recover.

Still their progress, from contrary winds and

short gales, was slow
;

and not till twenty-

one days after tlieir separation from the Ocean

Queen did they make the land, which proved

to be the north coast of Ireland.

Arthur Bolton and Mr. Wilson, after a^

consultation with Capt. Singleton, agreed ra-

ther than risk the navigation of the narrow

channel to Liverpool, to run into Lough

Foyle. Accordingly before sunset, on the

second of December, the Ben Nevis, with a

leadino; wind, ran throuo;li the narrow strait

foriiiiiig the entrance into the magnificent
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sheet of water known as Lougli Foyle, and

forming the liarboin- of Londonderry.

Excepting that he still carried his arm in a

sling, Capt. Singleton was quite recovered.

He and Arthur Bolton, during the short time

they passed together, formed a sincere friend-

ship, which was soon they hoped to be ce-

mented by a stronger tie—their marriage with

the two daughters of Mr. Marchmont.

About five days after the arrival of the Ben

Nevis in Lougli Foyle, the family of the March-

monts were assembled as usual at the break-

fast table, but a visible change had come over

all since we saw them last. Both dauo-hters

looked thin and serious. Mr. Marchmont him-

self appeared extremely anxious, for, some

few days after his return from Southampton, a

paragraph in one of the papers had attracted

his attention, which announced the arrival of

the Ben coolen transport, with the remainder

of the — Regiment of Foot. This vessel was

delayed the paper stated by getting on shore,
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but that the invalided portion of the regiment

had sailed some time before, having on board

Capt. Singleton, Ensign Manners, Sergeant

Smith, and fifty-six rank and file, with their

wives and children. The name of the ship in

which they had sailed was the Ben Nevis,

which vessel had not yet reached any British

port.

" This is very extraordinary," said Mr.

Marchmont, somewhat sadly, seeing how the

intelligence affected his eldest daughter, and

indeed all.

" How singular it would be," said Alice,

with a sigh, " should this missing ship, the

Ben Nevis, be the one that ran foul of the

Ocean Queen. You know when Capt. Court-

ney was here, he said the vessel that struck

him was a large high ship, with a number of

women in her, and he felt quite confident she

did not founder, for he must have been the

greater sufferer of the two by the shock, as

the strange ship struck him with her stem.
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I do not despair but that, bj God's mercy, all

our friends will arrive in safety."

Thus hope kept the two charming sisters

patient and resigned, chough serious, and at

times almost despondent.

On the seventh of December therefore, when

they all met at breakfast, each face ex-

pressed anxiety, of course time had rendered

hope less buoyant. It was a dreary day,

blowing, snowing, and raining alternately,

and this did not add to the cheerfulness of

the party, when the servant entered the room

with the morning papers. Mr. Marchmont

eagerly took up the Shipping Gazette^ broke

the cover, and at once began reading the arri-

vals, &c. Suddenly he dropped the paper,

uttering an exclamation of pleasure.

"Thank God!" he exclaimed, as Alice

snatched up the paper, " one of our truants

arrived at last."

Alice's eye instantly rested on the head-

ing of a long article, in large letters " Safe
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arrival of the ship Ben Nevis in the port of

Londonderry."

There was a glittering tear in Miss March-

mont's eyes as she put her hand in those of

her sister, who eagerly read on, and then

clasping her sister round the neck, exclaimed :

" A merciful Providence has saved them

all ; Arthur and Frederick Singleton are in

the same ship."

Mr. and Mrs. Marchmont were for a mo-

ment speechless with the excitement of joy
;

they had done all in their power to hide their

anxiety from their children. It would have

been a fearful breaking up of their future

felicity, had their intended sons-in-law both

perished.

They had received several most kind and re-

assuring letters from Lady Morton, express-

ing the most intense anxiety concerning Ar-

thur, and stating that her son Richard had all

the papers, so essential to Mr. Marchmont'

s

intended son-in-law's restoration to name and

title.
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Mr. Marclimont had answered these kind

letters in the same tone, still at times he felt

heavy forebodings. Now all dark clouds had

cleared aWay, joy given place to sorrow, and

the morning, so bleak and desolate, with its

snow, sleet, and storm, actually, as a gleam

of watery sunshine entered the room, looked

bright and cheering. The good things on

the breakfasttable were untouched— great joy

acts for a time like sorrow.

" Now let me see the paragraph, Alice,"

said her father ;
" you have all read it a dozen

times over, and I have heard no more than

the first line
—

' Arrival of the Ben Nevis.'
"

"Oh! let me read it to you, dear papa,"

said Alice, her sweet face lighted up by the

grateful spirit that made her loving heart beat

with a quicker pulsation.

" It is with great satisfaction," began

Alice, reading the paragraph, " that we are

able to state with certainty the arrival of the

missing vessel, the Ben Nevis, in the port of

Londonderry. The ship, it appears, suffered
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most severely from storms and casualties.

She liad on board, as we before stated, three

of&cers and fifty-six rank and file, of the

regiment. The Ben Nevis was, unfortunately,

commanded by a man quite incapable of per-

forming his duty, and the crew were equally

so. Cholera broke out amongst the soldiers

shortly after her departure from port, and in

a few davs carried off several of the soldiers,

and three or four of the crew, whilst heavy

gales added to their miseries. Their captain

drank to excess, and became subject to attacks

of delirium tremens, during which he acted

like a madman. In vain Captain Singleton,*

and Ensign Manners, and surgeon Penhurst

strove to counteract his mad conduct, the sol-

diers became terror struck as the terrible

pestilence increased its devastation. The

vessel in a gale sprang a leak
;
the first mate

and nine of the crew deserted her in the

night, when supposed to be near the island of

Madeira. Others were washed overboard, all

their boats were knocked to pieces, and finally,
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in a niglit of tremendous storm, she ran foul

of some large ship or steamer, since ascer-

tained to havebeen the Ocean Queen. A gallant

young man, of the name of Bolton, ah*eady

well known for his gallant conduct and suffer-

ings, from a mutiny that occurred on board the

Foam some time since, volunteered to board

the strange ship ; the second mate and six

seamen accompanied him in a whale boat.

This boat was stove to pieces against the sides

of the Ben Nevis ; nevertheless they all

scrambled on deck and found the Ben Nevis

in a fearful state, her captain raging mad, and

Captain Singleton confined to his berth by an

accident ; the remainder of the crew had

broken into the spirit stores, and were lying

insensible with drink and terror. Mr. Bolton

and his companions just arrived in time to

prevent the mad captain, in one of his furious

fits, from murdering Ensign Manners and

Captain Singleton, who was lying in his pri-

vate cabin, incapable of resistance. The cap-

tain died two days after, and the vessel after
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a variety of fortune—being without a fore-

mast, and otherwise disabled—was brought

into Lough Foyle by the skill and seamanship

of Mr. Bolton, Mr. Wilson, second mate of

the Ocean Queen, and their six spirited fol-

lowers. We understand that the Ben Nevis

carries a very valuable cargo, which will, of

course, pay those gallant fellows who brought

her safely into port a just and handsome re-

compense. The Ben Nevis belongs to the

wealthy shipowners, Messrs. Temple, Wilkins,

and Burgh, of Liverpool."

" Well, upon my word," said Mr. March-

mont, with a pleased smile, " our friend

Arthur has wound up his adventures on the

ocean and on ship board in a most creditable

manner. I dare say, my little Alice, you will

consider any further addition to his fame in

that line unnecessary?"

" Quite, dear papa," replied Alice, with a

glow on her before pale cheek, and a look of

perfect happiness lighting up her charming

features with all the brightness of other days.
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The following day letters from our hero

and Captain Singleton reached the family, and

before a week had expired the two fair daugh-

ters of Oakfield Manor were made happy by

the arrival of their equally happy and de-

lighted lovers.

Arthur Bolton, after landing, had not

stopped anywhere, but having seen his be-

loved Alice, and passed one night under the

same roof, left immediately for Morton Chase.

His reception there need not be described,

for all vied in showing affection and attention

to one they loved, and who fairly merited the

affection shown him. Lady Morton insisted

upon his immediately asserting his claims to

the title and inheritance of his father.

The papers were accordingly placed in the

liands of an eminent lawyer ; we need only

state, where every facility was shown by the

Morton family to substantiate his claim, and

every document and witness brought forward

clear and irresistible, the forms of law were

soon gone through, and, to the surprise of
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many who knew and were connected with the

Morton family, Arthm' Bolton was declared to

be the lawful heir of the late Sir Richard

Morton.

Lady Morton insisted upon surrendering

Morton Chase to him after his marriage with

his beautiful Alice, which took place at Oak-

field Manor. At the same time Miss March-

mont bestowed her hand upon Captain Sin-

gleton. One of the most honoured guests at

the double wedding, and rejoicings on the

occasion, was Superintendent Baldwin, of the

Metropolitan police.

Sir Arthur Morton, on his half-brother at-

taining his majority, presented him with the

title deeds of the Arlington Estate—a pro-

perty yielding a rental of £2,000 a year—thus

fulfilling his early determination of dividing

the Morton Chase estate with Kichard.

Before his marriage. Sir Arthur Morton

proceeded to Canterbury, and made inquiries

concernino' the Skeltons. He would at once

have visited his early school abode, but he
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feared his old schoolmaster would look upon

his visit as one of triumph, and, judging bj

his knowledge of his heart, Mr. Skelton no

doubt would do so.

Though only three years had elapsed since

his departure, misfortune had been busy with

the family of the schoolmaster. In one of his

ungovernable fits of passion Mr. Skelton so

severely injured one of his pupils that the

spine became affected ; the enraged father

brought an action against the schoolmaster

that ruined him. The heavy damages swept

away the savings of years, and he lost all his

scholars.

When Sir Arthur visited Canterbury, the

family were still in the same house, but suffering

every privation. Mr. Skelton himself was

dying of a pulmonic affection and a broken

heart. For him all that Sir Arthur could do

was to relieve him from every kind of priva-

tion, and render his last moments easy re-

specting the future of his family.

Fanny Skelton he found in an aristocratic
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family, as far as fortunes entitled tliem to that

distinction, toiling through a weary life as an

accomplished governess to two young girls,

on the salary of the head housemaid, and in-

finitely below that of the cook.

The joy of the poor girl when she beheld her

favourite companion of early years, one whom

she loved as a dear brotlier, was indeed great.

She became a welcome visitor at Oakfield

Manor for many a long month, after her

father's death—who died blessing the name of

the man whose character in early life he had

so little appreciated, and whom he had so

harshly treated—then, assisted hy her mother,

she opened a ladies' seminary in South-

ampton, having the most ample means to do

so supplied by the grateful generosity of Sir

Arthur Morton.

Mr. Wilson, the second mate of the Ocean

Queen, and his six companions, received a

most munificent salvage for their courage and

skill in bringing the Ben Nevis safely into

port.

VOL. III. O
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Gratitude is not confined to class. Mr.

AVilson and the seamen had a beautifully

executed silver cup, made in Liverpool, with

appropriate designs, relative to the collision

of the Ocean Queen and the Ben Nevis, and

engraved on the cup was a handsome inscrip-

tion, stating that to the courage, perseverance,

and example of Sir Arthur Morton, who first

proposed to succour the helpless people on

board the Ben Nevis, and who gallan tly risked

life to do so, was owing the chief success in

saving the ship.

Joseph never quitted his personal attend-

ance on his master. He was a privileged

person in both families, and when the young

scions of the house of Morton grew into comely,

high-spirited boys, there was no living with-

out Joseph ; he was their beau ideal of a

sailor ; they liad boats made and rigged after

his fashion ; they would stir nowhere without

liim. He made ships, cannons, and told them

wonderful stories of wonderful animals in

foreign parts, where he had rode on the back
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of a prodigious monster, who plunged into

the sea with him. But what most delighted

the children during the winter nights was his

stories of the Indians, and particularly of their

father's residence with the renowned Chief,

Punka Bosswash, with his scanty garments

and his fine cocked hat, and his beautiful

daughter, Miss Punka Bosswash, who would

have died a thousand deaths to serve his

master, and who performed such wonderful

exploits to save them from the Mexican

pirates.

THE END.

T. C. Newby, 30, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London.
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OF EVEST DESCEIPTIOK

KEPT EEADT-MADE.
And can be forwarded in Town or Country at a moment's

notice.

'.. The most Reasonable Prices are charged, and the Wear

of every Article Guaranteed.

THE LONDON

General Monrning Warehouse,

247 & 248, REGENT STREET,

(NEXT THE CIRCUS.)

JAY'S.



KENNER DEENE'S

NEW NOVEL,

MOVr RSADlf,

THE

SCHOOLMASTER OF ALTON.

BY THE AUTHOR OF

''THE DULL STONE HOUSE," &c.

" THE SCHOOLMASTER OP AT.TON is no ordinary character,

nor is the author of the novel an ordinary writer, for the former is as per-

fectly original as is the latter's style. The work possesses all the

piquancy of the Sensation Novels, but none of their immoral tendencies.

It is unquestionably the best novel of the season, with some faults, but

innumerable good qualities."—JE'xjj/'es*.



ELEGANT PERSONAL REQUISITES.
Under the Patronage of

Royalty and the Aristocracy of Europe.

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL.
This Elegant and Fragrant Oil possesses extraordinary properties for

proraotins; the growth, restoring, preserving, and beautifying the Human
Hair. Price 3s. 6d. ; 7s. ; 10s. 6d- (equal to four small) ; and 21s. per

Bottle.

ROWLANDS' EALTDOR.
This Oriental Botanical Preparation reaUzes a HEALTHY PURITY

of Complexion, and a softness and delicacy of skin. Soothing, cooling,

and purifying, it ei-adicates all Cutaneous Eruptions, Freckles, Tan,

Pimples, Spots, and Discolorations. Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per

Bottle.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO,
OR PEARL DENTIFRICE.

Compounded of Oriental Ingredients—it imparts a Pearl-like white-

ness to the Teeth, eradicates Tartar and Spots of incipient decay,

strengthens the Gums, and gives a pleasing fragrance to the Breath.

Price 2s, 9d. per Box.

Sold hy Chemists and Perfumers.

Ask for " ROMTLANDS' " Articles.

MR. CYRUS EEDDING'S NEW WORK,
IN 3 VOLS.,

"YESTERDAY
AND

TO-DAY."
Being a Sequel to " Fifty Years' Recollections."

" For half a century and upwards Cteus Redding has occupied a

protninent place amongst men of letters, and been on ternis of personal

intercourse with our most celebrated litterateurs and politicians. He was

intimately acquainted and in correspondence with Lewis, Wolcot, Topham,

Sheridan, Lockhart, Canning, Scott, Wilson, Hogg, Moore. Campbell,

Rogers, Hunt, &c., and with Ouvier, Langles, Suchet, Dii Roure, Schlegel,

De Stael, Montemont, and other distinguished foreigners, eminent in the

arts, literature, and natural philosophy."— G^oie.
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